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YAMAHA

With so many synths to choose from, it pays to decide what you
need from your instrument before you even visit the store.

Maybe you should make a list

Great sounds? That goes without saying.

A velocity sensitive keyboard with aftertouch? Naturally.

Built-in Drums? Good idea.
And how about an intuitive, dynamic programming system that

lets you create and save great new sounds in seconds?
What?

You just described the SY22's
Vector Synthesis.

Quite simply, it's the easiest way
yet devised of programming complex
digital waveforms. By bending and
blending up to four different voice
elements with the unique vector
control, sound creation and real time
manipulation become not only possible,

but great fun too. The SY22 even
records vector movements for later use.

There's nothing else quite like it.
And if your bank manager likes to say no, show him this.

The Yamaha SY22 costs less than £800.

Yes!

Call or write for a free copy of our new mice software catalogue

r

For further information on the superb SY22 Synthesizer, please complete this
coupon and send to: Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd.,MI & Pro Audio
Division, Mount Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MK I IJE.

Name

Address

0

Postcode
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IGIDESIGN SOUNDTOOLS
ludes
und Accelerator Card
undesigner 11 software
) In analog to digital converter

UDIOMEDIA
ow cost alternative from Digidesign.
£868.00 this card enables hard disk
ording that will work with both Deck
J Studiovision.

ECK
track software for Soundtools
45.00

PCODE STUDIOVISION
e ultimate sequencer enabling
iultaneous recording of midi and
Iio.

IACPROTEUS
u proteus on a board to fit inside the
c 11 £735.00. FREE proteus editor
h every board

;/SHEET AV
und to picture software £685.00

RO I/O.
Drofessional A/D D/A converter for
indtools with Apogee filters.

AT I/O
jital I/O for soundtools.

Digidesign Soundtools +
DD780 m/b fixed drive 1
hour recording time
£4995.00

OUNDTOOLS AT
ludes
) In
undesigner 11 software
undaccelerator card £1730.00

LAB NOTATOR HD
quencing & Hard disk recording
'Mare.
FEE DMA/SCSI interface with
cry Atari Soundtools system.

Soundtools ST & DD204
Fixed 200 m/b drive in
19" rackmount 20
minutes recording
£2795.00.

to 32m/b of memory,smpte
ay listing,time strech,plus
I the features of the S1000.
m/b memory boards for

the S1000/91100
£999.00
10 m/b S1000
£2995-00
2m/b memory
cards £199.00
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Co -designed by Dave Smith of Sequential Circuits fame
it would take pages to describe how this synth
works.lt is suffice to say that it sounds
absolutely brilliant. IN STOCK

Classic synthesizers

rebuilt into 19"

rackmounts.New to the

range which includes the

Midimoog,Obierack

and Harvey 808 is the

Prophet 5. We can

rebuild your own or

supply from new.

Our own range of storage devices for the
professional market recommended by Digidesign
Akai,Roland and Emu. All drives come in a 2u 19
" rackmount with switchmode power
supply and can be specified to
include a built in DMA/SCSI
converter.

DDF78O 780 rn/b fixed drive
£2500.00

WE STOCK THE ENTIRE RANGE OF ROLAND

PRODUCTS FROM THE REMARKABLE $770
SAMPLER AND D70 SYNTHESIZER TO R8
AND 0220 ROM CARDS

Sampled piano module

PROTEUS 1 &

32 voice sample player

PROTEUS
New orchestral module

Emax HD from £1295.00

MICRO

(SY NTF-r

J
COrEr NY

406:44W

`d"#" 4*

AV
Based on original PPG technology this
multi timbral 8 voice synth is a must
for any serious synthesist at £950.00

YAMAHA
New TG77 rackmount version of
SY77 with 12 polyphonic outputs.
SY22 vector synthesizer £650.00
TG55 rackmount new low price.
SY77,SY55 plus new sound libraries

New PROTOLOGIC rom expansion for the
Emu Proteus.Double the amount of samples
and make it sound like an E3 for £390.43.
Of course TSC is the market
leader in CD rom sample
Libraries,we now have
over 20 cd roms for
Akai S1000,Roland
S770,E3 and
Emax.prices start from
as little as £99.00

\OM
The 9002 guitar processor has been
dubbed "product of the year", we agree.
Our owners list looks like a who's who
of the British music industry. This
ingenious Japanese Company look set
to shake up the FX's market again
with the 9010, 1 u 19" rackmount unit
with 4 discrete inputs and outputs. A
staggering 24 fx's can be run at once.
All parameters are midi controllable.
£1216.52

CASIO DA7
16 bit A/D Digital I/O
Portable Casio reliability
£565.00
TASCAM DA30
44.1/48khz selectable
sampling with digital I/0's

in a rackmount £1150.00

New low
£693.00
AIWA HOS 1
portable DAT

The industry standard at
£1130.00

TECHNICS 350
64 x Oversamping.

All prices are exclusive
of VAT

PJ -ri-seiziE Ft
COMPANY LT C$

9 HATTON ST. LONDON NW8 9PR
dallfinEMIIMINEW171 262 8215
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COMMENT
It's a sad fact that keyboard players have always

had to pay more for the privilege than their guitar

or drum playing associates. Tim Goodyer asks

what can technology do to redress the imbalance?

NEWSDESK
An announcement of the winners of copies of

Keynote Software's Chameleon librarian in a

recent MT competition join the usual
selection of hi -tech equipment and music
news in this month's Newsdesk.

COMMUNIQUE 8
The musicality of synthesisers, synthesising the

sound of an electric guitar and some free advice

on using Dr T's X -Or provide the basis for
discussion in MT's regular readers writes column.

COMPETITION 14
If you're a Casio VZ owner resigned to
programming the hard way, MT's competition spot

is for you. This month's prizes: six Quinsoft ST

librarian software and Patchworks sound banks.

READERS' ADS 7 6
Welcome to the biggest selection of hi -tech

classified ads currently in print - if you can't buy

it or sell it here, don't waste your time anywhere

else.

Appraisal

Q -LOGIC MIDI
METRO 26
Heard the one about the silent metronome?

Simon Trask investigates a MIDI -driven
metronome that uses light instead of sound

to keep you to the beat.

ROLAND CF10
& CN20 50
To complement their CM -series modules,

Roland have released a Digital Fader and

Musical Entry Pad - but anything MIDI has

many uses. Vic Lennard becomes an
accessory.
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ENSONIQ SQ1 64
The term workstation is officially in demise - to

prove it, Ensoniq's SQ1 is dubbed a Personal

Music Studio. Simon Trask investigates the

best -specified workstation to date.

Music
JERRY HARRISON 34
With Talking Heads on the back burner,
keyboard player Jerry Harrison is building a

strong following as a solo artist. Nigel Lord

talks messages and machinery to a Casual

God.

JEFF RONA 56
A long-time member of the MIDI establishment,

Jeff Rona is a musician who gets more
mileage out of computers than most. Scott
Wilkinson listens in on Mac, PAN, digital
editing and Jon Hassell's latest LP.

you're wise to JBL's new Control 1 Plus and

its bass -driving partner. Nigel Lord takes
control.

Technology

ON THE BEAT 16Stu d i

JBL CONTROL 1
PLUS/SB1 10
Choosing studio monitors on a tight budget

can be a demoralising experience - unless

Who's in the house? On the Beat is in the

house - with a close look at what makes
house beats and loops kick. Nigel Lord gets

wicked in MT's popular drum programming

series.

CIRCUITS PRO ONE 22
SEQUENTIAL

The most popular post-Minimoog monosynth is

still the best alternative for everything from

new age to northern techno. Greg Truckell
reintroduces an old friend.

MIDI MOVES 30
Often criticised for its shortcomings, MIDI is

still being developed to meet musicians'
needs. UK MIDI Association chief Vic Lennard

brings news of the latest updates and their

applications.

BMF REPORT 42
The excessive heat in London's Olympia gave

the latest hi -tech gear a run in the "who's
hottest" stakes at this year's British Music
Fair. Simon Trask sweats it out.

PATCHWORK 72
A wide selection of sound libraries from
Sound Source Unlimited, Roland and Stiletto

come under the scrutiny of the Patchwork

reviewers.
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editorial

THE GREAT DIVIDE
EVER SINCE ELECTRONIC keyboards established

themselves as a legitimate part of the instrumental

lineup in popular music, they have presented their

players with a different set of problems from those
facing their fellow musicians. Where a guitarist could

begin his or her career on a cheap "copy" version of

an instrument they might once aspire to own, the
keyboard player has always lacked the cheap option -

where, for example, was the "Junior" (as in Les Paul

Junior) version of the Fender Rhodes or the
"Japanese copy" of the Mellotron when they were
needed? And where a drummer might opt for a kit

with less robust hardware or cheaper wood shells to

get himself - or herself - playing, there was no
comparable version of the mighty Hammond C3. It's

a sad, and sore, point that keyboard players have
always had to find the money as well as the talent to

succeed in their chosen career.

Let's look at a few facts: around 20 years ago the

above instruments would each have cost you in the

region of a grand to buy. At the same time, a genuine

Fender Stratocaster would have cost about 250 quid.

As recently as ten years ago many of the polyphonic

instruments of the day - Oberheim OBXa, Roland

Jupiter 8 and so on - would have set you back three

grand or more. Today, a serious semi -pro guitarist

could spend a similar sum on a complete rig, and
feel pretty comfortable with it.

Let's take that a stage further. Three thousand
pounds out of a gigging guitarist's pocket would
cover a couple of guitars - a nice Paul Reed Smith

and a Fender Strat, for example - a combo of the
calibre of a Mesa Boogie and a decent multi -effects

processor. To equip a keyboard player to a similar

standard you have to be talking about a couple of

synths and a sampler: for the sake of argument, let's

say a Roland D50, Korg MI. and Akai S950. I make

the cost of that over four grand already - and that's

before we've covered any signal processors or
amplification.

In order to explain this situation we have to look at

the construction of the instruments involved. Guitars

and drums are primarily mechanical devices and it's

possible to build them to different standards with
corresponding savings in materials and manpower.

Electronic gadgetry, however, necessarily involves

considerable research and elaborate manufacturing

techniques. And it is these aspects of the
instruments we are paying so heavily for.

There was a time, in the heyday of subtractive
(analogue) synthesisers, when most of the
components of even the most sophisticated synths

were freely available to anyone wishing to build one.

Although there are a few notable cases of musicians

having done just this, the requisite knowledge was as

scarce as it was precious. In these days of complex

digital systems, the heart of a synthesiser is
invariably a custom integrated circuit that cannot be

obtained by you or I outside the instrument for which

it was designed. In short, you can't hope to build a
synth on the cheap.

But for the first time in the synthesiser's history,
now, and only now, can its players go out and buy a

professional instrument for a similar amount to that
of other instrumentalists. This is possibly the
greatest benefit of the microprocessor revolution: hi -

tech musicians are finally escaping the financial
handicap they've previously had to endure. Tg
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The hest thingabout the
Roland SPD-8 is you don't need
anything else. Simply take a line to the PA for
instant LA percussion, modern drum sounds
and effects.

Sounds vary from kit and electronic to Latin
and effects, and the eight pads are velocity
sensitive. 32 user patches store information
such as pad assignment, customised sounds
and MIDI transmit channel for each pad.

On -board voices can be mixed with external
sounds, and optional DP -2 or FS -5U pedals
can connect to two external jacks to trigger
bass drum sounds, open or close hi -hats or
to change patches.

Roland SPD-8
Go on - give it some stick!

Please send me more information on the Roland SPD-8

Name MT.10.90

Address Roland (UK) Ltd
West Cross Centre Brentford

Middlesex TW8 9EZ
Fax: 081-847 1528 Telephone: 081-568 1247
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We've news of two new programs
from prolific software house
Steinberg this month, the first being

the next in the Synthworks series, an

editor/librarian for the Yamaha SY77.

The editor is fully graphics -orientated

and incorporates a DX7, TX7, DX7II

and TX81Z Sound Translator utility
which translates sounds from these

synths into SY77 sounds. Clever,
those pike. Amongst the sound
creation functions you'll find
"Quadratic mixture" and "Mosiac
Creation".

Steinberg are also proud to
introduce a new librarian concept: the

Neuronic Librarian, which allows the

storage of Banks, Sounds (Voices),

Multis, Sequences, Comments,
Tuning tables, PCM card listings and

Semantic Attributes. And when data
is stored, it is automatically
compressed by 50% as a memory
safeguard. Ten out of ten, chaps.

Version 2.0 of Steinberg's pro
sequencer, Cubase, should be
available now, and existing version

1.5 users will receive two new disks,

complete with new pages for their
manual. This is free to all official
Cubase owners and as they say
themselves, "it's not even Christmas

yet"!

Amongst the list of new features,
there is full WYSIWYG score printing,

an Interactive Phrase Synthesiser - a

facility which enables you to model

new versions from existing music -
score printing with symbols, improved

analytic quantise, plus a great deal
more, that we don't have room for in

these pages.

If any of this has caught your eye,

get in touch with Evenlode

Soundworks and they'll tell you more

Evenlode can be contacted at The
Studio, Church Street, Stonesfield,
Oxford OX7 2PS. Ids

British Manchester Fair
The BMF is moving north to

Manchester for the G-Mex Music Fair

on 5-7 October. The venue will be the

Windsor Hall at the Greater
Manchester Exhibition Centre, and

the doors open 10am-8pm Friday and

Saturday, while on Sunday the times

are 10am-6pm. The entrance fee is

£3 for adults and £2 for the under
14s.

Friday will be Schools Day, where

any teachers and musical advisors
possessing either an NUT card or
letter of authority from their school
can gain free admission. Parties of

twenty or more will be charged £1 per

pupil with accompanying teachers
being admitted free. Teachers and
pupils will also be given an opportunity

to win musical equipment for their
school. Details for this will be

available from the information desk.

The confirmed exhibitors include

Akai, Casio, Hohner, MCM, Roland,

Sound Technology and Yamaha
amongst others.

Further information can be obtained

from Westland Associates Ltd, 23a

Kings Road, London SW3 4RP. Tel:

071-730 7852. Ids

THE KEY TO
SUCCESS

Winners of MT's Diskography
competition are as follows: the two
first prizes went to G Gibbons of
Hull and K Doncaster of
Peterborough, while the five runners

up were County Galway's Michael
Grieve, London's A Tate and Paul
Dickerson, Shropshire's C Wilde,
Nottingham's Sandra Morrison and

York's R P Brennan.

What did they win and how did they

do it? Well, first prizes were copies of

Keynote Software's very capable
Chameleon generic librarian and
runners up prizes were five copies of

Can U Feel It? The Champion Legend

double CD. For anyone still
wondering, the answers were "yes",

Chameleon is compatible with all
GEM -based sequencing programs,

'Check This Out' put Les Adams' LA

Mix project into the charts, the Save

icon doubles as Chameleon's copy

protection and vocalist Chyna
appears on the LA Mix LP and Stock,

Aitken & Waterman's 'Roadblock'
single.

Thanks once more to Keynote
and Beer Davis Publicity for making

things possible. Tg

Boomerang BOOM
Boomerang Sounds have
announced the opening of a trade
counter at their Manchester
showrooms. The reason for this,
we are told, is to cope with the
increasing demand from local
studios and radio stations for
accessories.

They now hold large stocks of
recording supplies - tape from
Ampex, Agfa and BASF, custom -

wound chrome cassettes (from C5
to C100s), and Beyer and AKG
mics, for example.

Even though Manchester might
not be just up the road from where
you live, don't worry, because mail

order enquiries are welcome too. If
you'd like a price list or account
application form, then give them a
ring on 061-873 7770 or fax 061-
872 4494. Ids

ALIVE AND KICKIN'
Here's one for all those
impoverished bands who currently
can't afford to go to one of the
many expensive studios and put
together a demo that the record
companies couldn't pass up.

Kickin Studio is a new recording
facility with a difference. It's being
run by musicians, with the
intention to make deals with young

upcoming acts and writers. They
feel there's a need for artists to
obtain a studio without having to
pay extortionate fees and pledge
to invest time on each act, hoping
that at least one artist will be able
to repay them.

Kickin appear to appreciate that

the street element is the mainstay
of music in Britain. They are
especially interested in creative
rappers and writers, but all takers
are welcome.

They've also asked us to thank
GTI Records for their support by
providing part of the premises for
Kickin to operate. A special thanks
goes to the boss of GTI who,
"supported a lot of street without
taking any credit". The only thing
left for us here at MT to say is
keep up the good work.

For more info, contact Kickin
Studio, 282 Westbourne Park
Road, London W11 1EH. Tel: 071-
221 8698 or 071-727 5337. Ids
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NOT A PATCH ON... CHINESE WHISPERS
Patchworks, in conjuction with
Quinsoft Software, are about to
release the first in a range of
software synth editors that are -
for a limited number only - to be
coupled with free synth voices.

The Casio "VZ Range" editor is
for use with the Atari ST and retails

at £49.95; however, the first 50

customers will be able to obtain two

free banks of Patchworks voices -
New Age and Pop Plus - which would

normally set you back £14.95 per
bank.

For more info contact Patchworks

at Frederick House, 211 Frederick
Road, Hastings, East Sussex. Tel:
(0424) 436674. Ids

In distance of EARSHOT
News of an international festival of
sound being held in Newcastle-upon-

Tyne has reached us here at MT. The

event, Earshot, is being presented by

Projects UK, the interactive arts
organisation, and will provide a
mixture of live and pre-recorded
sound, photographic and video
projection, movement and action, and

lighting and technology.

The dates to make a note of are

17-21 October, and amongst the
bands taking part will be Etant
Donnes from France, Poppo from
the USA, Thu 20 from Holland and
Nocturnal Emissions from the UK.

Further information and tickets
can be obtained from Simon
Herbert at Projects UK. Tel: 091-
232 2410. Ids
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Did you hear the one about the
postman who stole my

correspondence course in learning

to play the violin? Actually I got the

first one, he stole the rest and is

now a world-famous violin virtuoso

- except that he can't play 'Three
Blind Mice' and I can.

It wasn't the postman this
time, but the more observant

amongst you will have noticed
that someone had made off with

certain of the grids which
accompanied the June instalment

of On The Beat. So, for anyone
wondering why their Chuck Brown

impressions were missing a beat,

the errant patterns are printed
below. Now you can go-go for
it... Tg

Now to put the record straight. There

have been rumours circulating that
Valhala RAM cards for Roland and
Korg gear will damage your equipment

and that you'd be better off not using

them. Valhala distributors, AMG, would

like to point out that the situation has

arisen from a few music stores who

are under the impression that as
Valhala cards are significantly lower in

price than the manufacturers' branded

cards, they must also be of lower
quality. The truth according to Valhala

is that the major manufacturers all buy

their RAM cards from the same third -

party source and hence are exactly
the same as the Valhala cards.

Now you can relax in the knowledge

that your Valhala RAM cards aren't

going to trash your gear.

For those of you who haven't yet
invested in any Valhala sounds, but

are considering purchasing some, the

prices are as follows: the Valhala
M256 RAM for Roland equipment is
£55 and the Valhala MCR-03 RAM for

Korg equipment is £65. Both these
prices are fully inclusive of VAT and

delivery.

There is also a credit card hotline

for you to call: (073 088) 383. One
more thing to look out for is Valhala's

RAM cards for Yamaha, Peavey and

Kawai equipment in the near future.

You can contact distributors AMG at

Hurst Farm Barns, Hurst Lane, Privett,

Nr Alton, Hants GU34 3PL. Tel: (073

088) 383. Ids

MAN ON
If you're one of the proud owners of
Hollis Research's MIDIman, you can

be expecting a free update around
now. Not only that, but there's more;

also being included is Performance,

which will show you new ways of using

MIDIMan in any MIDI setup. Firstly,

though, details of that free MIDIMan

update.

The new version of the program
includes a new tutorial which'll help

users who want to write their own
profiles, plus many new control

files, including Roland D50-MEX,
MKS70/JX10, L1110, Yamaha DX11,

EMT10, R100, V50, Kawai K4, K5,
R50, Korg DW8000 and Ensoniq
SQ80. What's more, the new
version of MIDIMan and profiles are

fully compatible with earlier
versions.

Lastly, the price, which is a friendly

£89 including VAT. If you want to know

more, contact First Rate Ltd, La
Ramee, St Peter Port, Guernsey C.I.

Tel: (0481) 23169. Ids

Dates for the diary
We couldn't really let this month's
news pages go by without telling you

about some of the courses
Micromagic will be running in the
coming months. There are three
courses, all dealing with digital
audio.

The first is The Integrated
Digital/Analogue Studio, running for

two days on December 15/16,
January 5/6 and March 23/24.
Topics covered include digital
theory, automated mixing and the
various standards, interfaces and
systems available for digital
recording.

The second, An Introduction to
Digital Audio, also runs for two
days, October 6/7, December 1/2,
January 26/27 and February
23/24. This course provides a
comprehensive guide to basic

principles, applications and the
various standards and practical
knowledge needed to keep up with
new developments.

The third course, Digital Audio,
lasts for one week. This takes place
on October 15-19, November 19-23,

December 17-21, January 21-26,
February 18-22 and March 18-22.
Theory, standards, interfaces,
digital mixing, automation and
synchronisation are amongst the
topics covered here.

The cost for each of these
courses is £89.70, £138 and £345
respectively. All these prices include

VAT. For more details contact Anita

or Simon, Micromagic Ltd, Spen
Vale Mills, Spen Vale Street,
Heckmondwike, West Yorks WF16

ONF. Tel: (0924) 410880 or
410892. Ids
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munique

play it again,
save

Is it just me, or are synthesisers
really becoming less and less
musical? I cannot think of any synth,

apart from the Kurzweil 250, that
allows a keyboard player to sit down

and play as inspiration arises.

I wish manufacturers would give

their instruments (remember that
word) a decent grand piano keyboard,

updatable software architecture, a

front panel allowing you to access all

the parameters and sounds instantly,

and an integral sequencer. I realise

that this is a tall order, but if you can

imagine a Korg T1 with a Jupiter 8 -

style front panel and a built-in
Cheetah sequencer, then you might

grasp what I'm after.

But perhaps I should just keep

quiet and let the never-ending stream

of user -hostile "flash for yer cash"

machines keep flowing. After all, it's

what everybody else seems to do.

Richard Clews

Wolverhampton

West Midlands

Tall order is right, Richard, but
then you are the customer, aren't
you?

Whilst I've got to agree with you in

principle - synths and samplers are

instruments and should be designed

to be played - I feel you're being
rather unkind to certain
manufacturers. Roland, for example,

have acquired the Rhodes name and

are using it specifically to market
musician -friendly instruments - to

date, the new Rhodes pianos and

Series 660 and 760 synths.
Reassuringly, these seem to have

found great favour amongst players

with a technique to be proud of. And

Roland are not alone in trying to
restore some of the more traditional

qualities to today's hi -tech

instruments; you yourself mentioned

Korg's Ti.

One of the problems you're up
against is that these facilities don't

come cheap. But don't be

discouraging when there are

companies with your best interests

at heart - a little encouragement
sometimes goes a long way.

One last point: check through an

issue or two of MT and you'll see
that "instrument" is a term we're
still attached to. If you're only
interested in "product", there are
other magazines with similarly
deranged priorities around. . . Tg

x -or assist
In the November '89 issue of Music

Technology the review of the Atari

ST version of Dr T's X -Or referred to

problems loading a customised
copy of the program. I have recently

used the program, and experienced

similar problems. However, after a

few expletives and a few beers
worth of contemplation, I found a

way around them using the Atari's

internal drive and an external 3.5"

drive.

Copy all the files you require (and

deARC the profiles you need) onto a

work disk, setting up your custom
performance window using the
ED.SETUP program as explained in

the manual. Make sure that the
default storage path for each
module is B: (the external drive).
From the desktop, click on the
XOR.PRG icon to select it, then use

the Install Application option from

the Options menu to open a window

which allows you to configure the

program to auto -boot; don't put the

X -Or program into the auto folder.

Copy any desk accessories you may

want, and save desktop
information.

With the custom work disk in the

internal drive and the Dr T's original

in the external drive, switch on the

ST and the program should load OK.

The Dr T's original disk is then no

longer needed and can be removed

so that the external drive can be
used for storing library, bank and
patch data.

If the X -Or program is not

configured to auto -boot, as often as

not it will freeze during loading. I

suspect that the slightest mouse
movement causes this, because the

program does not freeze when auto -

booted.

On a different tack, it seems that

you cannot save an X -Or

performance without the current
banks being resident in memory as

well as the current patches.

Fred Fee

Newport

Gwent

them guitar
blues

I am sure that many non -guitar
playing keyboard players - like myself

- have wanted to derive great electric

guitar sounds from their keyboard
equipment. The problem is that the

electric guitar sounds (as opposed

to acoustic guitar sounds) included

in manufacturers' sound libraries do

not usually provide much excitement.

I wondered if you could suggest
suitable software or hardware -
including effects units used by
guitarists - that might help solve this

problem?

My present equipment, which
would seem to need supplementing,

consists of a PPG Wave 2.2, Yamaha

DX7, Roland D50 and MT32, Atari

Mega4 ST and Passport sequencing

software.

Anthony Bushell

Enfield

Middlesex

This is one area of imitative
synthesis that's been quietly
simmering for a few years now. If

you remember the first series of

Miami Vice you'll probably also
remember the hype that surrounded

Jan Hammer's soundtrack - and the

revolutionary "guitar" sound (which

was also to be heard in his theme

for Channel 4's The Tube) that he'd

created using synthesisers.

Ian Curnow (of PWL fame) also

made a bit of a name for himself
with the guitar patch that graces
much of Talk Talk's material.

Curnow calls his patch "Eddie",

and I'm reliably informed by one of

Talk Talks's crew that he creates it

using two Roland Super Jupiter
modules fed through a guitar
overdriver. While the details of
Hammer's sound are more difficult

to obtain (he's quoted as saying he

can make any synth sound like a
guitar - it's down to playing
technique), I'd put my money on an

Oberheim six -voice being processed

by a valve guitar amp and an MXR

flanger. In both cases the secret of

the sound seems to be in mixing
synth and guitar technologies.

Your second best bet is simply to

get hold of a guitar sample - it's the

"real" sound of the instrument
you're pursuing, but a sample won't

let you articulate the sound as the
original instrument would.

But there's more to it than
sounds - as you'll already know if
you've tried to synthesise any other

instruments. The physical
construction of each instrument
imposes unique restrictions on its
players. These restrictions are one

of the most significant elements in

shaping playing technique - and
they apply equally to the keyboard.

Saxophones, violins, trumpets and,

of course, guitars, all influence
their players in the shapes of
chords and runs that they invite
them to play. Consequently, if
you're to get a convincing guitar
sound out of a keyboard instrument

you're going to have to learn to
imitate the overall playing style of

guitarists. Middly-widdly, anyone?
Tg
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ADD SOME
CREATIVE POWER

If you want a synthesiser that can handle
t ay's dance sound as well as exciting new

ds for future trends, the EVS-1 is the
swer. The EVS-1 can give you rich analogue

style bass and string voices, electric pianos,
punchy digital sounds, plus those 'classic'
drum and percussion samples currently in
vogue. There are 28 different synthesis
algorithms available, enabling the EVS-1 to
cope with almost any style of music you
choose. The EVS-1 comes packaged with its
own free Atari editor/librarian software, so
you can choose your favourite types of
synthesis and create a whole range of new
sounds. The program also runs as a desktop
accessory so you need never quit your
sequencing program to edit or load voices.

The EVS-1 is so versatile that just using
your mother keyboard and a sequencer, you
can create a finished song with up to eight
different synthesiser parts including CD
quality sampled drums and percussion in full
16 note polyphony, all at the same time, all
from one EVS-1!

If you already have a MIDI set-up the EVS-1
is an ideal addition, giving you those extra
voices for a full sounding track and the
inspiration you need in the form of new and
exciting sounds.

Specifications: 16 note polyphony; 8 voice
multi-timbral; 16 Bit; 44.1 kHz audio system;
24 Bit internal audio system; Sampled drums
(44.1 kHz), including kick drums, snare
drums, toms, cowbells, hi -hats, agogos,
congas, tambourine, claps, woodblocks, etc.
All tunable via pitch wheel; Signal/Noise

80dB; 10 Hz -20 kHz frequency response;
28 synthesis algorithms; free Atari or IBM
editing software. Best of all the price 1299
inc VAT.

Sound Technology plc
Letchworth Point,
Letchworth,
Hertfordshire, SG6 1ND
Tel: 0462 480000
Fax: 0462 480800



JBL Studio Monitors

CONTROL 1 PLUS/

S131 SUB -BASS UNIT

Previously the luxury of wealthier

studios, quality monitoring systems are now

becoming available at prices that will see

them in many small/bedroom setups - JBL's

Control 1 Plus/SB1 system, for example.

Review by Nigel Lord.

N WHAT COULD be regarded as a final

admission by manufacturers that size, when it

comes to the design of speaker cabinets, is of

critical importance and can only be

compensated for to a very limited extent in

small enclosures, there has been a tendency over the

last few years to accept the restricted low -end
performance of compact designs, and concentrate on

improving the clarity and imaging offered within the mid-

range and treble frequencies. The theory behind this

seems to be, what the ear doesn't hear, the heart can't

grieve about. And there can be little doubt that recent
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developments in compact systems represent a massive

improvement over earlier designs which, in trying to go

some way towards reproducing the troublesome
frequencies below 100Hz, often severely compromised

performance above this point.

A veritable glut of new designs have found their way

onto the market over the last decade or so, and the

development of new cabinet materials such as high

density plastics (which lend themselves to mass
production techniques in a way that timber derivatives do

not), seem to have finally tempted the Japanese to enter

the speaker stakes. These days it's by no means
uncommon to walk into a small studio and see a pair of

Yamaha NS10Ms or Roland MS100s occupying the

position where once Tannoy. Celestion or Rodgers
monitors might have been found.

JBL of Northridge, California have been putting their

name to high quality monitoring systems for many years

now, and it is a testament to their continued investment

in research and development that the emergeance of

new manufacturers has done little to dent their
reputation as makers of speakers of the very highest

quality. It can be fairly said that a number of JBL models

have, over the years, come to represent benchmarks by

which other new designs are judged. The Control 1s, for

example, since their introduction some four years ago.

have become one of those "known quantities" quoted

when the performance of other micro -monitors is

discussed.

But now a new Control 1 is with us - the Control 1 Plus

- and though it has inherited much of the performance

which won its predecessor so many friends, it has been

sufficiently revamped to warrant our consideration as a

new contender in the speaker stakes. It also makes an

ideal starting point for what will hopefully be a more

regular inclusion of monitor reviews in MT.

IN CONTROL
IN THE JBL scheme of things, a pair of Control 1 Pluses

come in at ground level - that is to say they are the

smallest/least expensive speaker they produce. Where

this puts them in relation to other makes, however, is

rather difficult to assess. Unlike many hi -tech
instruments, manufacturing practices differ widely

amongst companies involved in speaker production. and

what constitutes a particularly labour-intensive process

for one might well have been completely automated by

another. Because of this, pricing doesn't tend to follow a

linear path and cost is seldom the best criteria to apply

when weighing up the pros and cons of a particular class

of monitor. (Though cost is always going to be a
determining factor when it comes to putting your hand in

your pocket.)

As small as they are, the Control 1 Pluses have a very

business -like appearance and their impressive weight

does much to dispel the scepticism which still tends to

get the better of you when you consider the size of a

micro -monitor along with the kind of work it's expected to

do. Inside, a five -inch driver handles the low/mid range

and a three quarter -inch tweeter takes care of the treble.

Power handling is 160 watts, and this is certainly very

creditable for monitors of this size. However, I've always

found factors such as front cone projection when driving

micro -monitors from sources such as sampled bass

drums and very resonant synth sounds have a very

significant effect on the kind of SPLs (sound pressure

levels) you can expect to achieve without damaging the

drivers. Clearly, matching speakers to amplifiers is not

quite as straightforward as it would be in a hi-fi system,

and this is one reason why plain old hi-fi speakers tend

to be unsuitable for monitor applications.

THE PLUS PLUS
UNLIKE MOST OTHER micro -monitors, the Control 1

Pluses have the added advantage of expandability,

and if you're experiencing problems with speaker
cones coming rather too close for comfort (yours or

theirs), it could well provide the perfect solution. The

SB1 sub -bass unit offers an extension to the
frequency range of the Control 1s down to 50Hz (the

response is 50Hz-200Hz, with a power handling of

300 watts). to form a complete three-way monitoring

system. In case you're not familiar with the concept

of sub -bass units, it might be worth taking a moment

to explain the principle involved and in particular, why

only one sub -bass unit is used, even in a stereo
setup.

The audio information we rely on to detect the
source of a sound is contained almost exclusively
within the middle and upper frequencies. It follows,

therefore, that providing the mid -range and treble

units are fed individual signals from a stereo source

and positioned so that they produce a convincing
stereo image, the siting of the woofer or bass units

becomes much less critical. So much less critical, in

fact, that it really doesn't matter where in the room

they are situated or even whether they receive
discrete signals from the stereo source. The only
condition is that distortion is not allowed to colour
the low frequencies in any way as the high frequency

harmonics this would generate tend to give a
directional quality to the sound which would interfere

with the stereo image produced by the mid -range and

treble units.

Though containing four separate drivers (relying on

what JBL refer to as "triple chamber bandpass
technology"), the SB1 produces virtually a mono
signal which emanates from three small ports at the

back of the unit. The rest of the cabinet is totally
enclosed and is of such rigid construction that no
sound and very little vibration can be detected
coming from it. Its overall size is approximately 12 x

22 x 7 inches and aside from four sets of connection

terminals (also on the rear), it offers the casual
observer few external clues as to its precise function.

Incidentally, the reason four sets of terminals are

required is to provide connections for the incoming

amplifier signals and also for the outgoing signals

from the SB1's internal crossover which feed the
Control 1 Pluses.

It is my contention that an unprecedented amount

of bull is talked about loudspeaker designs and the

factors which affect their performance. Most of this

arises from the fact that judgements about audio
quality often tend to be made relative to certain
reference points - whether these be "idealised" )0 -
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). specification figures or merely another set of
speakers placed side by side with those under
appraisal. For most people, of course, these don't
exist and the only criteria they can apply is whether

they like the sound of a given pair of speakers within

a given room environment. And though I am perfectly

prepared to believe there are purists around who can

detect the improvement in audio quality derived from

the use of specialist heavy duty speaker cables and

connectors - when this is put into context against
factors such as positioning, room furnishing and, of

course, the huge range of variables which may be

introduced in a typical audio chain, I find myself
struggling to keep a check on my cynicism.

I mention this not to initiate some debate about
psychoacoustics, but to make it clear that when it

comes to speaker appraisal, I tend to maintain a
fairly down-to-earth approach. So what then, do I

make of the Contol 1 Plus/SB1 system? Well, in a

variety of listening tests which included connection to

a conventional stereo system (in a fairly conventional

"front room"), direct connection to an Alesis
HR16/D50/DX7 combination and also to a Fostex

eight -track system in a studio environment - I can

claim to have spent many hours listening to the
system. Many more hours, in fact, than was
absolutely necessary for the purposes of this review.

The reason for this, as may have guessed, is simply

that it sounded so damn good.

I don't know why JBL coined the name "Control"

1s, but I reckon they should have thought about using

it as part of the title of the SB1 as well. Control (or
perhaps "controlled") describes perfectly the sort of

performance this system is capable of. I don't think

I've ever heard such tight, well-defined monitoring at

this sort of price.

Connected up to my hi-fi - still resolutely non -CD -

they gave the system unprecedented clarity. Areas of

sound which had been interpreted by my Leak 3080s

(considered a quite radical design in their day) as ill-

defined mush were revealed as belonging to specific

instruments, and I began to hear space in pieces of
music which I hadn't previously been aware of.

Further listening with other equipment revealed
more of the system's tight, measured performance -

even when confronted with the demands of an HR16

pounding through it at high volume levels. Having said

that, I found the top end performance of the Control

1s a little disappointing. Some of the detail
associated with instruments such as the hi -hat
seemed to get lost amongst the more dominant mid-

range frequencies, and this did make me wonder just

what part of the spectrum people were referring to in

claiming that these monitors are rather too bright in

character.

Of course, the whole idea of a pair of speakers
imparting their own character on the music they
reproduce is anathema to the more pathological
audiophile. But at this end of the market, you have to

accept that colouration - whether in a positive or
negative sense - is going have a significant effect on

the quality of sound you hear. This being the case, I'd

describe the character of the Control 1s as being
open (very open), a little hard, perhaps, but quite

precise. And that, for monitor purposes, would seem

to be a rather useful combination.

As well as I got on with the Control 1s, however, it

was the SB1 that stole the show. Any doubts I may

have had that this would sound like an extended two-

way monitoring system rather than an integrated
three-way system proved groundless. The SB1 quite

seamlessly slots in beneath the Control 1s and
provides the kind of low -end solidity which belies its

modest proportions. No matter where I positioned it,

the moment I'd taken a couple of steps back it
became quite impossible to determine where the
sound was coming from. It's a most peculiar effect:

the room is filled with a deep, hard, effortless bass

and try as you might, you can't pinpoint the source.

It doesn't quite reach down to the kind of
frequencies which produce that dull, percussive thud

you feel in your stomach when you walk into a
nightclub, but given its price and the fact that its
intended companions are JBL's least expensive pair

of monitors, this is perhaps not surprising.

What is surprising is that JBL insist on referring to

it as a sub -bass unit - which with a stated frequency

response of 50-120Hz it clearly isn't. I accept the

fact that it draws on the technology developed for
units which are designed for sub -bass frequencies

and that it provides coverage of the audio spectrum

below that which the Control 1s find it possible to go.

But I think the term sub -bass has to be seen as
misleading in this context.

VERDICT
THE CONTROL 1 Plus/SB1 combination really does

have a lot going for it. Priced at the kind of level
which keeps it in competition with the majority of low

to mid -priced monitors - whose performance it can

match comfortably - it clearly offers much more in the

way of flexibility. Running the Control 1s on their own,

for example, would give you access to an excellent

near field/micro-monitor system which could then be

expanded by the SB1 where full -range monitoring is

required. (To this end, I'd have liked to have seen
some kind of switching included on the SB1 which
would have made this easier; as it is you have to
swap the leads around.) But the system also makes

a lot of sense in situations where space is at a
premium: there seems to be no likely position which

can seriously degrade the sound from the SB1, and

with a surface area of only a few square inches, the

Controls 1s are unlikely to prove too much of a
problem either.

Anyone presently contemplating spending £300-

£400 on a pair of monitors owes it to themselves
and their music to check this system out. Agreed, the

speaker has yet to be designed which will suit
everyone's listening tastes, but you'd be hard-
pressed to find a better all-round performance than

that of the Control 1 Plus and SB1.

Price Control 1 Plus £179 (per pair); SB1 £230. Both

prices include VAT.

More from Harman (UK), Mill Street, Slough, Berks

SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753) 76911.
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GENERALLY SPEAKING, THERE are two ways of

approaching the purchase of hi -tech musical
equipment. The first involves investing in the
technology as it becomes available; this assures

you of the latest sounds, the latest techniques and

the latest names - but it costs. The alternative is to

buy up older gear as the new gear pushes onto the

secondhand market, and watch out for bargains

arising from instruments that didn't catch the
public's imagination when they were first released.

The key to this "alternative" approach is knowing

when and what to buy. And, of course, there are

drawbacks: you're always going to be one step
"behind" with the outdated gear, while the gear that

never took off is often poorly supported in terms of

third -party sounds and software. Take Casio's VZ

series - it's not a bad line in synthesis, but it didn't

measure up to the big guns of the day. Result: a

VZ1, VZ8M or VZ1OM will give you a good sound -to -

cash ratio but you may forfeit the luxury of
computer editing software, for example.

That is to say, you would have done had it not

been for Quinsoft and their VZ-ED editing software

for the Atari ST computer. Realising that there are a

good few VZ users about, Quinsoft have included

the neglected beast in their new series of editing

software. The VZ-ED is compatible with all VZ
variants (variants, not deviants), so nobody's been

left out, and it should turn the arduous parameter -

access style of editing into a far more musician -
friendly task. After all, hi -tech or not, we're still
talking about a musical instrument.

So, the booty described, let's get down to the
serious business of the competition. Quinsoft have

generously offered no less than six copies of VZ-ED

for competition prizes (worth £49.95 each), and
each will be accompanied by three banks of sounds

- one from Quinsoft themselves, and two more
(entitled New Age and Pop Plus) from sound
specialists Patchworks. Incidentally, as VZ-ED is a

brand new program, the first 50 sold will come with

the same Patchworks sounds free - otherwise
they're £15 per bank.

All you have to do to secure VZ-ED and the
Patchworks sound banks is answer a few simple
questions.

(11
What system of synthesis is employed by

Casio's VZ synths?

a. PD

b. iPD

C. LAPD

Q2
Which series of Casio synths did the VZs

replace?

a. cz
b. FZ

C. OZ

Q3
The VZ1 and VZ1OM have twice the

polyphony of the VZ8M. How many note
polyphonic is the VZ8M?

a. 4

b. 8

C. 16

ENTRIES TO ALL Music Technology competitions

should be made by telephone, rather than on
postcards - well, we had to do something about

Ken Cooke's staggering 46 entries to the recent

Future Shock competition for a Tascam 644. (Not

that Ken was alone, was he, B Singh of
Wolverhampton?) All you have to do is call
(0898) 100768 and leave your answers and your

name and address - technology will take care of
the rest. The closing date for the competition will

be Monday, 22nd October.

A call costs 33p per minute cheap rate, and 44p
at other times.
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1)1mai
INSTANT DESPATCH

FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS

VISA =CAN
EKPRESS

Musicartl

tiIUME HERE

HOTLINE0206765652
SPREAD THE PAYMENTS OVER TWO YEARS
YOU'LL BE AMAZED HOW LITTLE IT COSTS

COMPUTER MUSIC NEW PRODUCTS Boss RE1000 Digital Multi echo/new product /229

Roland CM64 LA/PMC Sound Module £789 Roland GS6 Digital Guitar Soundsystem /449
Roland CM32 P PCM Sound Module £445 Roland GP 16 Guitar Effects processor /699
Roland CM32 L LA Sound Module £369 Alesis Quadraverb £399

(Compatable with Atari, Amiga, etc Computers) Alesis Midiverb 3 /259

KEYBOARDS AND MODULES

Roland D70 Super LA Synth NEW PRODUCT £1799

Alesis Microverb II

Alesis Microverb III

£159

/199

Roland U220 Sample Playing Module 1499 Boss BE5 Multi Effects £199

Roland U20 Sample Playing Keyboard /799 Boss ME5 Multi Effects 1449

Roland W30 Workstation £1499 Boss CHI Chorus £69

Roland A80 Weighted Mother Keyboard £1499 Boss PS2 Pitch Shifter £140

Roland D5 Multi Timbral Linear Synth /499 Boss HM2 Heavy Metal 149

Roland D1O Multi Timbral Linear Synth £699 Boss RV2 Reverb £139

Roland D20 Multi Timbral Linear Synth £995 Boss MZ2 Metalizer £89

Roland D50 Multi Timbral Linear Synth £POA Boss SDI Super Overdrive £45

Roland D110 Multi Timbral Linear Module /499 Boss DF2 Distortion Feedbacker £79

Roland RD250S Electronic Piano £1299 Boss BF2 Flanger £92

Roland RD300S Electronic Piano £1499 Boss CE2 Chorus £49

Roland GR 50/GK2 Guitar Synth £899 Boss CE2B Bass Chorus £60

Korg Ml Workstation

Korg T3 Total Workstation

/1299
/2399

Boss CES3 Compressor

Boss DC3 Dimension "D" £115£69

Korg T2 Total Workstation 76 Key /2999 Boss DD3 Digital Delay £120

Korg T1 Workstation 88 Key £3700 Boss DS2 Turbo Distortion £59

Korg Ml R Rack Ml £1299 Boss DSD3 Digital Sampler /129

Korg M3 R Soundstabon /799 Boss GE7 Graphic Equalizer /79

Korg W1 Wavestation POA Boss HF2 High Band Flanger /77
Yamaha SY77 New Mega Synth £1999 Boss NS2 Noise Suppressor /69
Yamaha SY55 /1099 Boss OD2 Turbo Overdrive £66

Yamaha SY22 £799 Boss PH2 Phaser £105

Yamaha TG77 £POA JLCooper NMXB Midi Patch Bay £200

Yamaha TG55 £995

Yamaha PF1500 Electronic Piano /1199 GUITAR SYNTHS

Yamaha YS 100 Synth £499 Roland GR50/GK2 £899

Kawai K4 16 Bit Digital Synth /850 Korg Z3ZD3 £849

Kawai K4R £695 DRUM MACHINES AND SEQUENCERS
Kawai K1R Rack Mount KI £289

Boss DR550 £199

SOFTWARE Roland R5 Drum Machine /399

R8/R8M Library Cards Roland R8 Drum Machine £665

01 Contemporary Percussion £45.00 Roland R8M Drum machine Rack Module /550

02 Jazz Brush £45.00 Roland Pad 5 £139

03 Sound Effects £45.00 Roland SPD8 Total Percussion Pad £399

04 Electronic £45.00 Yamaha RX8 Drum Machine /349
05 Jazz £45.00 Yamaha RX7 Drum Machine £450

06 Ethnic Percussion £45.00 Yamaha RXI20 Drum Machine Preset /249
07 Mallet /45.00 Alesis SR16 Drum Machine £299

08 Dry /45.00 Alesis HR 16 Drum Machine £349
09 Power Drums USA /45.00 Alesis HR16B Drum Machine /449
U220/ U20/ D70 Library Cards Alesis MMT8 Sequencer £239
01 Pipe Organ & Harpsichord £45.00

Roland MC300 Sequencer /599
02 Latin & Effects Perc. £45.00

Kawai Q80 Sequencer £449
03 Ethnic Instruments /45.00

04 Electric Grand & Clavi £45.00 RECORDING

05 Orchestral Strings /45.00 Tascam 644 4 Track Midi Studio £999

06 Orchestral Wind /45.00 Tascam 688 8 Track Midi Studio £1999

07 Electric Guitar /45.00 Tascam Porta 2 Hi Speed Porta Studio £549

08 Synthesiser £45.00 Tascam Porta 1 Porta Studio £399

09 Guitar & Keyboards £45.00 Tascam Porta 05 Hi Speed Porta Studio £329

10 Rock Drums /45.00 Tascam MM1 Mixer £699

11 Sound Effects

12 Trombone & Sax

£45.00

£45.00
Fostex R8

Fostex X26 Multi Tracker f£POA299

Less 5% for 2 cards, Less 10% for 3 cards Fostex 280 Porta Studio 8 Ch 4 Track £599

EFFECTS Yamaha MT100 II 4 Track Recorder £379

Yamaha FX500 £349 Yamaha MT3X 4 Track Recorder -
£549

Boss RV1000 Digital reverb/new product £199 Alesis 1622 Mixer £699

APR 34.4 % WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST.

FAST CREDIT SERVICE

- IT'S AS EASY AS THIS: -

To Get Your Goods Quickly Just Fill In the Application And

Return It to Us. We Will Process It Immediately. In

Strictest Confidence And Get Straight Back To You.

Goods Required

Forename(s)

Surname

Address

Postcode.

Phone No

How long at this address Yrs Mths

Owner J Tenant 0 With Parents 0

Furnished rooms Flat .0 Forces 0 Other

If less If than 3yrs at this address, previous address

How Long there Yrs Mths

Married  Single 0 Widowed 0 Divorced 0
Separated

Date of birth

No. of children not working

Employer

Address

Phone No..

Occupation

How long employed there Yrs Mths

Full time _I Part time _I Weekly pay

Monthly pay J

Spouse's occupation

Bankers

Address

Postcode

Current account 0 Deposit account 0
How long held Yrs

Do you have: Cheque Card 0 Am.Ex 0 Access

0 Visa 0 Diners 0
Any other credit cards/Agreements? Yes J No

I Post This Coupon To Secure Any

Goods Advertised Here

I Send Me Immediately

Name

I Address

Phone

I Enclose Cheque Payable To Axe For £
Please Debit My Access/ Visa/ AMEX NO

Please Reply To: -

Axe Mail Dept 3

96 High Street

Colchester

Essex

COl 1TH

0206 765652

OR Axe Mail Dept 4

27 St. Johns Street

Bury St. Edmunds

Suffolk

IP33 1SN

0284 705571



ON THE

UNO, DOS, TRES, QUATRO; THE

UBIQUITOUS HOUSE BEAT

RECOGNISES NO BARRIERS

LEAST OF ALL ANY THAT MIGHT

KEEP IT OUT OF MT'S RHYTHM

PROGRAMMING SERIES.

TEXT BY NIGEL LORD.

A COUPLE OF months ago, I heard
someone on TV explaining his approach

to writing and recording house tracks and

claiming that in his opinion you didn't
need a good tune to create good dance

music. Though I imagine people like Berry

Gordy and Quincy Jones might have taken

issue with this remark, I feel the point
was well made. The emergence of house

as one of the dominant forces in
contemporary music has highlighted a
radically new approach to producing
music for the dancefloor - one which pays

little regard to melodic considerations but

which locks almost the entire
arrangement into a one to one

relationship with the all -consuming beat.

On its transatlantic journey to the UK
from Chicago where it first took root, it

could be said that house lost a little of its

eclecticism and took on a more refined
feel which, though rather formularised,

has nevertheless been hugely successful

in this country and has since been
exported all over the world. Like most
modern idioms, it has its points of
reference and certain "trade marks" by
which it has come to be recognised. The
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TR909 drum machine (at the time of its
release, one of Roland's least successful

machines) with its mixture of analogue
and digital voices, has, in many ways,
come to be regarded as the ideal house

beatbox. And whilst it is perhaps more

difficult to point to an "ideal" house
sampler (though the S900 must still rank

as the most popular), there have
nevertheless been a handful of sample
loops which seem to crop up with
predictable regularity - the classic drum

loops taken from James Brown's 'Funky

Drummer' and Lynn Collins'Think' (with

its characteristic vocal grunts), for
example.

Though always scheduled as a stop on

our rhythmic roller coaster, I have to say I

find it hard to believe anyone involved in

the programming of house patterns should

need any real help from me. Despite (or

perhaps because of) their incredible
effectiveness on the dancefloor, the
inherent simplicity of house grooves puts

them well within reach of even the rawest

recruits to the art of programming. In fact,

most people given a beatbox with which to

program a basic four/four pattern could

come up with something usable within a

house context.

Nevertheless, if this month's lesson is

only that of keeping it simple and direct, it

clearly falls within the scope of this series

to highlight ways of accomplishing just
that. Part of the problem is that in most
house styles, so much of the track is given

a rhythmic emphasis (from the drums right

up to the vocals) that looking at the
percussion parts in isolation can be rather

uninspiring and usually gives you no
indication of the effectiveness (or
othewise) of the music of which they are a

part. But it would be wrong to deliberately

"colour" a rhythm part in order to make it

more impressive in its own right.

I have therefore resolved to keep a check

on my natural tendency to go on tweaking

patterns and have left this month's
examples in a purer, less adulterated form.

What embroidering there is has been
restricted to "secondary" instruments such

as handclaps, and these may be omitted if

preferred. There is, of course, nothing to

stop you rearranging and experimenting with

the patterns: you could go a long way with

these grooves before interfering with their

basic capacity for getting the feet moving.

But if it's house music you're involved with,

there's likely to be a lot more instruments

with a rhythmic role to play that have to be

added on top of the percussion
instruments, so remember to leave enough

space within each pattern.

As regards choice of instruments such

as the snare and bass drums: in general

bigger ambient voices can be used, but the

intimate nature of the TR909's sounds,
and the space they leave for other rhythmic

elements to work, is one of the reasons it

found favour with house musicians. I have

previously mentioned in this series that
tighter, more intricate patterns simply will

not accommodate long duration snare or
bass drum voices. Well now we can start

investigating the other side of the coin. If

you have access to a TR909, then by all

means use this, but there are more recent

machines - notably the Alesis HR16B and

the Roland R8 - which contain some
excellent voices with which to program
house patterns. In fact, I would strongly

advise anyone with a sampler and a friend

who owns one of these machines to do
what they can to get hold of some of these

voices, they really are that good.

Though I won't be touching on it here, it

might also be worth looking into the
possibility of writing the basslines (if they

are being provided by a synth or sampler)

into the same pattern as the drum parts.

In many house tracks the bass parts
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). comprise such simple note progressions

and take on such a percussive feel, it

makes perfect sense to combine them into

the same pattern as the drums and thus

get a better overall feel of the rhythm
track. With software -based sequencers,

the delineation between percussive and

melodic parts is much less sharply
defined. As far as a sequencer is
concerned, a note is a note: it doesn't
matter whether it's on a drum machine or

a synth. It's not quite as straightforward

using a separate beat box, but it shouldn't

be too difficult MIDling it up to a synth or a

sampler and writing notes in as part of the

drum pattern. Try it; you could say it
represents the holistic approach to writing

rhythm parts.

The first of this month's examples
could, perhaps, be described as the
classic house groove. A four -on -the -floor

bass drum, a couple of snare drum beats

to each bar and a constant off -beat hi -hat.

It's been used a thousand times before
and it'll be used a thousand times again,

but it's simple and effective and you'd be

hard pressed to find a better dance
groove. Pattern 2 loses the drive of the
four to the bar bass drum and

consequently has rather more space into

which you could slot other instruments. It

will run quite happily without the bongo
parts, but they lift the pattern so
effectively you'd be losing out on a lot if

you didn't at least try them. Like the first

example (and indeed, most house tracks)

tempo shouldn't really move too far from

the 120bpm mark and don't worry too
much about the limited dynamic range -

light and shade has never been a
prerequisite of the dancefloor.

Pattern 3 has a little interest added
from the torn figures at the end of each
bar, but again, these are entirely
optional. I would, however, recommend

you keep the handclap line, as this plays

a fairly important role in the structure of
the pattern. That said, there's nothing to

stop you substituting the part for other
sounds, or even dividing it up between
the high and low voices of a tuned
instrument. No such decisions affect the

programming of Pattern 4. This is again

just about as conventional a pattern as
it's possible to get. In fact, it's so
straightforward, I'm sure I haven't
included anything like it in the series so
far. Be warned/encouraged - whichever is

appropriate.

In Pattern 5, the open hi -hat of the usual

house groove has been replaced with a

ride cymbal and this tends to give the
pattern a rather more fluid feel. If you're

happy with the handclap/side stick parts
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16 BIT.

STEREO.

S900 & S1000
COMPATIBLE.

£799.95
CHEETAH SX'IS

48KHZ Sampling, Eight Polyphonic Outputs, Scratch facility.
Keyboard Version also available, SX16K f1199.95
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MULTI TIMBRAL.

PROGRAMMABLE.

£299.95
CHEETAH MSG

MULTI-TIMBRAL PROGRAMMABLE ANALOGUE

SYNTHESIZER MODULE

16 BIT.

8 OUTPUTS.

HIGH SAMPLE RATE.

£299.95
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CHEETAH MD1S
16 BIT DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE

EIGHT ZONES

£299.95

PIANO WEIGHTED KEYS

£74995

AFTERTOUCH

£849.95

The Cheetah Master Series of Midi Controller Keyboards are not only the most powerful around, but
they're also the most affordable. With features including 100 Performance Memories, 4 Independent
Midi outs, and Midi multi -effects processing common to all the Master Series keyboards, the
competition looks decidedly under -specified and overpriced, whichever one you choose.

CHEETAH MASTER SERIES

AFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE
CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD. Norbury House, Norbury Road, Fairwater, Cardiff U.K. CF5 3AS.

Telephone: (0222) 555525 Telex: 497455 Fax: (0222) 555527
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ATARI
COMPUTERS .

520STFM £259
520STE £299
520STE 1MB £349
520STE 2MB £449
520STE 4MB £549
1040STE £429
MEGA 1 £529
MEGA 2 £699
MEGA 4 £999

MONITORS
SM 124 £119
PHILIPS 8833 £229

HARD DRIVES
GAS 30MB £399
GAS 40MB £449
GAS 50MB £459
GAS 60MB £599
GAS 85MB £649
GAS MEGA
SYQUEST £799

SOFTWARE
C -LAB . . .

CREATOR (UK BEST)
NOTATOR (UK BEST)
UNITOR (UK BEST)
HUMAN TOUCH (UK BEST)
EXPORT (UK BEST)
COMBINER (UK BEST)
EXPLORER (UK BEST)
STEINBERG . .

PRO 12 (UK BEST)
PRO 24 (UK BEST)
CUBASE (UK BEST)

GASTEINER
TECHNOLOGYS

UNIT 12A
MILLMEAD BUSINESS

CENTRE
MILLMEAD ROAD
LONDON N17 9QU

TEL: 081 365 1151
FAX: 081 885 1953
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(the two are intended to go together), but

require a slightly different sound, you
might try substituting other voices, but the

click of the side stick is designed to tuck

itself in just after the snare beats and
anything of longer duration might sound a

little obtrusive.

Finally we come to Pattern 6 - and once

again I've kept the best until last. With a

healthy driving feel, this pattern fulfils all

the criteria for an effective house groove

but with enough rhythmic interest provided

by the bongos to give it a very distinctive

flavour. The tempo is slightly higher than

usual, but there is still enough variation to

make the pattern usable for most dance

tracks.

To wrap things up for this month, I'm

hoping to compile an instalment of On the

Beat entirely from contributions sent in by

you, the great MT readership. Everyone

must have at least one pattern with which

they'd like to impress other programmers,

so please, copy it out on a grid (or record

it on cassette if you wish) and send it in

to the editorial address. Your admission

to the MT Hall of Fame is but a drumbeat

away...
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Supercharge your Sampler!

Sample CDs
"...this sample collection has to be the closest that anyone has
come to providing a 'complete' sample library...excellent value

for money...Give them a whirl...your sampler will receive a
vital sonic injection!'

MasterBits Sampling Collection Review, SOS, July 90.

"The quality of this CD is good...it should prove a very
valuable resource."

Climax Vocals CD Review, Sound on Sound, Sept 1990.

"The quality of the library is excellent"

Herbie Hancock on Sonic Images

"A creative sample library"

Jean-Michel Jarre on Sonic Images

MasterBits
Climax Collection CDs

Volume 1 - Just Vocals (664 Samples) £45
Volume 2 - Guitar (Coming Soon!) £POA

Sampling Collection CDs
Sampling Collection 500 (528 Samples) £29
 M1  D50  K1  K5  K1000  Moog  TR808  HR16

 Linn 9000  And More!

Sampling Collection 600 (Over 600 Samples) £29
MicroWave  T1  Proteus XR  K4  VFXSD  VS  Xpander

 And More!

Sampling Collection 800 (830 Samples) £29
 VFX  PX1000+  HX1000  R8  Matrix 1000  MKS70

 And More!

All Three Sampling Collection CDs - £75

Poolside Drums Sampling
Cassette - £20

To order by Visa, Access or Amex call:

073088 3
Available Directly from

Sonic Images
Volume 1 - Drums, Percussion & Musical Effects

- 288 Samples
24 Drumsets & 9 Instrument Categories.

Volume 2 - Percussion Special - 290 Samples
Asian, African, Latin & More!

Volume 3 - Stack Sounds A - 216 Samples
Volume 4 - Stack Sounds B - 247 Samples

Each Vol: 24 Rich Multisamples of 4-8 mixed layers.

Volume 5 - Musical Effects - 243 Samples
Orch Hits, Tibetan Monks, Whales, Cobra Strike, Moog FX & much more!

Volume 6 - Grand Pianos - 404 Samples
Steinway, Bosendorfer, Bechstein, Seiler Midi Grand & Klavins 12ft.

Volume 7 - Symphonic Orchestra - Out Soon!
Large Symphonic Strings, Brass, Oboe, Orch Strokes, Hits & Tutti, etc.

Demo CD - Volumes 1-7 (Cost refundable against
purchase of 3+ CDs) - £10

Sonic Images CDs are £35 each. Or buy any four
for £120.

McGill University Master Samples
(MUMS)

Volume 1 - Solo Strings & Brass
Volume 2 - Winds & Brass
Volume 3 - Piano, Percussion & Sax
Volume 4 - Rock Percussion & Tympani
Volume 5 - Rock Strings
Volume 6 - Latin Grooves 1 & Solo Instruments
Volume 7 - Latin Grooves 2 & Ensembles
Volume 8 - Jazz Sounds
Volume 9 - More Strings, Winds, Brass, Perc & Pianos
Volume 10 - Pipe Organ
Volume 11 - Historical Instruments

Prices: £49 Each. £135 for three. £425 for the full set
inc. Manual. £9 for the McGill Sampling Manual.

Please send cheques/PO's made out to AM to our address at the foot of the page. All prices
quoted are fully inclusive of VAT at 15% and delivery. All orders are sent out 1st Class recorded
delivery and are usually completed within a week. However please allow up to 28 days for
delivery. If any products are out of stock we will not debit your credit card until they are
despatched to you. All trade names are the property of their respective holders.

For Synths & Samplers Call ARC on 073088 300

Who Else?
Hurst Farm Barns - Hurst Lane - Privett - Nr. Alton - Hants GU34 3PL FAX - 073088 390



THE SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS

PRO -ONE IS ONE OF THE

UNSUNG HEROES OF ANALOGUE

MONOSYNTHS - USED AND LOVED

BY MANY, IT OFFERED

FACILITIES BEYOND THE

SCOPE OF EVEN THE MINIMOOG.

TEXT BY GREG TRUCKELL.

IN THE WORLD of analogue monosynths,

two instruments stand out as the
machines to own: the Minimoog and the

ARP Odyssey. The SCI Pro -One never

really acquired the same "legendary"
status, but it came closer than almost
anything else. It also has the distinction

of coming from the same stable as the
Prophet 5 - and no more distinguished
analogue polysynth exists than that. The

Pro -One inherited the quality of its filter,

its modulation possibilities, its punchy
sound and its classy good looks from the

Prophet 5 and Prophet 10.

Features -wise the Pro -One has all you

would expect from a classic monosynth.

Two oscillators with sawtooth and square

waveforms plus triangle on oscillator B,

two ADSR envelopes, one for the VCA and

one for the filter, which is a 24dB/octave

affair with variable cutoff, resonance,
envelope modulation amount, and
keyboard tracking. The LFO has three
waveforms (sawtooth, triangle and
square), which, like the oscillator
waveforms, can be mixed.

Beyond this, the Pro -One has what
must be one of the most versatile
modulation systems on any analogue
monosynth other than the modular
systems themselves. Based on principles

N

I A_
inherited from the Prophet 5, this
innocent -looking section of the control
panel sports eight switches and three
knobs, and governs the routing of three

modulation sources through two routes to

five modulation destinations. The
modulation sources are the filter
envelope, oscillator B, and the LFO; the

modulation destinations are oscillator A

frequency and pulse width, oscillator B
frequency and pulse width, and the filter.

Two modulation paths exist to control
these signal flows, one being direct, the

other being controlled by the modulation

wheel. It sounds rather simple -

deceptively so, as many more

possibilities exist than spring instantly to

mind.

The modulation possibilities extend
beyond the modulation panel itself.
Oscillator A can be synchronised to
oscillator B, and oscillator B can have
keyboard tracking disabled and/or be put

into low -frequency mode for use as a
second LFO. The Pro -One also has a
number of playing modes, including low -

note priority (as standard), new -note
priority, drone, repeat, arpeggiate, glide
and fingered (auto) glide, and external
triggering. You should be able to find a
combination to meet your playing style
requirements somewhere in that lot.

To get a feel for the Pro -One's
modulation facilities, it's a worthwhile
exercise to explore one effect in detail.
Oscillator syncing is one of the all-time
classic analogue sounds. Contemporary

instruments like the Ensoniq VFX, the
Waldorf Microwave and, more recently,

the Yamaha SY22 represent a revival of

interest in the depth of timbral movement

possible with synchronisation - although,

to their credit, the Ensoniq ESQ1,
Cheetah MS6 and Oberheim synths
feature traditional oscillator sync. In case

you're unfamiliar with how oscillator
syncing works, one oscillator is slaved to

the other, such that the slave oscillator
will be forced to restart its wavecycle

every time the master oscillator restarts
its own wavecycle. Oscillator A is the
slave, and oscillator B the master on the

Pro -One. The pitch of the slaved oscillator

is controlled by the pitch of the master
oscillator. If any attempt is made to
modulate the slaved oscillator without
applying the same modulation to the
master oscillator, then the waveform of
the slave oscillator is modulated, giving
rise to a change in timbre. For example, if

the frequency of the slaved oscillator is
raised through modulation, then it will
restart its wavecycle at a frequency
determined by the master oscillator - so
its pitch will not modulate - but it will also

restart its wavecycle a number of extra
times per master cycle which will be
determined by the ratio of the theoretical

modulated frequency to the master
oscillator frequency. The higher this ratio,

the more wavecycles will appear within
the master wavecycle. The behaviour of a

sync'd oscillator is in fact rather similar
to that of one of the three resonant
waveforms (5-8) on a Casio CZ

synthesiser, where the DCW value
controls the number of sinewaves within
the wave's "window".

The most popular sync effects fall into
two categories; envelope modulated, and

wheel modulated. The latter is more of a

performance effect - the famous "sync -
bend" (which still raises the hairs on the

back of my neck). The former created
hard "wow" effects. You get these on the

Pro -One by routing the filter envelope
directly to oscillator A frequency. Since
the filter envelope doesn't have to be
used to modulate the filter, you can set
the ADSR controls however you need,
although sadly there is no envelope
polarity inversion. Oddly, versatile though

the Pro -One's modulation system is,
there's no means by which the
modulation wheel can be used directly as

a modulation source itself; consequently,

in order to obtain a simple sync -bend you

have to use wheel -controlled filter
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envelope modulation of oscillator A
frequency, with the filter ADSR set to the

following envelope; zero attack and
decay, and maximum sustain (obviously

enough), but also maximum release, or at

least a longer release than the VCA
envelope, otherwise the sync effect will

be cut off before the note decays,
regardless of the position of the wheel.
Of course, you can use a combination of

wheel control for sync -bend with envelope

control, by routing the filter envelope set

to a fast attack, slow decay, lowish
sustain, routed via the wheel.

But there's little point in having the
most versatile modulation system in the

world if the basic sound sucks. The Pro -

One, with its ancestry and all, definitely
doesn't. Probably the most significant
contribution to the character of any
analogue synth is made by its filter, and

the Pro -One's filter is marvellous. At
open settings, it has an upfront, fizzy
sound. Lower settings are pure and
mellow without being thin, while some
resonance feeds the filtered signal back

through the filter, adding punch and
presence through a little distortion at the

cutoff frequency.

The Pro -One is also capable of a weird

and wide variety of sound effects,

courtesy of oscillator B's function as a
modulator. Using oscillator B to modulate

oscillator A gives a range of FM -type bells

and screeches, while using oscillator B

as a low frequency oscillator with filter
envelope control of oscillator B's pitch
can create variable frequency low
frequency oscillator (VFLFO) effects with

ADSR controlled LFO frequency - the sort

of effects much used by Jean -Michel
Jarre on Oxygene. Don't forget to turn
oscillator B down at the oscillator mixer,

though.

Many of the sounds and textures
created through the more, shall we say,

esoteric possibilities that the Pro -One
offers, will not be the sorts of sounds
that have a musical purpose which is
immediately obvious. Some may be
simply too weird. Of course, you could try

sampling them and using them as an
element in a more complex sound (see
The Analogue Sampler, MT Dec '89). If

you are using a MIDI -to -CV convertor and

sequencing your Pro -One, then you can

experiment with adding the Pro -One's
texture to other instruments (as long as

your sequencer will let you split a
polyphonic part into discrete monophonic

lines, otherwise the Pro -One will have an

awful time trying to figure out which

notes to play). Some atonal component
exists in many of the "evolving" sounds

that characterise synths like Roland's
D50 and Korg's M1 - you might be
surprised how well a little weirdness can
work. Another surprise is how "natural"
many of the Pro -One's textures can be -

the exponential envelope stages
undeniably help here.

External signal processing with the Pro -

One is possible, courtesy of a useful
selection of interfacing possibilities
found on the back panel. Among the
standard 1V/octave CV in/out and 5V
gate in/out, can also be found an audio
input and filter CV in. When a signal is
connected to the external audio input,
the noise generator is disabled and its
level control now controls the level of the

external audio signal. The filter CV on the

other hand accepts 0-10Vdc while
adhering to the 1V/oct standard; the
filter keyboard scaling amount is
overridden by this CV in, which is, in turn,

attenuated by the filter keyboard amount
control. Those of you who read the
retrospective on the Korg MS20 a few
months back will have some idea of how

useful these two inputs can be.

As a self-contained analogue
polyrhythmic processor, the Pro -One is
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THE
HIGH TECH
PRO AUDIO

SALE
Synthesizers
Korg T1 £2895
Korg T2 £2295
Korg M1 £1199
Korg M3 R £595
Roland D20 £899

Roland D110 £399

Sampling and Sample Players
Casio FZ 1 £895

Roland W30 £1299
Yamaha TG55 £479
Roland S330 £879

Sequencing and Software
Roland MC300 £389

Steinberg Cubase £399
C Lab Notator £379

Drum Machines
Yamaha RX8 £249
Alesis HR16 £265

Effects
Yamaha FX 500 £289

Alesis Midiverb Ill £234
Alesis Microverb II £134

Monitors
Ymaha NS4OM (pair) £499

Yamaha NS1OMC (pair) £239

THE BEST DEALS
ON THE STREET !

215 Kilburn High Rd.
London NW6 7JG

071 624 3900.

48 High Street, Chatham.
Kent ME4 4DS
0634 844068.

69 Chatterton Road.
Bromley Kent BR2 90Q

081 313 1161.
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> unrivalled. Forget your performance MIDI;

this is real-time processing - with no
glitches unless you put them there.
Suppose you have a drum pattern
somewhere: multitrack tape, a drum
machine, or a multitimbral sampler or
synth expander with a drum section and

a sequencer. Take something spiky and

downbeat from this (like a kick drum),
and subgroup it on your mixer along with

some chordal instrument like rhythm
guitar. Route the mix of the two signals
to the audio in of the Pro -One, and set
the Noise/Ext control to trigger the
envelope detector whenever the kick gets

loud enough; Repeat/Ext Mode should
be switched on to enable the gate
generator. The filter and envelopes on
the Pro -One can now be set so as to
modulate the guitar signal in a triggered

fashion. This process
will, incidentally, also
effectively quantise
the processed guitar
to match the kick
drum.

With me so far?
Now program a

sequence into the Pro -

One's onboard se-
quencer - no more
than eight or nine
notes. (The pitches
themselves aren't
important unless you
intend to have the Pro -

One's oscillators make

some contribution.)
For the present, turn
them down at the
oscillator mixer, and/
or turn off all oscillator
wave -forms. Make
sure that the pitches
you record into the
sequencer are widely
scattered about the
three octaves avail-
able to you. These will now be used to
control the timbre of the processed
guitar chords by modulating the filter
cutoff. Setting the sequencer to play the

sequence and rolling the tape, the
intensity of timbral modulation can now
be controlled from the filter keyboard
amount control. Each time the kick drum
triggers the gate generator, the
sequencer advances to the next step,
and a new filter frequency will modulate

the guitar chords. If the sequence were a

simple up-and-down arpeggio pattern,
then the effects of filter frequency
modulation would not be unlike a wah-
wah pedal or slow phaser - with

"THE PRO -ONE

NEVER ACQUIRED

THE SAME

`LEGENDARY'

STATUS AS THE

MINIMOOG, BUT IT

CAME CLOSER

THAN ALMOST

ANYTHING ELSE -

IT ALSO CAME

FROM THE SAME

STABLE AS THE

PROPHET 5."

resonance, of course. If the sequence is

unlike a simple up-and-down arpeggio
pattern, then the modulation effect will
be quite unlike anything else.

Unless the kick pattern is very
predictable, there's unlikely to be any
relationship between the number of kicks

in a measure and the number of steps in

the sequence. Consequently, although
the sequence of timbres will repeat itself,

its rhythm should change at each pass.

You have instant, self-contained,
polyrhythmic signal processing - with
knobs on. The possibilities extend
beyond the simple ones just described,
as the Pro -One also sports external
control of gate, oscillator CV and filter
CV; add something like a Philip Rees
MCV MIDI -CV converter, with which either

MIDI note number or MIDI velocity could

be used to control
filter CV, and

possibilities for linking

the Pro -One to a MIDI

sequencer as a MIDI -

controlled signal pro-
cessor start to open
up. Using MIDI to

trigger the Pro -One,
there's no longer any
need for the external
signal being processed

to be percussive
enough to control the
gate generator. This
means that string
pads, sampled choirs,

even backing vocals
could all be subjected
to the Pro -One's filter

and envelopes.

I confess that I find

it difficult to summ-
arise the Pro -One. In
the preceding text I've

only covered a couple
of applications of this
classic machine. It

goes without saying that the Pro -One is

also capable of a remarkable range of
powerful leadline, solo instruments,
basses, and even the odd passable
imitation of a monophonic acoustic
instrument. What I can't convey is just
how good something like the Pro -One
sounds after years of progressively more

digital and less expensive synthesisers.

Make no mistake, I am as big a fan of
FM, LA, PD and RCM as you could hope

to find, but there's still something special

about the classic analogue sound.
It'something quite impossible to replace,

something I can't imagine doing without.
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AKAI MG14D 14 -TRACK £1799 + VAT!!
This superb machine boasting 12 full audio tracks and 2 control tracks for synchronization has
built in noise reduction and an audio quality second to none. A full autolocate/remote is available
for an extra £299 + VAT. At almost half the recommended price this has to be the multi -track
bargain of the year! For full details or a demo just give us a call.

WOW! SANSUI MR6 SIX TRACK RECORDER - £399 PLUS VAT!!
Yes - It's true! Due to a special bulk purchase, the amazing Sansui MR6 rackmount 6 track
recorder is now available at less than the price of most portastudios! If you already own a mixer.
it's ideal (why buy a portastudio and pay extra for a mixer you don't need?) If you do need a
mixer we can supply the 8-2 Nomad Reddimix for £153 + VAT, or a full feature Sansui 12.6
console for the same price as the recorder - £399 + VAT!.Another £99 + VAT buys you a
synchroniser which locks 2 machines together, interfaces with a computer or sequencer and
acts as a VI remote control. Amazed? You should be!

NEW STOCK
Whilst we do not pretend to carry EVERY item from EVERY manufacturer, ( as some shops
seem to - ever tried putting it to the test?), all new equipment is tested in one of our three
working studios, and if we like it, our buying power can usually ensure that we have it in stock at
all times (even when your local dealer might have run dry!). In addition, if we recommend an
item, we will REFUND YOUR MONEY if you do not agree with us.
In fact we are the largest pro audio dealers in Britain for Alesis, Korg, Drawmer, Casio, Fostex.

Seck, Yamaha, TOA, Tascam, Studiomaster, Allen & Heath, C -Lab and a good many more!
(Last year we sold nearly 700 new 8 & 16 track packages and around 300 s/h machines I!). It's
always worth ringing us for a quote on new equipment and if you're still unconvinced, ask
yourself why we became the biggest in such a short time (or better still ask the rest!)

If you are bewildered by the vast amount of multitrack recording products
currently on offer, Thatched Cottage fax packs should make the job of choosing
the right equipment that much easier. There are 6 in the series; P.A. -
Portastudios -8 Track - Financial advice, MIDI and information on our recording
and MIDI school. To obtain any of our fax packs just phone or write.

WE SELL KEYBOARDS !
Despite being the largest pro -audio retailer in Europe, every day we receive telephone calls
saying "we didn't realise you sold keyboards!" Well, it's time to put the record straight; our
dealerships include Yamaha, Akai, Roland pro -audio, Korg, EMU, Waldorf and Casio, and we
have one of the largest demo facilities in the UK (as well as some of the most experienced staff
Next time you want a keyboard, you know where to call!

When it comes to new equipment you may have noticed that we
don't say 'phone for the best deal, POA, or "lowest price
gurantee" (Ha! Ha! if the prices are so great why don't they just
print them and amaze us all). Our bulk buying policy can usually
guarantee that a telephone call to us will not be wasted and in
any case we can throw in those "hidden" extras - cables with
multitracks, patchbays with desks, (By the way, next time a dealer
"guarantees" the lowest price and then can't deliver, try reporting
them to the local Office of Fair Trading - it will teach them not to

waste your time!)To be honest though, if you spend all afternoon on the telephone, the chances
are you might find someone somewhere who will undercut us by a pound or two. The difference
at THATCHED COTTAGE is if your E16 breaks down on a Sunday morning or your Drum
Machine blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday you CAN ring us, we'll be here and we WILL do
something about it - 365 days a year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside shop
hours? If you are serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that makes
the difference and at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call awayi

MULTITRACK DEALS
Tascam 238 cassette 8 -track + Reddimix £925 -i VAT
Fostex R8 + Seck 12:8:2 £1775 + VAT
Fostex R8 + RSD Pro -line 16:4:8 £1875 + VAT
Fostex R8 + Seck 18:8:2 £1999 + VAT
Fostex R8 + RSD Proline 16"8"16 £2149 + VAT
Fostex R8 + Mixdown 16:4:8 £2199 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + Seck 12:8:2 £2245 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + RSD Proline 16"4"8 £2420 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + Seck 18:8:2 £2470 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + RSD Mixdown 16:4:8 £2549 + VAT
Tascam MSR16 plus RSD Proline 16 8 16 £4275 + VAT
Tascam MSR16 plus Seck 18 8 2 £4099 + VAT
Tascam MSR 24 plus Studiomaster trackmix 24 12 24 £8999 + VAT

£13.500 s VATTascam MSR 24 plus Allen & Heath Saber

* * * THATCHED COTTAGE DIGITAL (T.C.D) * * *
In order to cater for the increased demand for advanced multitrack systems we have just opened a
new division - Thatched Cottage Digital. Housed in a brand new purpose designed building, it handles
24 -track analogue (including the new Tascam MSR24, Saber, Magnum, + Quartz desks) and all digital
and leading edge installations (such as the new Yamaha digital Multitrack)
If you are considering any kind of professional set-up and feel that the legendary T.C.A. service and
value are of interest, contact us on (0223) 208110 or ring the normal T.C.A. number for full details.

STOP PRESS - TCA TRAVEL!
In case you didn't know, our fully equipped, ABTA/IATA Thatched Cottage Travel Agency has
been up & running for some time expanding our high standards of service and great value into
the travel industry. Whether you are organising a tour, visiting a trade show or simply booking a
holiday, just give us a call - what have you got to lose? Contact Gill Scott or Nicki Brazier on
0223 314577 or 0860 450499 (mobile) ABTA no. 89156

SOME SECONDHAND AND EX -DEMO BARGAINS
Teac AX75 12w x 75 watt amp) £139
Bel BD8OS stereo sampler (8 sec) £399
Fostex 4030 synchroniser £750
RSD Mixdown 16:4Z £1150
Atari 1040 plus Monitor £399
Alesis HR16B £219
Sony DTC1000 ES DAT £850
Yamaha FX500 multi effects processor £240
Aphex Type C Exciter £150
Seck 12Z:2 Mixer, Mint £599
XRI X300 SMPTE Generator £189
Drawmer LX20 compressor gate £199
Alesis HR16 £170
Alesis MMT8 £175
Korg MI £899
Alesis Midiverb III £185
Yamaha MT3X 6 input portastudio £399
Tascam 103 (3 -head mastering cassette) dem £175
RSD 16/16/2 series 1 £899
Yamaha SPX1000 multi processor £599
Tascam Porta 02 - hi -speed (mint) £350
Yamaha SY55 (slightly smaller SY77) (secondhand) £599
Fostex A8 8 -track £599
Art SGE guitar processsor £325
Alesis 16-16-2 mixer £425
Fostex 454 8-4-8 mixer £399
Akai S1000 (KB) S1000 with full keyboard £2599
EMU Proteus £550
Tascam MSR 24 (secondhand - mint) £5999
Fostex 4050 Remote/Auto locate/CMPTE for Et 6 £299
Yamaha SY22 (secondhand) £499
Tannoy little gold monitors £499
Tascam ATR 80 2" 24 -track inc. auto locate (mint) £14,999
Tannoy super gold monitors (15") £999
Sansui WX1 workstation (demo) £799
Yamaha DMP7 automated desk £799
Roland U220 £399
Roland U110 £350
RSD 24-8-16 mixdown £1599
Studiomaster IMP I (16 -track MIDI muting) £299
Fostex Model 80 8 track (mint) £750
Yamaha TX7 (DX7 module) £299

PA OFFERS
Yamaha MV422 multi source rack mount mixer £299
Radio Mic Lapel diversity system £299
Celestion SR3 (pair) plus SRC3 controller £350
Sound Tech active 3 way crossovers £135
Yamaha S5OX (pair) £325
Yamaha 5500 (HD Pro -3 way) pair £899
Yamaha Club 2145 (15" « CD horn pair £299
Bose 802 series 2 add-ons (pair) £499
Ohm MR228 plus MR450 bass bins (pair) £999
Allen & Heath 16-4-2 + flight case £299
Allen & Heath 12:2 septre -mint £999
RSD Sessionmix 8-2 £345
Allen & Heath 24-8-16 system 8 mint condition £139

This list represents only a traction of our current secondhand and demonstration stock. Call us for a full listing
-All prices exclude VAT

SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW)
AKAI S950 'I,i" meg memory expansion boards £125 + VAT
KORG P3 Combo kit card (sax, bass & drums etc) £15 + VAT
ATARI 1040STE + monitor + C -lab creator £650 + VAT
REVOX B77 £999 + VAT
KORG M3R expander £499 + VAT
ALESIS Microverb II £99 + VAT
DRAWMER DS201 noisegates (unbalanced) £250 + VAT
PHILLIPS Colour Atari monitors £225 + VAT
SHURE SM58 £75 + VAT
SECK 1282 mixing desk £699 + VAT
YAMAHA TG55 Sample player £399 + VAT
EVS1 Synth module - Brand new £260 + VAT
SONY DTC55
A brand new rack size DAT with 32, 44 and 48 Kilohertz sampling with audio, digital and
optical in and out £499 + VAT
AKAI MGI4D rack mounted 14 -track recorder £1799 + VAT
APHEX Type c Exciter £165 + VAT
ZOOM 9002 guitar processor £303 + VAT
ROLAND D50 £694 + VAT
ALESIS QUADRAVERB £275 + VAT
AIWA HDS1 DAT £575 + VAT
ALESIS HR16 £189 + VAT
ART MULTIVERB. LT - the brand new reverb echo chorus from ART-Rackmounting
186 programs and full 20 bit. Half price at £149 + VAT
DIGIDESIGN SAMPLING SOFTWARE including computer + monitor (20 minutes stereo
samok^(3 at 44.1 Khz £3750 + VAT

ALLEN &HEATH SABER £3999 + VAT!
We nave obtained a strictly limited supply of the famous Allen & Heath Saber. Each desk is
configured 16:16:2 (giving 32 inputs each with full EQ and MIDI muting) set within a full 24
input frame allowing more input models to be added. This world class desk has 6 full sends
and is the ideal console to accompany the Fostex G16 or Tascam MSR16 Thin is advertised
around half the retail price - if you are considering a professional console p r. Cal'

For those of you who are seriously considering starting a commercial stucto we ye come up w:tn
three packages, each containing everything you will need for your first paying session, from the
Multi -track Machine right through to DI Boxes and Cables. The price of the 8 Track System is
£4,250 + VAT, the 16 Track is £7,350 + VAT and the 24 Track is £13,500+ VAT. At Thatched
Cottage we proved it could be done, and we have helped many new studios to open and start
making money - our experience could help you. Give me a ring and have a chat - what have
you got to lose? Plus: FREE Thatched Cottage Recording School Course to package buyers!!

The third issue of FOLDBACK, our free magazine is now available. Write or telephone for your copy.

81042 0
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If it's in MT then it
must be hi -tech,

right? Fear not, the

MIDI Metro makes

intriguing use of

technology to come

up with a new angle

on a familiar device.

Review by

Simon Trask.

26

LIFE CAN BE full of surprises. I'll bet that

when you woke up this morning you never

thought you'd be reading a review of a
silent metronome. Yet that's exactly what

you're doing, for the MIDI Metro is a
metronome with a difference: it uses light instead of
sound to provide you with the sensation of a regular
beat. More specifically, it uses visual motion, switching

on and off an array of eight LEDs to create a swinging

pendulum motion, recalling the traditional mechanical
metronome. The LEDs are positioned so as to form a
shallow upturned arc, so allowing the "swinging" effect

to be created. The manual claims that the MIDI Metro
simulates the motion of a conductor's baton, but this
isn't strictly true: a conductor beating 4/4 time
traditionally uses a downward motion for beat one, a
pendulum motion for beats two and three, then an
upward motion for beat four - hence the terms
"downbeat" and "upbeat" used to indicate respectively

the first and last beats of a bar.

While we're getting used to the idea of a silent
metronome, we might as well also get used to the idea
of a metronome with MIDI In, Out and Thru sockets on
its rear panel. Actually, their inclusion on the MIDI Metro

isn't as strange as it might seem at first. After all, we're
used to the metronome bleeps emitted by sequencers
and drum machines, so being able to sync the MIDI
Metro as master or slave to a sequencer or drum
machine makes a lot of sense. In fact, the Metro's
ability to substitute for those often irritating bleeps is
one - but by no means the only - reason for its existence.

When the Metro is set to MIDI sync, its light pattern is

activated by incoming MIDI Start and Continue commands,

and stopped by an incoming MIDI Stop command, with

tempo being derived from the 24ppqn MIDI clock rate
(within the range 40-240bpm). One advantage of slaving

the Metro to an external MIDI source rather than the other

way round is that it can respond to tempo changes, and

therefore to a sequencer's tempo track. Incidentally, when

you're using the Metro in place of your sequencer's
metronome bleep, the sequencer's own count -ins are

rendered ineffective, because the Metro's light pattern is

only triggered when it receives a MIDI Start or Continue

command. So at the beginning of a track you'll need to use

bar one as your count -in and then delete it later.

Q -Logic have used coloured LEDs set out in the

"palindromic" sequence yellow, yellow, green, red, red,

green, yellow, yellow. The red LEDs are the default beat

indicators, falling as they do in the part of the pendulum

swing which we perceive as the accent, but you can
effectively set the beat anywhere in the light pattern by

editing the Metro's bias parameter. Bias adjusts the light

pattern in relation to external timing, and can be used to

compensate for playing which is consistently ahead of or

behind the beat.

The Metro also allows you to select either Beat or Bar

operation. The latter accents the first beat of each bar
by flashing all eight LEDs at once. How does the Metro
know what constitutes a bar? Simple: it allows you to set

a time signature (0-31 for the numerator and 2, 4, 8 or
16 for the denominator). In case you're wondering how it

would handle a time signature of 0/4, a zero numerator
allows you to halve or double the apparent tempo by
setting the denominator accordingly (so you use 0/8
instead of 4/4). Of course this only works for Beat
mode, where the numerator is unimportant because no

beat is required to be accented.

A quarter -inch jack socket on the Metro's front panel

allows the unit to be started and stopped remotely from
a footswitch, while on the rear panel the mysterious Link

socket is apparently reserved for future Q -Logic
equipment. MT's review model had an external PSU, but

by the time you read this Q -Logic will be fitting internal

PSUs as standard in all their Metros - a direct result of
feedback from potential customers.

By now you've probably digested the concept. But does

the MIDI Metro actually work, and is it likely to be a useful

addition to your equipment setup? Firstly, by checking out

timings with a sequencer I found that I was able to play

more tightly to the beat (as in milliseconds) with an audio

signal than I was with the Metro's light signal. But it has

to be said that this isn't really the purpose of the Metro.

Rather, it's intended to help you get away from the tyranny

of the beat. There again, the Metro is ideal for drummers

who have to play along to sequenced music and are tired

of having a click track blasting in their eardrums. And

apparently the most enthusiastic take-up so far has been

from the drumming fraternity.

When you first start using the Metro there's a
temptation to stare at it all the time, but this only has
the effect of mesmerising you. In fact, you should have it

at least 6-10 feet away from you, and off at an angle so
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YAMAHA
Yamaha "Personal Recording

Equipment" components make

up the first sound system

designed specifically to meet

all your recording need. They

are remarkably compact, have

high quality specification and

are now offered by ABC Music

at absolute giveaway prices.

Visit one of our SIX stores today

or clip the coupon. And

remember. Purchase any 3

units and we'll give you a

PW100 Power Supply

absolutely FREE!!

100
SERIES

MV100 4-in/2-out mixer

was £139 NOW £95"

0100 7 hand graphic

was £119 NOW £79"

GSP100 guitar effects

was £119 NOW £7995

BSP100 boss effects

was £119 NOW £79"

DP100 dual gate/limiter

was£119 NOW £79"

5100 00 watt speaker

was i1 1 9 NOW £79-"

PW100 x3 power supply

was £85 NOW £3995

Roland

U220

rrp £699
ABC price £499

A worthy successor to the famed U110 sample player, the Roland

U220 is packed with high spec features.

 128 sounds, 64 patches.
 30 voice polyphony, 7 part multi-timbrality.

 6 mono outs or 3 stereo pairs.
 24Mbit ROM memory, 2 card slots.
 Lorge 'off the shelf' range of ROM cards.

You can't buy cheaper than ABC!

YAMAHA

111
TG55

rrp £699
ABC price £499

This brilliant expander offers the same high quality sounds as the

SY77. It features Advanced Wave Memory synthesis with real-

time digital filtering, 16 voice multi timbral operation and 16 -note

polyphony with Dynamic Voice Allocation. 34 high quality effects

ore standard + an amazing 2 meg of sampled waveform memory,

two card slots and 24bit internal processing

Also in stock & on demo: SY22, SY55 and SY77 synthesizers.

ABC knocks £200 off the rrp.

Cheetah

SX16

NEW
ABC price £799

WOW!!
The amazing new sampler from Cheetah Marketing really sets the

cat amongst the pidgeons. This 1U high rack mount 16bit
Professional sampler has all the usual editing features including

ooping, MIDI splits etc.

However what sets this machine aside is it's unique ability to play

disks from the Akoi 51000 library. - And as you know, it's quite

a library. Call for a demo today! !

YAMAHA was £799
ABC ?rice £Call

SY22

AMAZING!! The Yamaha SY 2 Vector Synthesizer is fast
becoming the keyboard of the year. Just look at these features

 61 key initial and after -touch responsive keyboard

 AWM & FM synthesis genetration
 64 preset ROM voices & 64 user presets

 External memory card facility

 16 internal digital effects
 Programmable 8 part multi -play mode.

C

DYNAMIC
DEALS
Roland D10 £785 £649
Roland A8 £1450 £1150
Roland Pro3 NOW £399

Roland U20 £1050 £799
Roland E20 £1195 £699
Roland W30 NEW £1599

Yamaha SY71 NEW £1995
Yamaha V50 £1199 £899
Yamaha TX16W £899

Yamaha SY55 NEW £1050
Yamaha TG55 NEW £499

Kawai K4 £899 £699
Kawai K4R £699 £525
Kawai KI R £399 £249
Cheetah MKVII £399 £279
Casio VZBM £399 £199
Akai 51000 NOW £2799

Akai 5950 NOW £1299

Ensoniq SQl NOW £1199

Ensoniq VFX FD

Ensoniq EPS

Emu Proteus IN STOCK

Emu Proteus 2 IN STOCK

(110=0372 68114m
EXETER SHOP NOW OPEN

Exeter. 68 Bartholomew St W. Tel: 0392 425125

Bristol. 32 Alma Vale Rd. Tel: 0272 238200

Kingston. 56 Surbiton Rd. Tel: 081 546 9817

Oxford. 44 St. Clements Tel: 0865 725221

Slough. 324 Farnham Rd. Tel: 0153 822754

Addlestone. 14-16 High St. Tel: 0932 854877

5mins J11. M25

ROLAND U20
rrp £1050

ABC price £799
Acclaimed RS-PCM sound generation techniques gives the Roland

U20 amazing tone quality. Digital effects are standard and the huge

variety of on board sounds can be complemented with

U -series ROM cards.

KORG Wavestation
NEW...NEW...NEW

Advanced "Vector Synthesis" and "Wave Sequence" are the

buzzwords. Featuring 32 digital oscillators, 32 digital filters, 64

envelope generators, 64 LFO's, 16 channel Multi-Timbral Sound

Source, built in stereo digital effects and ROM card slots this new

mega synth from Korg is ready to take on the world

You must try one today! !

PEAVEY DPM-3
NEW...NEW...NEW

It looks typical with it's 3.5" drive and 16 voice table synthesis

plus built in sequencer and digital multi effects but this new
innovation from Peavey is anything but. Apart from having fresh

new sounds and a snap of a user interface, what makes this
unique synth so special is that it's totally software based. ie
changes to the synthesis method, the loading of new wave
samples and hopefully any future synthesizing techniques should

be available as software floppy disk upgrades.

Will it stop the cycle of obsolescence?

ROLAND U110
rrp ElotsABC

price £399
RS-PCM sound generation means this 19" rack sample player is of

the highest quality. Loads of super orchestral, synth and percussion

samples came as standrod PLUS 4 card slots for use with the U110

ROM r ord memory.

KAWAI K1 Mk2
rrp £lots

ABC price £499
Bargain of the season. The Kl Mk2 carries forward the amazing

sounds and features of the K1, adds mare and makes it more user

friendly. That means strong individual voices, crystal clear drums,

built in effects etc etc.. You must try one! !

H. DISK RECORDING

DIGIDESIGN
NEW» SOUNDTOOLS «NEW

2 tracks of CD quality Hard Disk recording on Atari Mega ST2 or ST4.

Powerful editing features, I/O interface for DAT editing/mastering.

You must come for a demo! !

Alesis

Microverb II Now £159
Midiverb 3 Now £245
Quradraverb Now £359
Ad
SGE £649 £399
SGE Mk2 IN STOCK

Multiverb Mk3 IN STOCK

Roland
Roland GS6 Now £425
Boss DR220 NOW £89

Roland TR505 NOW £129

Roland R5/R8 £Call

Yamaha RX5 NOW £399

Yamaha RX8 NOW £229

Alesis HR16B NOW £299
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). that you pick up its light motion in your peripheral vision.

Then you should try not to concentrate on the Metro's

pendulum motion (after all, you should be concentrating

on your music) but should instead let it become an
almost subliminal impression. You really do pick up a
sensation of a regular beat by means of a perceived
accent which falls on one side or the other of the
"pendulum"'s central point, depending on the direction

of swing - which is exactly where the red LEDs are.
Apparently these LEDs are also given accentuation
through being flashed twice, on consecutive MIDI clocks,

though you don't perceive separate flashes.

One advantage of a visual metronome is that, by turning

away from it altogether or closing your eyes, you can shut

it out at any time, something which you can't do with an

audio metronome (ever tried shutting your ears?). It's this

sort of flexibility which allows you to get away from the
constant beat reinforcement of an audio metronome, while

by its very nature the Metro's signal doesn't clash with the

music you're playing. This gives you the freedom to play

"outside" the beat for a while (a rubato section, perhaps)

and then pick it up again at any time.

When I started playing music, a metronome was
something you practiced your scales and your music to in

order to develop a good underlying sense of timing. Then

you'd set it aside and put in all the nuances of timing
which help to bring a performance to life. In our hi -tech

world the metronome click has seemingly become more a

device for keeping your playing in sync with a sequencer,

and nuances of timing don't really come into it.

The MIDI Metro allows you to play into a sequencer
without being a slave to it, if you see what I mean - though

some experimentation with the Metro's bias parameter

may be needed to bring your playing into sync with your

sequencer's expectations. In this way you can lay down

your first sequencer or tape track without being constantly

reminded of a beat. Having said this, a sequencer will still

record your notes in relation to its internal timing, and if

you're using a notation program the results might not be

quite as you expect if you stray from this timing.
Sequencing software such as C -Lab's Creator/Notator can

nowadays extrapolate tempo fluctuations from your
playing on the keyboard or other MIDI instrument, or even,

in conjunction with an add-on box, from an audio signal.

But that is, perhaps, another issue.

I'm concentrating on sequencing here, but although

the Metro has MIDI connections it's by no means only
intended to be used with a sequencer. To get away from

the hi -tech side of things I took the old classical guitar
out of its case and tried playing along to the Metro - and

found that I took to it quite naturally. Perhaps by this
time it had, er, clicked in my mind.

Learning to play to a light pattern is a bit like learning

to ride a bike: you're wobbly at first, but once you've
cracked it, it becomes second nature. Operationally
there's very little you need to learn, but then you
shouldn't need to know much in order to use a
metronome.

Ultimately the MIDI Metro is something you need to
try out for yourself. I suspect everyOne will have their

own reaction to it, some will take to it more readily than
others, and still others won't see any advantage in it at
all. Nonetheless, the MIDI Metro is a useful addition to
the musician's tools of the trade, and something which

other manufacturers will kick themselves for not thinking
of first.

Price £239 excluding VAT.

More from Q -Logic, East Haugh, Pitlochry, Perthshire,

Scotland PH16 5JS. Tel: (0796) 2001.

MIDI CONVERTERS

M2CV

Midi to CV converter for 1V/oct Monosynths. Assignable receive

channel & trigger type. Unit receives Pitchbend, velocity and
aftertouch each in varying amounts. Add to this basic single CV
converter the following options to suit your needs and you will
have the ultimate in control in one self powered box.
OPTIONS £110.00
2nd CV A totally independent CV/gate output on another MIDI
channel £25.00
SYNC 24 Sync 24 clock output for TR808. TB303 etc £25.00
ARP Arpeggiator trigger from MIDI clock £15.00
WASP Control and EDP WASP on a third MIDI channel £20.00
BBRAM Retention of all programmable parameters £20.00
Other analogue MODS
TB303 Bassline CV/GATE inputs £35.00
SH101 Filter INPUTS £35.00
LINEAR CONVERTERS for Hz/Volt monos £35.00
SMYNC24 Standalone clock converter 24 & 48 ppqn £85.00

M4CV

4 channel 1U rackmount MIDI to CV converter, 4CV Gate and
Filter outputs on independent and assignable MIDI channels. Each

receiving pitch bend, velocity, aftertouch and Med wheel

information. Each channel can respond to any or all in varying
amounts. Options available as M2CV but fitted with DINSYNC and
12 trigger outputs as standard £275.00

M -TRIGGER

1U 19" Rackmount unit having 6 trigger outputs for SIMMONS,

UP5 Drum 'Brains' Triggers 0-10 Volt outputs and are variable in

accordance with Velocity information. Receive MIDI channel and
trigger notes are programmable £175.00

MIDI PROCESSING

MIDI Data Merger having 2 INs, 2 THRU5 and 2 OUTs. INs are
routable to OUTs and data can be filtered from either steam

selectively. Filtering of Note, pitchbend, controller, aftertouch

patch, realtime and exclusive information at the push of a button.
Also for synths with early or limited MIDI specs.

Ability to set split points on synths without ie: DX7, DW800.
Ability for synths receiving all MIDI channels to receive on any

MIDI channel ie; JP6, Prophet 600.
Ability to have 3 thru outputs fitted to MERJ unit.

Filtering of controller data on specific channel etc £115.00

SPEECH

BV -12 VOCODER

A general vocoder with source and control inputs and 12 taps for

Filter level control. 1U 19" Rackmount fortrat at a price you can
afford £799.00

ORATRON

ORATRON is a speech synthesis system aimed specifically at the
music market. The unit is under MIDI control permitting sentences

to be constructed within the machine and then triggered or synced
to a specific MIDI data. Pitch of the voice can be changed using

the Pitchbend wheel and volume is under velocity control. Add to
this metering (rhythm) control and you can create realistic speech
without uttering a word. and all storable in your sequencer£199.00

MIDI RETROFITS

JUNO 6/60 MIDI IN, THRU, OUT. Assignable MIDI channels,
transmit split point, patch changes etc £95.00
JUPITER 8 MIDI IN, THRU, OUT. Note information, velocity,

controller and aftertouch. System dumps, patch changes, splits
and more £115.00
TR808 MIDI IN, THRU. Receives note data with velocity on

assignable MIDI channel and/or MIDI clock (Start, stop
and clock) £95.00
DRUMULATORS MIDI IN & THRU. As per TR808 £95.00
PF10 & 15 Turn your PF into a useful Mother Keyboard, with split,

notes with velocity, patches, sustain and channels £115.00

THE KITS

Each kit consists of all parts to complete the modification. All are

internal updates requiring some soldering. Step by step
instructions

MIDI LIGHTING

If you need an interesting light show for your act, but don't have a
spare pair of hands, let the MIDI LITES turn that spare sequencer

channel into a display with variety and interest. Just add the

Lamps and this 2U 19" rackmount unit will take control of 8 power

channels of up to 1KW per channel (loading can be lamp or spot

lamp loads). Control of channels is through note ON data or the
MIDI clock. Lamp on time is assignable as is the receive MIDI

channel. An internal light sequencer is also available for syncing to
the MIDI clock. Add to this a further 8 channels of power on

another MID channel and slave the POWER PACKS together and
you are left with a complete lighting system in perfect time.

MIDI GATE

This controller is aimed at acts that already have a lighting desk.
The control has 6 output triggers with 0-10 Volt outputs. This

permits the brightness of lamps to be controlled from velocity and
allows gate on time to illuminate the lamp fora time representative
of note on/off data. The unit is 1U rackmounting and can be set to

receive on any MIDI channel and be set to receive any MIDI notes.
Ultimate control over MIDI for existing light desks.
MIDI LIGHT CONTROLLER £325.00
POWER PACK £215.00
MIDI GATE £225.00

SOUND MODULES

COMING SOON

MC202 Rackmount. 2U unit, with full MIDI control and all features
of MC202
M303+

A 1 U 19" rackmount module featuring a dual channel MIDI to CV

converter built in, and a voice module based on the TB303
Bassline fixed to one of the CV channels. All the usual control with

filter under MIDI control, makes this module both quick and easy to

use. Both CV and Gate outputs can also be used with any other
suitable monosynths. CHECK IT OUT £249.00

PHONE OR FAX

0722 743712

Groove Electronics
Unit 22,
Barnack Industrial Centre,
Kingsway Trading Estate,
Wilton. Wiltshire,SP2 OAW.

ALL PRICES

EXCL. VAT

except M2CV

and Options
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turnkey

HOT TECH

DAT in stock as you read this. Same digital
I/O but now with 44.1kHz.
Rock bottom price. Call us. Also

NEW CASIO DA7, DEVON DTR

r! rr Lt J\ 9
E16 replacement takes 16 track into the MIDI
Age Control transport & track select your
Atari  New cam action transport  Spot erase 
Extensive memory auotlocate on removable
front panel  We are central London's exlusive
G16 dealer.

£2,500 FOR YOUR USED E16

AGAINST A BRAND NEW "G"
Exclusive to Turnkey,

the Gold Seal E16
is a top quality

FOSTEX fisanrokety pre -owned
machine,

.31-
checked

, (primarily for
head wear) by

// Us at/ purchase.Then/Hactory
reconditioned & quality

controlled by Fostex. It carries a warrantee
identical to that on a new machine and our
extended warrantee is very cheap.

PRICE ? f2,500
Limited Monthly

Availabilty

4 track direct to optical disk recorder/editor 
Reads & writes SMPTE (LTC/VITC)  State of
the art audio editing  a new standard  Lower
price than originally announced. Alongside the

complete AKAI DIGITAL RANGE
including ADAM, A/V patch bays plus the
NEW S1100 from Akai's largest U.K. dealer

Sta`.111)''cd
16 track d gital workstation  Non-destructive
sequencer editing Full 24 bit effects 
Acoustic samples, analog, & transwaves in an
integrated. multi-timbral synthesizer, all for
£1,034 plus VAT

ALSO NEW EVS1 / KORG WS

nti

Amongst our new private studios is the Roland
Room (not pictured here) fully equipped with
S770 / R880 reverb, & the new D70, which is
our favourite of the new crop of synthesizers.

114-116 CHARING CROSS RD.,

LONDON. WC2 ODT
(Oppostie Foyles Bookshop and 100
yards from Tottenham Court Rd. Tube)

Tel. 01-434-1365/01-240-2041

Fax. 01-379-0093

Roland!
*ainbanac LAB

ta .).11k1

AKAI
loppko-n.:

KORG

Soundcraft

CIA,C10

ensonia

Fostex
VW4CX JBL

L YAMAHA

rsom-y

TASCAM
APHOC

clbx
I rh

ZIFIL741Y-.1

3 GOOD REASONS CLASSIFIED SPECIAL OFFERS
Fru unlike our competitors we carry every product from all the major
LyA manufacturers on PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION. Comparing
the bass drum from 11 different drum machines - through 15
different reverbs is routine. Our ar-conditioned demo -booths are
integrally wired for MIDI -purpose built to enable the rapid set-up and
demonstration of complex systems by our highly trained specialists.

 espite what you may read elsewhere. Soho Soundhouse, over
[pi the last 6 years have consistently offered the lowest prices
WORLDWIDE. We operate our legendary PRICE SMASH policy in-
store and from credit card telephone cal:ers. Our breadth of product
coverage and experience from MIDI hardware and software to
recording equipment makes us the No 1 PACKAGE specialist

e offer demonstrations outside normal hours. equipment
IULII installation. studio design consultancy, various trial/rental

purchase options. INSTANT 0% CREDIT/FINANCE*
We Routinely Ship Worldwide VAT FREE EXPORTS a speciality
We welcome Musicard holders. Home credit scheme No visit to
us required.

* 0% interest free credit is available on selected items.
(interest bearing credit is available on all items) both
subjected to status. Soho Soundhouse is a licensed
Credit Broker under the Consumer Credit Act 1974.

SPECIAL OFFERS
YAMAHA Mil will Midi

With the Well 5 WT. wind
players have been able to take
advantage of the new advances

musc making technology The
WT11 is a purpose built sound
module for the WXII. complete

with tuning, breath pressure and lip pressure utilities to enable you to
quickly setup 8 customise the Wall to your style of playing It also
has 96 perlormances 132 user definablei  a operator, 8 algorithm
FM synthesizer 8 note polyphony 10 digital effects  Back hi
display  MA, In. Out & Thru. The WX11 has light action keys using
standard Boehm lingering  Lip pressure on the reed enables vibrato
& pitch control from the mouth piece  7 octave range Key hold
feature
One off, inuepintioia, scoop purchtme on the only Midi Wand
System available. Limited stook EXCLUSIVE FINAL OFFER
Rap 0620 PLUS

£299
,;ar',',Td,6criage

NEW BOXED

ROLAND GE -131 BALANCED 31 BAND GRAPHIC
Until now budget
Staples have been
wiftly limited both

in sound quality and number or hands The Roland GE 131 offers
the full 31 bands of 20H2-20014 control
leaturrng dual XLR connections as well £75 PLUS

as 1,4' tacks 1,0dEll. and so is ideally Add £6
suited for studio use Also features carnage
Foots.. bypass and hum cancelling LIMITED OFFER
RRP E219 NEW BOXED

0 0- 411001010.0001014101044.1E

KORGM3R IginFitil'ILSERrilt-AM'PLE PLAYER

The M3R is basic.,

111

a Karp MIR without
sequencer and wit,

less preset memory1135 instead of 144 PCM Mull Samples Attack
Transients. DWG Synth Sounds. PCM Drum Samples) The sound
Generation chip/specification is identical e 16 note poly
oscillators and the onboard sounds combine the best ol Mr ano
remarkably the new T series sounds as well All sounds can be
edited and modified using IT series} fitters and amplifiers and stored
rr 100 patch memories (Instant recall of factory sounds / 5 Par'
muryiambral plus 100 combination memories 30 16-1lit digital mutt
effects including reverbs char. delays exciter rotary speaker etc
Combine up to 4 effects 44 PCM drum samples All with edit.,
can tuning effects volume. etc 19"
rack mounting 4 assignable sep outs OFFER PRICE
Very user friendly Huge library available

The legendary Korg sound at an
£515 Plus VATon cards

Incredible once only price. Orders war be
processed strictly first come -first serve
basis Includes 2 free mid, rabies
RRP co.

NEW BOXED

 £6 P&P

J. L. COOPER lOOSMPTEMmlPAPTE

--o ALL SMPTE

'-----xli.PRDAS:l"T':.  4 FORMATS MIDI
.___ TIME CODE 8 SP

POINTERS  PROGRAM CUES. PROGRAMMABLE TEMPO
CHANGES  UNIQUE RECORDER PUNCH IN/OUT CONTROL
Aff hough this unit lists at over £500 It is SCOOP PRICE
probably the most comprehensive 8 up la ex VAT
date unit at any less than £2.000 At our £129 Add C6
mice it costs less man most basic FSK carriage
devices making a cheap enough wen tor 0 NEW BOXED
track RRP C525

ROLAND D-110
Still th synth
expander of Bret
cholas 32 voice. 13

separate output. multi -timbre) synth, with 63 drum sounds 8
dlgRsi reverbs  256 state-of,the-art PCM samples including 63
drum and percussion sounds Fully programmable synthesizer with
built run Time Variant Fillers. Amplhers and LEO lunctons  Mix RCM
samples with tat. analog waveforms to create ion and accurate
sounds  128 Presets/64 user memories. using any combination or
PCM and synthesized sound partials.  8 on board digital reverb
algorithms with decay and level parameters for each patch  Any or
the eight separate timbres can be assigned, with dynamic voice
allocation to any 16 Mid, channels and 8 separate audio outputs
while maintaining Individual control of velocity. pitch band, modulation
or program change. to make It an deal partner for your sequencer
You can have up to eight areas on a single keyboard, even it it

doeent have a splmkey function. making it a perfect hue performance
rnstrurnent. Huge sound library on cams or FREE on disk Rippe.

300 scandal for Alert owners S" Ina WE HAVE THE LAST FEW 51605
sweetest sounding synth at any price ex VAT
and the only one under 01.000 with the £347 Add C6
separate outputs ..1 ice native Carriage
mrxdown of mulligan synth/drum
arrangements. RRP£615 NEW BOXED

40% OFF  SECOND
ovilitICOUChro EFFECTS CONTD.

Yamaha TX802 £899 Yamaha SPX1000 E608
Yamaha SyS 0% WC Yamaha REVS £780
Kong MI demo E899 Yamaha FX500
Roland 05 s h C313 used C216
Roland D110 sit £325 Yamaha SPX90 It C299
Roland D20 £762 Nomad yeoman 01E139

Yamaha TG55 NEW £434
Roland DI 0 demo
Ensorkg VFX sin
Casio VZ1
Casio VZ8M
Ensoniq Esoi
Korg NOR der.
Cheetah MS6

£495 Dod DSP128 E173
Art SGE NEW £345

0283 An Multrverb II £345
£t69 Lexicon PCM70 E950
0499 Lexicon LXI21 £299
0499 Roland 20k Rob, £250
POA Roland SDE 3000 £565

Roland R800 s'h Et 550
SAMPLERS/PLATERS Roland DEP5 £249

Aka, 5900 Ph C795 Boss 8E5 C173
Aka, 51000 s/h C1650 Aka, 70C Comp,GT £99
5950 750k card C119

Cheetah 16 bit sampler £695 or less
S1000 2meg card C195 Symmetro 525 C320
EMU Proteus s'h 5599. Symmeurx 202 0130
EMU Prot OR s,h 5749. Korg A3 CVO
Emas SE rack £899 Valley Attenualo, £69
Roland W30 demo £999 Valley Booster C69
Oberh DPX-output MICRO Valley Comp £79
Roland 5330 used C780 Valley None Gate 679
Roland LJ20 demo C564 Valley Noise Red [79
Roland r 122E IN STOCK Zoom In Stock NOW!
Roland sit 069

ART 19" Video Monitor new 0129

MOTHER KBDS
Roland ABO demo C1039
KX88 £913

PIANO KBOMODS
Rhodes MK80 POA
Yamaha EN10 C173

DRUM MACHINES
New Boss DR550,sin'
Roland R8 £500
Roland R5 E321
Alesis HF116 0189
Alesis HRIEB £219

MICROPHONES
Shure SM58 new POA
Shure SM57 new POA
Electrovace P180 £75
gruel Klaer 4003 C345

PORTA STUDIOS
Comex X26 [191
Fostex X15 E155
Tascam Pona 2 HSC421
Tascam Pone 5 HSE260
Tascam 688 demoC1390
Tascam 644 used E651
Sensor MR6 £399
Vesta Pocket Studrot26

Roland MC300 MAC S'ware £339
Aka, MPC60 dem C1477 Vest. MR10 0152
Aka XE8.nevi pack £156 Yamaha MT3X C399
Roland TR 505 0130 Yamaha Bibs II 0273
Cheetah MD8 £69 Aka, MG614 s h £550
Korg ODD £199
Kong KPR 77 C65 8,1624 TRACK
Simmons Troer £520 Fost R8iSeck1882E11349
OS DX expander C60 Fost REVSeck1282E1599

Tascam TSR8deinC1477
SEQUENCERS TSR6Seck1282 £2249

Aka, AS010 £599 TSR13,Seck1882 £2475
Alesis MMT8 6149 TSR8,Studiomester
Roland MC300sh C319 Moline 164,8 £2425
Kawa 080 MSR24 Studiornaster

Seck 2432 RRP £1295 OFFER £699
COMPUTERS 8

SOFTWARE (M) mac
Atari 1040+Creator C625
Atan 1040.Notator £799
Atan 1040.Pro 12 C399
Alan 1000 8 Mon
th Cubase 0775

040 8 Mon dem 0399
Alan Colour Monitor £199

We we the agrai C -Lab
Store. Help line. hes!
Prices Creator. Notator
Undor. Editors. Export.
Combmer. Human Touch

Trackmo £9500
Studornaster Modown
16/4/8 C1199
Prolrne 201316 C1399
Seck 12(8(2 0685
Seek 18,8,2 E875

DAT RECORDERS
Sony DTC1000ES
TCD Portables. Casio
DA2 Awe HD% Tancain
0030 NEW Denon

GUARANTEED UK'S
LOWEST PRICES

Casio VZ1 £295 VZBIVI 0173 Both New
Roland CM32P demE303
Roland CM321. demEgeo OTHER MIXERS
Atari Trackball £20 Tascam MM, 20 2 POA
Apple Mac From C1195 Fostex 2016 '62 POA
U220 Editor for ST £42 Alesis '62'2 C520
Chameleon unto ed £79 Sensor 125 C399
Commadore w M,d, Int. Seek 6.2 8 12 2 POA

C LAB Seo 0109 Seck 24 2 MegadeftC699
Cubase 0343
Avalon....E174 SYNCHRONIZERS
C -LAB Creator E199 Foster 0030 E875
CLAB Notator C330 Rost. 4035 CP04
BBC,UMI sea E87 XRI 300 0160
Opcode Vision... C344 JL Cooper PPS1 0152
Opoodo Cue' (IA) 0430 JLC PPS 100 SMOTE
Opc. MIDI pack Z1135 MTC 0129

ART SGE Processor NEW £339
Opc D50 DX edrto, £99 Yamaha MSS, newC195
Opc Tim.ode E132
H Arts ed coca C104 MONITORS
H Arts Genpatch C99 Yamaha NS1OM prE149
Sr bg DMP7 ed C65 JBL Control 1 silt E129
0,09 CRCTX ed £77 Yamaha A100 ampE165
St big EMAX ed £65 JBL Control 5 E213
St bg Mstr Score COB JBL Control 10 ed C519
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I.
The Aka, 5,000 andI -. MPG 60 are by a long
way the most common

SOurCe 01 drum sounds in prolesstonal Ave recording environments
In these situations once 8 often of little concern We can now peer
every writer player Mese sounds at around one tenth of the cost
The Aka, X E8 meg int memory of 16 16. semi.,  2 FREE I

meg Rams 115 sounds each  kits percussion orchestral blasts etc 
use two' cards simultaneously nwo slots,  Stop, any 15 samples w
one of 32 programs  assignable key note 0 127 play melodies
cymbals become gangs etc tartar sounds to your requirements
variable hold and decay times m g gales; reverse variable sweep
Bright punchy drum sounds are the ioundation of any mu and lie,
and Nary 'he average drum machine kist doe. t cut a re the studio
The XE 8 gives you customizable 16 bit drum samples to turn uo to
32 traCkS 01 yOur Alan C Lab sequencer set up into a super neon.
maie 01 the an drum machine Affernatively use a to expand your
drum machine or trigge ftore mum pro- Octapad velocity sensitive
keyboard etc eft
Hurry We have a small uu,ar,i4
Package nctudes FREE

ms 8 C' Lab drum patter., nn. plus VAT

package mice OlinC Lab suo.ar, E159
RRP 6,190

Ntvv SC,,,Eu

ART PROVERB 200 INZE4EX:=60.
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ga' 4-- nee ot U S made
effects and the unit

of 1st choice for the high quality natural sounding reverts associated
with American studio processors costing thousands rather than
hundreds (algorithms uniquely structured to eliminate the harshness
and brittleness of the other budge) units)
 200 programs including 120 REVERES trom Early Reflections.
Plates. Studio and Dros Vocals huge Halls (up to 25 second decays)
and R.ms all run a wide range tom warm to Pooh, to Reverse and
20 various Gated,Companded Gated Stereo FLANGE and
CHORUS ECHOS and MULTI TAP DELAYS STEREO IMAGING.
PAN and SPECIAL EFFECTS  COMBINE multiple effects  16 bil
full bandwidth processing. 80d13 dynamic range (extremely wet) 
Great MIDI spec MIDI PROG numbers assignable to any program
16 MIDI channels or OMNI. compile your own patches Mc Control
from kbd or seq or use footswitch,SAFCOS for live program
advancealve random setection respectively  10' rack mounting
This EXCLUSIVE offer represents an plus VAT
unrepeatable opportunity to purchase a £155 Add E6
beautifully natural sounding commercial carnage
quality reverb al a fraction of the cost
We expert to sell out very quickly Apo 2245 NEW BOXED

Korg Z3 & ZD3 r=7°47,1V:a.,"sA"-
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processing 8
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pitch extraction
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bit onboard
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Digital Tuner 
128 Preset
Sounds withDigital

OsclItators per Voice  6 pad MultiTlinbral  The time lag pro.lrn
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dual CPU's to cope with both pitch extraction & sound generation a
high Rm. 0 to A convenor from he 2D3 pickup and test processing
coupled OM Me custom LSI to owe instant conversion to MIDI The
Internal sound module ,s fully multi -W.4 and so can be hooked
up to any Mid, sequencer for instant song arrangements As a has
lull Midi connections it can be integrated SCOOP PRICE
into an existing Midi system without any plus VAT
fuss or allow you to play your Add ES
synthesaerhqur:heZ3Supe 171 cmega

BOXEC,Moen.,

4,0 Sow, RRP C980

JBL GS115 STUDIO REFERENCE
MONITOR.

Atter more than 10 years
sir ppiy mg small stud.
installations we were acutely
aware of the lack of an
affordable unit properly suited
to recording The Got 15's have
been developed by JBL
eirctusway for Turnkey to cater
101 Inc smaller studio
The most common complaint is
the laCk of low end response
particularly at row volume With
this in mind we selected Inc

U 5 made JBL 115 bass diner The voice coil diameter and magnet
mass are exceptionally large fora unit of this size. They are
resonance matched to a very hgh density ported enclosure. which
results in an accurate punchy bass al high levels AND low volume.
which we feel ts absolutely unique The J131. 044 Titanium tweeter is
also U S made 8 was developed la d,g,lal it reproduces the most
complicated high frequency signals wan accuracy and even after
processing with lodays lull bandwidth effects highs remain clear well
defined. and easy on the ear We also pad speciat attention to
dispersal"PeGS 1 5't & represent a

Imaging
ngThe purpose Dula studio monitor constructed

arOand U S made. JBL Professional drivers and due to our chreCt
bulk purchasing are less than hag the price EXAUSIVE OFFER
of anything with equivalent performance Plus
Work with them 8 if you're not convinced E229
return the units to us warm 14 days fora PAP
prompt and coune. refund
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NEW BOXED

KEYBOAROLIVE
RECORDING
MIXERS

Remarkable range
of professional.
stereo (into 2)
consoles Available
in 6, 12 or 18
channel versions
Very quiet. great
sounding E.0
rugged steel
construction for

good shielding etc  Each channel has 1,4 line & balanced XLR
inputgain. high, mid& low E 2 auction.. pan 8 long throw fader
 Auxilhary master gain. E O. & pan. Bar graph metering, headphone
monitoring etc etc
The range of applications for stereo mixers is growing fast e.g.
Multitimbral synth/sampler/drum
machine mixing  Live Main/Sub PACKAGE PRICES
mixing (12 channel 700W P A
systems complete for under C900) 6.'2 £1 69 0- VAT
Mix your Atari/synth arrangements
dire. to DAT for C D quality
demos. 12:2E259 plus VAT
Available at a fraction of the list
price. Exclusive. Ltd stocks

1 6 2 £319 olut VATIncludes FREE monitoring
headphones and 24 hour carnage. NEW BOXED
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REGARDLESS OF ITS CRITICS,

MIDI HAS OPENED NEW DOORS

TO USERS OF HI -TECH MUSICAL

EQUIPMENT - THE COMPATIBILITY

WE ENJOY TODAY WAS

INCONCEIVABLE 15 YEARS AGO.

NOW THE MIDI SPECIFICATION

HAS BEEN EXTENDED.

TEXT BY VIC LENNARD.

AT THE INCEPTION of MIDI in 1981, the

detailed MIDI 1.0 Specification was
created. This was a joint effort between

the MIDI Manufacturers Association (MMA)

in America and the Japanese MIDI
Standards Committee. In it were covered

the two main aspects of MIDI: firstly,
Channel Messages for notes, MIDI
controllers and MIDI modes; and secondly,

System Messages which can be broken
down into Real Time (like MIDI clocks and

stop/start/continue commands), Common

for all devices within a MIDI system and

Exclusive for the transference of data
between like devices and/or librarians.

Over the past nine years, there have been

two major additions to the specification. The

Sample Dump Standard was induded for use

in samplers. Prior to this, Sequential Circuits

had their own method of transferring
samples which was used on the Prophet

2000 and duplicated by Akai on the S900.

Ensoniq used a different system on their

Mirage. Happily, since the instigation of the

Sample Dump Standard, most manufacturers

have adhered to it.

The other addition was MIDI Time Code

(MTC). This is a method for converting
SMPTE code on tape to absolute time on a

sequencer without the need for bars and

beats. Less happily, this has not been
universally accepted by software writers due

to the belief of some that MTC does not have

a sufficient degree of accuracy.

THE SIGN OF THE

TIMES
THE ABOVE ADDITIONS were made because it

was felt that MIDI needed them. An
unfortunate fact of life is that new techniques

can rarely be made retrospective. A perfect

example is the Prophet 2000 keyboard -based

sampler and the rackmounted 2002; the

former uses the Sequential proprietary
sample dump while the latter uses the dump

standard. The result is a total lack of
communication between the two devices

without using a generic sample editor on a

computer to extract a sample from one and

send it to the other. Yet you can connect a

Prophet 2000 to an Akai S900 and directly

interchange samples.

It would be useful to be able to control all

front -panel operations of a MIDI device by

MIDI commands. Some manufacturers have

used System Exclusive messages to do this,

but there is a problem. SysEx cannot be

interspersed with other MIDI data except for

System Real Time. For example, if you send

note information while dumping the memory

of your synth to computer, the dump will be

aborted. Most sequencer packages will
prevent SysEx from being interrupted, which

leads to a further problem. A typical
parameter change will take, perhaps, ten

bytes which equates to 3.2 milliseconds.

Your sequencer will have to stop all other

MIDI transmission for this time. This makes

a mockery of all the work which has been

carried out to improve the resolution of
sequencers, so making them closer to "real

time".

MIDI controllers are used for the likes of

the modulation wheel, MIDI volume, sustain

pedal and so on. Generally, a MIDI controller

message is only three bytes long - the same

as a MIDI note message. A couple of years

ago, two controllers were given the rather

official name of Non -Registered Parameter

Number. Controller #98 is the Most
Significant Byte (MSB) while #99 is the Least

Significant Byte (LSB). This allows for 128 x

128 different parameters - a total of 16,384

- which a manufacturer can define for a
particular MIDI device. For example, each

button on the front panel could be assigned

an independent parameter number. An
implementation table for Non -Registered

Parameter control of an instrument might

begin something like this:

PARAMETER NUMBER FUNCTION

MSB(99) LSB(98)

00 00 Select Utility

Menu

00 01 Goto 1st opt

00 02 Goto 2nd opt

The MIDI controllers for data entry
(MSB - #6, LSB - #38) and data increment

(#96) and decrement (#97) would then
allow you to select parameters and
change their values over MIDI.
Consequently, it would be possible to
control every function of the unit with MIDI

controller commands.

Other MIDI controllers exist which can

be used for different purposes from one
piece of equipment to another. Data entry

MSB/LSB and data increment/decrement

let you change the value of a parameter

once it has been selected. There are also

eight General Purpose Controllers, again

with MSB and LSB values. The onus is on

manufacturers to make the most use of
these. This tends to mean a higher
financial commitment to technology, which

is often difficult to rationalise. Why offer

the public something they haven't asked

for? Suffice it to say, MIDI could be used

for the most delicate and accurate of
purposes if only fully implemented.

TOO MANY

CHANGES
MIDI WAS INITIALLY blessed with the ability to

change between a maximum of 128 patches

within a MIDI device. A typical MIDI Program
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Calf in Confidence
081-769 5681

ENSONIQ ES01
Digital wavestation £670
SECOND HAND KORG 707
Multi - timbral keyboard, 100 voices £289

5

Auto Accompaniment £350
KORG Mi
Workstation £1150
KORG MIR
Rackmount workstation £999
KORG T3

50,000 note seq 200 voice workstation. Brilliant £2399
KORG (NEW
Wavestation. Advanced velocity synthesis, wave
sequencing £1575
EMAX I I

Sampler/Seq/Workstation £2756
YAMAHA SY77
Keyboard AWMZ Workstation £1999
YAMAHA SY55
Keyboard synthesis £1099
YAMAHA SY22
Dynamic vector synthesiser £799

TRACKMIX 24
by Studiomaster. 32/12/24/2 Modular/MIDI

Console, if you're thinking of going 24
track it's going to be well worth your while

checking out this console, see it now at
Gigsounds along with the new Gold range

mixdown and Proline Consoles.

081-690 8621
ROLAND U20

128 voice/4 drum kit sample player £899
ROLAND W30

Workstation,Sampler,Sequencer £1650
ROLAND D50

Performance Synth £1100
ROLAND D10

Multi - timbral keyboard £899
ROLAND D5

Multi - timbral keyboard £599
ROLAND D70

Powerful Multi - timbral performance synth, also reads
Roland PCM card Rom £1799
KAWAI K4

Performance keyboard £895

KAWAI K1 MK 1

Multi - timbral keyboard £695
ROLAND RD300

Digital piano £1499
YAMAHA PF1500

Digital piano inc stand £1599

APPOINTED AGENTS FOR THE
NEW FOSTEX G16

This latest version 16 track, offers
features with a new level of

intelligence, which open up new
opportunities in all areas of music

and post production.
£4995 INC VAT

EFFECTS PROCESSORS STUDIOMASTER IDP7 programmable processorgate £470

ALESIS Quadraverb Multi FX £439 STUDIOMASTER Studio FEX full range

ALESIS Midiverb III Multi FX £299 ROLAND R880 pro digital reverb £2100

ALESIS Microverb 11 16 bit reverb £175 ROLAND G8 remote for the R880 £545

ROLAND E660 Pro digital parametric EO £1299
YAMAHA DR100 digital reverb £149

DYNACORD DRP20 Pro reverb £999
YAMAHA FX500 Multi FX £349 ART Multiverb £399
YAMAHA SPX900 Multi FX £599 P & R Audio dual noise gate fader panner £225

YAMAHA Rev 7 digital reverb £499 ROLAND DEP reverb delay £225

RECORDING SPECIALISTS
4/8/16 & 24 TRACK SYSTEM PACKAGES
TAILORED TO YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS

24

Track

Recorder

on

1"

tape

£8,399
inc VAT

TASCAM MSR24

Also available at 30 IPS Call for details

NEW TASCAM 644 NEW TASCAM 688

Tascam 688 High speed 9.5cms. 20 inputs. 2 aux sends. 4

Tascam 644 dual speed 4 track. 16 Inputs. 2 aux sends. aux returns, unique scene display shows system set.

Onboard MIDI tape sync. Real channel mute and much Peak LED meter bridge. 3 Band ED with mid sweep 8 tape

more £999 8 group outputs under 2K. Phone for details. £2149

86/88 MITCHAM LANE
LONDON SW16

081 769 5681/6496
20/22 RUSHEY GREEN

LONDON SE8 4AB
081 690 8621/8622
FAX: 081 769 9530
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change message looks like this (in hex):

Cn pp

where "n" is the MIDI channel and "pp" is

the required patch. Few early synths went

beyond a bank of 32 sounds with the
possibility of a cartridge providing another 32.

But what happens when there are more than

128 possible selections?

Roland encountered this problem with their

D110 where there are 255 Tones in all. To

get around this problem, they used 128

Timbres, each of which accesses a Tone.

Program changes then select a Timbre with

its associated Tone.

Yamaha, meanwhile, use an entirely
different system. On their V50, which has

three banks of 100 sounds (Internal, Card

and Preset) and three banks of 100
performances - 600 selections in all, SysEx is

used to set up a program change table with

128 entries which can be a mixture of sounds

and performances. When a program change

command is received, the patch change
information switch in the system setup is first

checked. If this is off, program changes are

ignored. There are then three modes of

operation: Common - the patch change table

is consulted and the relevant patch selected;

Individual - as common but ignores

performance changes; Direct - patch change

table is ignored but program changes #119-

#127 are used for switching between the

different banks, after which subsequent
program changes stay within that bank.

Ensoniq's SQ1 uses a similar method. It

has four banks of 80 sounds (Internal, ROM,

Card A, Card B) and uses program changes

#124-#127 to select a bank. Again, patch

changes after a bank selection stay with that

particular bank. Also, patch changes #80-#99

select default drum kits from the ROM.

How about Oberheim's Matrix 1000 with

ten banks of 100 sounds? This uses either

MIDI controller #1 (modulation wheel) or #31

in conjunction with a program change
command between nought and nine to select

a bank.

This whole situation is bound to get worse

with the number of multitimbral devices

32

entering the market. Indeed, the worst part of

it is that each manufacturer ends up using a

different method. No sooner have you sussed

out how to select all sounds on one system,

than you have another synth for which you are

back to square one.

Bearing all this in mind, Bank Select has

been added to the MIDI spec. Bank Select

uses control changes #00 and #32 to select

a particular bank, and is followed by a patch

change on that bank. It looks like this (again

in hex):

Bn 00 vv - Bank select MSB

Bn 20 vv - Bank select LSB

Cn pp - Program change

As "w" can take any value 0-127, there

are 16,384 banks available. Apparently this

is in preparation for optical technology - for

once MIDI could end up ahead of the game,

but with so many different systems around

already this is perhaps a little like closing the

barn door after the horse has bolted.

One manufacturer has already

implemented Bank Select - Korg, in their new

Wavestation, use it to switch between the

two banks in RAM (with 50 sounds in each)

and the ROM/Card banks.

CONTROLLING

EFFECTS
MOST CURRENT SYNTHS have effects

onboard - reverb, delays, chorus and the like.

More often than not there are parameters for

these which can be changed via MIDI.
Unfortunately, most manufacturers take the

SysEx avenue.

There are five effects controllers within

the MIDI spec - External Effects Depth (#91),

Tremolo Depth (#92), Chorus Depth (#93),

Celeste Depth (#94) and Phaser Depth (#95)

- but these are very rarely used. This could

be because few MIDI devices use phaser,

celeste and tremolo as effects.

However, in another change to the MIDI

spec, these have now changed. Controllers

#91-#95 are now officially Effects 1-5 and

are intended to be used for control of effects

depths. For other effect parameters,
controllers #12 and #13 have been defined

as Effect Control 1 and 2. These can be

used for altering any effect parameter other

than depth. For instance, MIDI controller #91

might be used for chorus depth while #12

could then be the rate of the chorus. The

naming of these will be down to the
manufacturers but will continue to be known

by their old names as default.

MIDI: A SUCCESS?
WE ARE NOW nearly ten years down the line

from the arrival of MIDI. Most of us accept

the MIDI cable as being part and parcel of a

synth, and patch the MIDI side of a system

as easily as the audio side. We play chords

and hear them as chords, in spite of the

serial nature of MIDI. Perhaps we are guilty

of complacency - after all, wasn't this the

intention of MIDI?

Perhaps we should occasionally peer back

into the past to the days of Control Voltages

(CV) and Gates: pressing a note on a
monophonic synth and having it play back

another device at the same time was looked

on with awe. The fact that it was probably out

of tune, late, only sounded for a set period of

time and was always at the same volume, was

ignored. The same system with polyphonic

synths was intended for those whose vocation

in life should have been that of telephone

operator. But stand back in amazement we did.

Viewed against this background, MIDI is a

success story. One cable for 16 channels of

voices with a 128 -note range and 128
degrees of velocity sensitivity is impressive

by any modern musical standard. MIDI has

its failings, but then so do most other
aspects of life.

Vic Lennard is the founder and director of

the UK MIDI Association. Membership of the

UKMA is open to individual musicians
(134.50 per annum) as well as

manufacturers and publications concerned

with MIDI. More information and details of

membership are available from: UKMA, 26

Brunswick Park Gardens, New Southgate,

London N11 1E1. Tel: 081-368 3667.
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HANDS ON
SHOW

PRESENTED
BY HOME

KENSINGTON
TOWN

Get your hands on the latest recording and
MIDI equipment.

Over 50 stands, including all major
manufacturers and distributors, displayed in
two main halls and foyer of Kensington Town Hall.
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SATURDAY 13th OCTOBER

10am - 6pm

SUNDAY 14th OCTOBER

10am - 5pm

* The latest multitrack tape machines... from 4 to 24 track.

* Digital recording... from DAT machines to hard disk.

* Mixing consoles... a full range from all the major manufacturers.

* Outboard... from patchbays to digital multi -effect units.

4cs EA or- now  co D -O .aza  II

* Latest high-tech gear, including synths, sequencers, drum
machines, samplers, etc.

£5.00 daily or £7.50

weekend pass.

* A wide selection of music software (sequencing, editors, librarians,
score writers, etc).

* The very best in MIDI accessories.

Attend FREE seminars, demonstrations and live Feedback sessions!

High Street Kensington underground station, NCP car parking close by.

MUSIC GET YOUR HANDS ON - 'THE REAL LIVE SHOW'
aMAKER

SMEXHIBITIONS Organised by Music Maker Exhibitions Ltd. £ 1. 0 0 O F 
Only one voucher per perso
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Jerry Harrison's

involvement

with the

seminal Talking

Heads has seen

his solo

ventures cast

in a supporting

role - but with

the Heads'

future in doubt,

and a third

excellent LP

now under his

belt, Harrison

PROBABLY THE BEST THING ABOUT
being a former member of The Modern Lovers is

that it keeps you forever young in the public
imagination. Jerry Harrison is currently a former
Modern Lover, and the way things are going, he
seems likely to become a former Talking Head -
along with the other members of the band: David

Byrne, Tina Weymouth and Chris Franz. But that's

something we'll (almost) come to later. Right now

I'm confronted with a confident, good-looking,
Harvard graduate whose charm and enthusiasm
belv his 20 -odd years in the music business.

Harrison would be the first to admit that those
years have been pretty kind to him. From the cult

following of The Modern Lovers and the early
Talking Heads, he has enjoyed mainstream success

as the band's popularity mushroomed to
international proportions. Latterly his solo career

has come off the starting blocks and taken on its
own momentum with the release of his first two
albums, The Red and the Black and Casual Gods. In

the intervening periods, he has developed a parallel

career as a producer, chalking up credits with
artistes as diverse as Fine Young Cannibals, Violent

Femmes and the BoDeans, recorded an anti -
Reagan rap song with Bootsie Collins and found
time for a spot of album sleeve design - for one of
which, Talking Heads' Fear of Music, he was
awarded a Grammy.

Like I said, the years have been kind to
Harrison, but behind the successes one senses a
very perceptive mind and a man who has come to

realise he can rely on his own sense of proportion
and good timing. His career, along with that of the

other Talking Heads and many of their late '70s
contempories, has been underpinned by the more
temperate, understated approach of America's East

Coast. A band like Talking Heads could never have

been a product of Los Angeles.

Throughout his career, Harrison's willingness
to embrace new advances in technology has
drawn him into a much closer working
relationship with keyboard and sampling
equipment and this has provided much of the
instrumentation for the latest album, Walk On
Water. A many -faceted album, it parallels much
of Talking Heads' careful melding of diverse
international influences and sharply -honed pop
sensibilities, and reflects a new-found confidence

in Harrison's own ability.
Surely, as a member of a band with such an

impressive track record, he must still feel himself to

be labouring under the weight of their reputation?

"I actually feel that the more of these records I

make - and there is an element of continuity with

these albums - the more the identity of Casual
Gods and my identity outside Talking Heads is
growing", Harrison counters.

But is he not experiencing any of the usual
antipathy reserved for artistes working outside the

band with which they have always been associated?

"That's one of the reasons I wanted to have some
kind of collaboration with people that had been in

Talking Heads when we were on tour - people like

Bernie Worrell, Alex Weir and Chris Spedding, all

of whom are great musicians."

Clearly, Harrison is very aware of the way his
solo work is likely to be perceived, but with the
other two Talking Heads factions still immersed in

their respective projects, how does he respond to
the criticism that where successful bands are
concerned, the sum of the parts seldom equals the
whole?

"I think it's largely a matter of consistency",
comes the measured reply. "Taking the Beatles as
the obvious example, I think it has to do with how

consistent their work was outside the band. In
general the solo projects were never as consistent as

the Beatles were as a band. But, a song like
`Imagine' by John Lennon was as good as anything

the Beatles ever did together."

One possible solution could be to avoid those
areas where his music might be identified too
closely with that of Talking Heads. Any suggestion

that this has been a deliberate approach are quickly

quashed.

"Unlike the Tom Tom Club and David, who
have very deliberately tried to do something
different outside the band, I just try to write good
songs. If they sound like something Talking Heads

would do then it's just too bad. I don't care if it's
similar and dissimilar, just as long as it's good."

Of course, this sort of conversation presupposes
the continued existence of Talking Heads - a state

of affairs which at the present time seems anything

but certain. You might expect Harrison to be in as

good a position as anyone to fill us in on the
current status of the band, but this is apparently
not the case. So accustomed is he to answering
questions on this very subject, he has armed
himself with a handful of skilful,, if rather terse
rejoinders.

Does the band still exist? "We're on vacation."
It's been one hell of a vacation. . .are you ever
likely to return? "Ask David". Chance would be a

fine thing. It seems that some bands are always at
the mercy of their more capricious members,
would he agree? "It only takes one to say no."
True. But if it's always the same one - "ask David".

ON THE SUBJECT OF NAMES, IT SEEMS
that the title of the last album, Casual Gods, has
been adopted by Harrison's current touring band.
Anyone familiar with the album will remember that

it was this name, together with the sleeve
photography, which combined to form such an
extraordinarily powerful image. The photographs

were taken in a vast open cast gold mine in Brazil

where countless hundreds of ragged mine workers

carry huge sacks up an almost vertical slope in an

effort to find gold. As the sleeve notes point out:
"These are not scenes from a movie. Though they

look like swarming ants or endless caravans of pack

animals, they are men reduced to this condition by

poverty and the bewildering indifference of casual

gods". It's an image you don't easily forget...

"I kind of like making my album covers )0.
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"My writing technique

was helped by the

advent of multitrack

cassette recorders

and drum machines - I

used to write out

chords for the piano,

but they were never

really songs to me."

>. arresting: beautiful pictures that have a slightly
disturbing message - rather than using them to reflect

some kind of vanity on my part."

What about the inevitable criticisms of
exploitation? You may be using an album cover to
draw attention to the plight of a group of workers in
Brazil, but is this not ultimately exploitative in some

way?

"I take the point, but I don't think my using
those photographs is going to affect those people in

any way at all. I also think that as unfortunate as
they are, there is something inspiring about those

pictures. I think it
highlights just how far
people will go to get
ahead."

Or perhaps how far
they'll go to stay alive.. .

Images aside, Casual Gods
and its predecessor The
Red and the Black went a
long way towards making
the world aware that the
success of Talking Heads
had rested much more on
Harrison's shoulders than
had previously been
believed. And with the
new album set to
consolidate this reappraisal
of his skill as a writer,
musician and producer, it
seems that Harrison's time
as a solo artist might well
have come. But how much

of this self -affirmation, I wondered, had been
prompted by living in Byrne's shadow?

"I think that anyone who was around when
Talking Heads started as a trio was very aware of
what I did when I joined", he replies. "Of course,
when Eno became involved, because he was also
associated with keyboards, it became that much
more difficult to say what he did and what I did. But
he was much better known than me, so I think there
was a tendency to give him more credit and me less.
And then when we became an enlarged band it was
even more difficult to figure out who did what. So
looking back, I think it was easy for people not to
have a very clear idea about what any of us did -
apart from David who was the singer.

"But really, I didn't make the albums as an attempt

to prove something. I made them because I wanted
to make them. At one point in Talking Heads' career
we decided that the only healthy way of dealing with

our different aspirations was to break up our lives
into times we worked together and times we worked
apart. From my point of view, the real challenge was

in becoming a lead singer, because I had never done
that in a band before. For me, it was a little bit like
keeping yourself alive; doing something that you
haven't done before. It's like going back to an earlier
part of your life and starting again. I think a lot of
people are afraid to do those things; if you're
successful it can be really difficult to put your

reputation on the line. But it was that element of risk
taking which I found quite exciting."

SINCE LAUNCHING HIS SOLO CAREER,
has Harrison's role as an instrumentalist become any
more clearly defined? Does he, for example, regard
himself as a keyboard player or a guitarist?

"I've been playing a lot more keyboards lately", he

reveals, "and keyboards are my first instrument. In fact,

I originally had quite a problem because the first
keyboard I owned was an organ which only had three

octaves so you couldn't play it with two hands! After a
while, my left-hand technique just began to fall apart.

Of course, now you have full-size keyboards with the

right feel which allow me to use all the dexterity I once

had. It makes me want to go back to my early piano
training."

So which instrument does he choose to write on -
presumably it is easier for a solo artist to work with
keyboards than the guitar?

"Yes, but it varies. Sometimes it's one, sometimes it's

the other. Actually, my writing technique was helped

most by the advent of multitracking cassette recorders

and drum machines. I used to write out chords and stuff

like that for the piano, but they were never really songs

to me. I needed to build some kind of structure around

a beat. In fact I had a hard time writing anything until I

could put something like a small band together on tape.

That was really freeing for me. Up until that point, I'd

found myself getting bored with it; it was like, there's
just not enough going on there."

After over a decade of mainstream success, what
equipment could a man who started with a three -
octave organ currently aspire to?

"I use the Emulator III as my major instrument and

there's also some D50s, DX7s and DX7IIs - I still like

the DXs for bright, percussive sounds. But I think you

need to become familiar with your library so you know

exactly what sounds you have at your disposal. I just
get so sick of learning new instruments."

Is that perhaps why the Emulator maintains such a
high profile? "Yeah. I love having a 16 -bit stereo
sampler", Harrison enthuses. "I know there are a
number of them now, but at the time I bought the
E -III it was the only one that had SCSI and was
actually up there and working. I found the difference
between that and the E -II was like night and day for
me. You used to worry that the old samplers didn't
have the high end, and you'd have to use other
instruments to compensate. Now samplers don't sound

so grainy any more, in fact the E -III has a beautiful
sound. It seems to have some problems with its stereo

imaging sometimes but it's a great machine."

With such a heavy emphasis on sampled voices,
where do the "conventional" synths fit into the
picture?

"Again, I think it comes down to knowing your
library so that you can go through on each instrument

and find what you looking for - whether it's something

you've made up or something you've found. But then a

lot of times, after I've decided on a particular voice I
try to mess it up by putting it into a combination with

other sounds. One of the things I am very aware of is
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how you can sometimes be listening to a record and
think 'oh, there's the shakuhachi from the E -II, and
that's that horn sample from the Akai. . .'."

Most of us have experienced this, or something like

it, at some time or other. But how far, I wondered,
would Harrison'go out of his way to avoid the
situation?

"Pretty far",' comes the reply. "As I say, a lot of times

I'll deliberately try to mess it up."

Can we assume from this that he would not consider

using other people's records as a source in his sampling

activities?

"Well, I did use Ronald Reagan's voice. . . Really, it

isn't something I'm interested in doing. I suppose it
depends on how much you take. If it's just something

like a snare drum that's one thing, but if it's a whole
phrase I think that's quite different. As far as I'm
concerned though, other people can do anything they

want - if they want to take the whole thing that's fine.

Maybe they should have to pay some publishing or
songwriting royalties. I know that Loleatta Holloway

got paid for the Black Box record, but there they built

practically the whole of the record around her voice. I

think that's a perfect example of a situation where they

really stretched the rule. On the other hand, it was a

good song..."

HARRISON'S NAME HAS, FOR SOME YEARS
now, been associated with the mid -west town of
Milwaukee. Does he have some kind of studio set up

there?

"Not an actual studio, but I have equipment there
which at this point is like a virtual studio. I have a
Macintosh II computer which is currently running
Performer software. And I've tried a number of
different sync boxes like the Jambox and one by
Opcode called the Studio 3. Also, I've just been trying

this thing called the MIDI Timepiece by Mark Of The

Unicorn: I seem to have a lot of problems with sync,
keeping things totally in time.

"I'm also using the direct -to -disk system by
Digidesign, Soundtools, which is great. I believe
they're also putting it together with video soon.
They're going to have this thing called Sound Vision
which will be a combination sequencer and a live two -

track or four -track system. I can see myself changing to

that when it comes along."

So where exactly is all this equipment used?

"I helped get this studio together in Milwaukee which

has now been discovered by a lot of new age people.

There's a label called Narada out there and they kind of

book it round the clock. So I ended up at a new studio

called AD Productions in Milwaukee which overlooks

Lake Michigan. It has a beautiful Neve V -series desk and

a Mitsubishi multitrack machine and they offered me this

incredible studio deal, so I couldn't really refuse. But I

actually worked in 11 different studios on this album, in

Milwaukee, Lake Geneva Wisconsin, New York,
Connecticut, London and Paris."

Not a West Coast location amongst them - does this

reflect a continuing disenchantment with Los Angeles

and its attendant culture by an artist who has long
been associated with the East Coast?
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"l think people who

claim to be totally

artistic have simply

found a way to make

what they're doing

commercial - in a

sense we're all

doing it, so it's not
a pure art form."

"I don't know. I just feel more cornfigtable in New

York than I do in Los Angeles. I think there's kind of

an edge to New York - a kind of urban sensibility - and

I find myself more at home with that.

"Recently, with a lot of the rap groups which have

come out of IA, I think it's started to move away from

that country rock and jazz rock image that it was often

associated with."

While this is born out by such outfits as the Boo Yaa

Tribe, LA still has a long way to go before it throws off

completely its association with the more cliched
excesses of the rock 'n' roll industry in which it plays

such an important part.

On the subject of new music, does Harrison identify

with any of the dance styles currently in vogue; what

about the rap groups he's already mentioned?

"I see it as being a little bit apart from what I'm
doing, but I still think it's interesting. They seem to

have retained a lot of their vitality by changing up: just

when you thought that it would burn itself out, they

found ways of keeping it vital. I think it succeeds in
being incredibly direct - everything is stripped down to

lyrics and beat. I see it as being the converse of new

age music which actually comprises no lyrics and very

little beat. But as far as
dance is concerned, I'd say

I preferred something like
Funkadelic and more funky

music, NA. hich often has a

slightly slower beat. That's

why I love playing with
Bernie - he and I are kind
of like brothers, we have a

great time playing
together."

Despite the kind of
melodic and instrumental

experimentation which
characterised much of the

first two albums and also
Walk On Water, Harrison,

like many American
musicians, still has a

tendency to fall back on a
good of rock 'n' roll toon
when the pace needs

hotting up. (The same
thing was true of Robbie Robertson's eponymous solo

album from a couple of years ago.) Does this reflect

the continuing love affair Americans seem to have with

what I suppose must be their most successful export?

"I think so", Harrison confirms. "I certainly still like

rock 'n' roll. It gave me great pleasure, for example, to

have written a track like 'Sleep Angel', which in many

ways is a very traditional song. I liked the idea of
having written a song that succeeded within a
traditional framework. It didn't succeed by being
experimental, it was almost like you could have written

it on sheet music and heard someone play it and say

'yeah, that's a nice song'."

Well maybe, but as far as I'm concerned it's tracks

like 'The Doctor Lie' and 'Bobby' from Casual Gods

which provide the real high points. Both of them,
incidentally, are songs which exploit the idea of

marrying Weston melodic form with African rhythm.

This in itself is quite a novel concept as crossover styles

usually work in the other direction - that is with
Western rhythmic form being coupled to Eastern
melodies. This, of course, is a tradition which goes

back to the Byrne/Eno collaboration, My Life In The

Bush Of Ghosts, and probably stems from the desire to

ensure a track is kept usable within a dance context.

But for Harrison, this isn't the only effort he's made

to avoid the more obvious cliches of crossover projects.

"It's funny", he says, "people often ask me about

playing world music, but for me it tends to work the

other way round. Rather than going to Africa and
trying to adapt my music to what I hear over there, I

had people from Africa actually in the band. For
example, there were some French African muscians I'd

met when we were making Naked and on tracks like

`Kick Start' (Harrison's last solo single) which has a

very aggressive guitar sound and a great thunderous

rolling bassline, they played these really abstract hi -hats

which gave the song a nice sense of syncopation against

the more consistent instruments."

This kind of experimentation would seem to point

to him having rather more space to breathe than David

Byrne, who - because of the public perception of him

as prime mover behind Talking Heads - is under
considerable pressure to at least equal his work within

the band.

"No", contradicts the keyboard player, "I think David

has quite an advantage in that he can do something that

is deliberately non-commercial and because he is
identified with the success of Talking Heads it confirms

people's belief in what a great artist he is. On the other

hand, my records have to have some sort of link to the

commercial market or I wouldn't be given the
opportunity of making them, and in that sense I think

I'm more constrained. But I believe pop music is largely

about walking this cusp between commerciality and art.

And it's always been about that. I think people that claim

to be totally artistic have simply found a way to make

what they're doing commercial. In a sense we're all

doing it, so it's not a pure art form."

Our allotted interview time almost up, a couple of
important questions still have to be answered. First

"Are there any good pop songs left to be written?".

Harrison's confidence is reassuring - so who's going to

write them?

"I am. In fact a lot of them are on this new album."

Second question: will we, perhaps, get the chance to

hear them live?

"Well, there are no plans to play any dates in this

country at the present time, but I'm on my way back

to the States to do rehearsals for a tour with Chris and

Tina. We're going to do half Tom Tom Club material

and half mine. Actually we're going out with the
Ramones and Debbie Harry - we're calling it The

Escape From New York Tour".

Sounds rather like The Escape From 1978 Tour to me

- all it needs is Tom Verlaine and Patti Smith. And have

the three Heads without Byrne thought of a name for

themselves?

"We were thinking of calling ourselves Shrunken

Heads", Harrison reveals, "but we decided
against it."
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HOT HOUSE
Ft OWERS

THIS YEAR'S BRITISH MUSIC

FAIR CAME COMPLETE WITH ITS

VERY OWN GREENHOUSE EFFECT.

AS THE TEMPERATURE SOARED

AND OLYMPIA TURNED

TROPICAL FOR SIX DAYS, THE

BMF PROVIDED VISITORS WITH A

PERFECT OPPORTUNITY TO SEEK

OUT THE HOT NEW PRODUCTS

IT'S THAT TIME of year again, when the

musical instrument industry shrugs its
collective shoulders and prepares to spend

six days immersed in an almighty cacophony

which would no doubt be music to John

Cage's ears. Quite how many of the
attendees at this year's British Music Fair

felt themselves to be participating in an

avant-garde musical experience is unclear,

but they were probably outnumbered by those

who didn't. What we think we're doing as

opposed to what we're actually doing: now

there's an interesting subject. Which way are

your ears tuned?

From irony to paradox. The more
successful the Fair is, the less successful it

is. Like our avant-garde experience, it's all a

question of perspective. The greater the

number of people attending the Fair, the less

REPORT BY SIMON TRASK. opportunity each individual has to try out the

gear and ask questions about it, and the

more unpleasant the general ambience gets.

This year saw the BMF return once again

to London's Olympia, now seemingly its
permanent home following the widely
unpopular relocation to Wembley a couple of

years back. As well as playing host to a

greater number of exhibitors, and taking up a

greater amount of floorspace, than last year,

the Fair was able to proclaim several firsts:

the introduction of a Learn To Play centre, a

Children's Musical Adventure Playground and

the Young Guitarist of the Year competition,

and the throwing open of the Fair both to

companies who are not members of
recognised British trade associations and to

non British -based companies. Theoretically

this means that any company anywhere in

the world that's trading within the broadest

confines of the music industry can take a

stand, so to speak, at the BMF. The ultimate

aim of the organisers is to make the BMF an

event of international significance - a

daunting thought for anyone who's ever

attended the gargantuan Frankfurt Music

Messe.

This year the BMF's fortunes were
somewhat mixed. While trade attendance

over all six days was up by around seven per

cent on last year, and exhibitors were
generally pleased with the volume of
business they did, public attendance over the

Friday, Saturday and Sunday was down by

around six per cent. So is the BMF a more

essential event for the trade than it is for the

public? And is July - heatwave, holidays and

all - the best time to hold the BMF? Food for

thought which is no doubt presently being

digested by the organisers.

It wasn't only members of the public who

didn't show up. This year saw some big
names staying away from the Fair, with Akai,

Peavey, Marshall and Cheetah all choosing

not to exhibit for one reason or another.
However, one company present in full force

were Yamaha, who for the first time were

displaying their band instruments, tuned

percussion instruments and even their hi-fi

units in addition to the more familiar
presence of synths, portable keyboards, pro

audio gear, guitars, drums, Clavinova digital

pianos and Electone organs. Latest addition

to the company's new generation of synths is

the TG77 (£1299), a 3U -high 19" rackmount

expander version of the SY77 minus the

latter's onboard sequencer and disk drive but

with the welcome addition of eight polyphonic

individual audio outs alongside the existing

two stereo output pairs. The expander's

internal AWM2 samples are the same as

those on the SY77, but it comes with a new

set of Preset Voices which reflect the growing

experience of programmers with AFM/AWM2.

No doubt mindful of the problems which
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musicians had programming first -generation

FM synthesis, Yamaha are leaving nothing to

chance this time around. They now have

three waveform and Voice card sets available

for the SY77 and TG77: Sax 1, Drums 1 and

Rock & Pop (£99 each). The waveform cards

can also be used with the SY/TG55. Yamaha

Japan have produced a further five SY/TG77

Voice cards (£69 each), while from America

accompaniments for those that want such

things, 100 AWM sounds and 28 -note
polyphony. Both are MIDI -compatible, and the

790 even has an onboard eight -track
sequencer and an implementation of vector

synthesis complete with a dinky front -panel

joystick controller, together with Bass Boost

speakers and eight assignable drum pads

which are situated in front of the keyboard.

can be stored in the DMR8's memory, while

a finalised mix can be stored in a special

area at the beginning of the tape and
subsequently loaded and replayed.
Additionally, up to 32 scene memories
(snapshots of the system configuration)

along with other information such as track

and channel names can be stored to a
Yamaha MCD64 RAM card.

and the company's London R&D Centre come

nine Voice disks (£30 each), including 'Best

of DX', 'Classical', 'Atmosphere Textures'

and 'Pop Music'.

The London R&D Centre is also

responsible for four SY/TG55 and three

SY22 Voice cards, all of which are loaded

RAM cards retailing at a not inconsiderable

£95 each. It seems ironic that SY77 owners

can buy disks of sounds for £30 while
owners of the much cheaper SY22 and TG55

have to pay around three times as much to

get their sounds. Perhaps a useful

alternative would be for Yamaha to provide

their 55 and 22 Voice libraries on disk as

SysEx data dumps which could then be
transferred via MIDI from various computer -

based sequencing and generic patch librarian

programs - much as Kawai are starting to do

for their K4 and K4R synths.

If you're looking to add a MIDI percussion

controller to your setup but can't afford an

Octapad, check out a new addition to the

Digital Drumbanks range of preset drum

machines from Yamaha's Portable Keyboards

division, the DD11 (£149.99). In addition to

a chord sequencer, five melodic voices, 32

PCM drum and percussion samples and 100

rhythm accompaniments which range in style

from cool jazz to speed metal (would I lie to

you?), the DD11 has eight touch -sensitive

drum pads and comes with a pair of full-size

drumsticks. Each pad can be assigned any

one of the 32 onboard samples. However,

while these samples are respectable sounds

in themselves, the DD11's primary
recommendation to MT readers is its MIDI

triggering capability.

While we're lingering in the Portable
Keyboards division, if you're on a tight
budget and can't afford an SY22, let alone

an SY77, two new keyboards in the PSS

range, the PSS590 and PSS790

Workstations, might be worth considering if

you're not put off by mini keys and lack of

velocity sensitivity. While today's home

keyboards are breaking out of the traditional

"Latin pops" mentality by providing an
eclectic selection of musical styles in their

accompaniment sections, they're also less

inclined to be the poor relative to synths

when it comes to the sound -generating

technology.

The new PSS keyboards are a case in

point, with a varied collection of musical

The790 has very respectable five -octaveItvc-v,tavc

keyboard span, the 590 a reasonable four

octaves. And the prices? £149.99 for the

590, £229.99 for the 790.

Yamaha are extremely active in the
recording field these days, and two new

items at opposite ends of the price spectrum

illustrate the scope of their involvement. The

MT100 II (£379) is the company's latest

four -track, and as its name suggests it's an

enhanced version of the MT100. While
retaining the basic specification of the
MT100, the II adds what Yamaha term
"important performance and control
refinements": a track -assignable five -band

stereo graphic equaliser, mic/line
compatibility on all four input channels, a

stereo instead of mono auxiliary effect
return, an improved metering system and a

stereo monitor out in addition to a stereo
out. MT100 owners might well feel that these

"refinements" should have been on their

machine in the first place - especially as the

new four track is virtually the same price as

its predecessor.

Without a doubt, Yamaha's most
sophisticated and most significant recording

machine to date is the new DMR8 digital

multitrack machine, which integrates an

eight -track tape machine, a digital mixer, mix

automation, an auto -locator and three digital

effects equivalent in quality to an

SPX1000/900 into a single unit. Certainly

no-one can accuse Yamaha of skimping on

signal quality. All signals inside the DMR8

are handled as 24 -bit digital audio with up to

32 -bit processing (including 32 -bit parametric

EQ), and are stored on tape as 20 -bit data,

giving a 120dB dynamic range.

The compact Yamaha M2OP Metal Particle

tape cassette specially developed for use

with the DMR8 can record 20 minutes of

digital audio at a 48kHz sample rate
(44.1kHz and 32kHz are also possible), and

in addition to its eight PCM digital tracks,

includes two analogue tracks (for laying down

click or guide parts), a timecode track and a

control track. Virtually every mix parameter of

the DMR8 can be automated, and mix moves

can be locked to the timecode on tape to a

frame -accurate resolution. Real-time fader

and controller movements are recorded as a

sequence which can subsequently be edited,

re-recorded or overdubbed, and mixes can be

built up stage by stage. Up to eight mixes

The DMR8 provides a 24 -channel "virtual"

mixdown facility when Yamaha DRU8 Digital

Recorder units (essentially the DMR8 without

all the mixing console capabilities - c.

£13,000 plus VAT) and/or AD8X eight -
channel, 19 -bit A/D Converter units (£tba)

are connected to it, so you can run up to 24

digital tape tracks or a mix of tape and
sequenced tracks.

DAT/SPDIF, AES/EBU and Yamaha's own

MEL2 digital I/O formats are provided (the

latter allowing direct digital interfacing with,

for instance, Yamaha's DMP7/7D and
DMP11 mixers and SPX100 and DEQ7 effect

processors), while a V -Sync input is provided

for synchronisation with composite digital

video tape recorders. The DMR8 can also

sync to MIDI Time Code as either master or

slave, with dedicated MTC in and out MIDI

sockets in addition to regular MIDI In and Out

connections. The DMR8's internal Event List

can be slaved to MTC (and therefore to a

MIDI sequencer which is capable of
outputting MTC), while DMR8 parameters can

be controlled via MIDI controller codes. The

Digital Mixer/Recorder can also output MIDI

clocks and SPP via its MIDI Out for more

traditional MIDI synchronising. Additionally,

remote computer control of DMR8

parameters is possible via nine -pin and 15 -

pin RS422 inputs.

All in all, the DMR8 is a trailblazer - and,

crucially, it sounds superb. Currently
undergoing trials in Japan, production
shipments are expected in October. Yamaha

in the UK are currently quoting a price of

around £22,000 plus VAT for a package of

DMR8, AD8X and HA8 head amp.

The two big new instruments on show from

Roland, namely the D70 synth and S770

sampler, have already received the MT in-

depth review treatment. Also being exhibited

were the company's latest Micro Composer,

the MC50 (£549), and a new variation on the

Octapad theme, the somewhat ambitiously

named SPD8 Total Percussion Pad (£399),

an Octapad II minus a few features but plus

39 built-in drum and percussion sounds.

Watch for the reviews to follow soon.

In many ways the most intriguing new item

from Roland is the MV30 Studio M, which

manages to cram a 16 -track sequencer,

multitimbral RS-PCM sound source, signal

effects processing, automated eight -track

mixer, 3.5" DSDD disk drive and intelligent ).
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> tape sync capability into one compact,
lightweight unit which is expected to retail at

£1500. Delivery is scheduled for November,

but in the meantime you can discover more

about the MV30 by turning to our preview

elsewhere in this issue.

Kawai have been lying low on the hi -tech

front of late, but the BMF saw them launch

three new hi -tech units: the Spectra KC10

x£450), dedicated .4XD5 expand

(£tba, under £600) and MM16 MIDI mixer

(price tba, under £300), all of which are

slated for November delivery.

The company's latest synth combines the

K4's 16 -bit clarity with a voice architecture

more akin to that of a scaled -down K1 -

hence two instead of four PCM sources per

patch, and definitely no filtering. Emphasis

has been placed on operational simplicity

and, presumably, cost -saving, with editing

controls being kept to an absolute minimum

and a two -character LED display replacing the

more usual LCD window.

The sonic basis of the Spectra is provided

by 128 wave samples, including some 30

drum sounds, which are stored in 1Mb of

ROM. The synth comes with 64 preset
patches and allows you to program 32 of

your own along with 16 MIDI multitimbral
memories (four synth parts and one rhythm

part). SysEx transfer of data is possible for

remote storage purposes.

Kawai have given the Spectra an inbuilt

arpeggiator and 36 preset rhythm patterns

(plus intros and fill-ins) which can be synced

to MIDI clocks or the arpeggiator. Signal
processing is confined to stereo chorus. With

the Spectra, Kawai appear to be trying to

span the (admittedly narrowing) divide
between synth and home keyboard. It can

also purportedly be used as a strap -on MIDI

remote keyboard, though as its (velocity -

sensitive) keyboard has a 61 -note span I'll

reserve judgement on that.

The XD5 dedicated drum expander comes

with 256 16 -bit 44.1kHz sounds stored in

2Mb of memory, is 16 -voice polyphonic and

has eight individual audio outputs in addition

to the usual stereo pair. Sixteen 88 -note kits

can be programmed in internal memory, with

up to four sounds per key. Boding well for the

sonic versatility of the expander, samples

can be processed via filter, amplifier and LEO

sections. The XD5 uses the same filters as

the K4, which means that you can apply

resonance to your drum and percussion

sounds.

Kawai's compact MM16 MIDI Mixer deals

purely with MIDI data. Two sets of MIDI In,

Out and Thru sockets on its rear panel
combine with split/merge capabilities to

allow it to be used in a variety of MIDI
situations. Its 16 assignable front -panel
sliders allow realtime editing of MIDI

controllers or MIDI SysEx parameters, so

that, for instance, you could mixdown volume

on all 16 MIDI channels by assigning MIDI

controller #7 to all the sliders, or edit up to

16 sound parameters on one or more
instruments by assigning the appropriate

SysEx edit commands to the sliders.

Another option provided by the MM16 is

realtime MIDI velocity scaling, using the 16
i,inahlo cliriarctinri of "oranhir Fir

In true mixer fashion, a 17th slider has been

dedicated to master volume control - which in

this case means that it sends out MIDI
controller #7 on all 16 MIDI channels.

A total of 64 16 -slider setups can be
programmed into the MM16 and then called

up snapshot -fashion by means of MIDI patch

changes. Apparently the mixer will come

programmed with SysEx editing templates for

the DX7, the D50 and the M1 as well as

Kawai's own K1, K4 and K5 synths.

Kawai are also set to release a library of

K4/K4R patches and drum patterns on 3.5"

floppy disks, in formats suitable not only for

their own Q80 sequencer but also for Pro24,

Cubase, Creator and Notator. Volume 1 will

offer 300 drum patterns, one Soundbank

and two demo sequences. An interesting

development, and one which other

manufacturers would do well to emulate.

Korg were trumpetting their two new hi -

tech developments, the Wavestation synth

(reviewed in last month's MT) and the S3

drum machine (£899), both of which were

making a mightily loud noise within the
confines of the company's demo booth. To

my mind, there's still plenty of mileage to be

had from the dedicated drum machine.

Whether manufacturers exploit the

possibilities of the medium or continue to

turn out variations on a well-worn formula is

another matter.

Fortunately, the S3 is not just another
drum machine - which is no doubt why Korg

have chosen to call it a Rhythm Workstation

instead. To begin with, it takes a leaf out of

the general-purpose sequencer's book in

allowing a mixture of recording methods, with

four tracks dedicated to pattern -based
recording and four to linear recording. You

can also use S3 tracks to sequence external

MIDI instruments, so that the drum machine

isn't limited to a purely rhythmic function.

Another feature which sets Korg's new

drum machine apart from the crowd is its

inclusion of stereo digital effects processing.

The S3 has two independent effects
processors and a selection of 28 different

effects including stereo reverb, delay,
chorus, flanger, phaser and tremolo and dual -

type effects such as equaliser/chorus and

delay/hall reverb.

With its SMPTE In/Out connections the S3

can become the interface between your tape

machine and MIDI sequencer, while its ability

to transmit MIDI Time Code via its two MIDI

Outs opens up further interesting
possibilities (triggering samples in a cue list,

for instance). Other features of the S3
include 12 -voice polyphony, eight touch -

sensitive pads, 75 internal waveforms
together with the ability to access further

waveforms via two PCM card slots, and four

polyphonic individual outs in addition to the

familiar stereo pair.

But the feature which most sets the S3

apart from other drum machines comes in

the area that matters most: the sounds. Korg

have managed to separate out the attack

and sustain portions of their drum and
percussion sounds into different samples,

so, as well as being able to combine the

attack of one instrument with the sustain of

another, you can for the first time tune the

sustain portion of a sound down without

losing the sharpness of its attack.

Touted by its makers, Luton -based
company Evolution Synthesis, as "the first of

a new breed of programmable algorithmic

synthesisers", the 1U -high 19" EVS1
multitimbral digital synth expander (£299)

uses a powerful 24 -bit sound synthesis DSP

chip to generate several forms of synthesis

including FM, Phase Distortion and

Wavetable. The EVS1 is 16 -note polyphonic

and eight -voice multitimbral, with 16 -bit

44.1kHz audio quality. Each voice can make

use of four assignable six -stage level and

rate envelopes, while additionally there are

two independent LFOs with a choice of nine

modulating waveforms and five modulation

sources. Included is a bank of drum and

percussion samples, and the expander
comes with 100 patches, 20 of which may be

edited using external software. The EVS1 is

unusual in that it comes complete with free

editor/librarian software for the ST and an

accompanying library of patches on disk, a

reflection of the fact that full programmability

is only available via MIDI SysEx.

The EVS1 is being distributed by Sound

Technology, who as you probably know also

handle the C -Lab range of software and
hardware add-ons. Which leads us neatly to

version 3.0 of Creator/Notator - a substantial

upgrade to the existing software which
comes with a substantial new manual and,

for Notator users, an extra disk containing a

selection of fonts (see below). Existing
Creator and Notator users will have to pay

£39 and £49 respectively for the new
version, but the retail prices of the two
programs remain the same (£299 and
£499).

So is v3.0 worth forking out the upgrade

fee? Well, you can start to ponder this
question while reading about the new
features in the following overview (which
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MONKEY BIZ MUSIC
The Serious Music Shops!

"HELP! The keepers can hardly close the cage
doors due to the vast quantities of new and

secondhand stock arriving by the hour!!
Phone now for AMAZING SAVINGS!!!"

KEYBOARDS
New Roland D70 Synth £1799
Roland D50 Synth £999
Roland D20 Synth £1125
Roland D10 Synth £699
Roland D5 Synth 599
Roland W30 Sampler Keyboard £1599
Roland U20 Sample Player £799
Roland E5 Keyboard £799
Roland KR33 Piano & Stand £799
Roland RD250S Piano £1199
Roland R0300S Piano £1299
Roland RD100 Piano & Stand £2599
Roland A50 Mother Keyboard £1395
Roland A80 Mother Keyboard £1599
New Roland PC200 Keyboard £169
New Roland E30 Keyboard £1199
Rhodes 760 Sample Keyboard .21199
Rhodes 660 Sample Keyboard. .0999
Rhodes MK60 Paino & Stand £999
Rhodes MK80 Piano 6 Stand _21799
Korg MI Synthesizer £1299
Korg T1 Synthesizer £3700
Korg T2 Synthesizer £2999
Korg T3 Synthesizer £2399
New Korg Wavestation £1575
Hohner E7 Clavinet S/H £249
Ensoniq VFX Synthesizer £1349
Ensoniq EPS-1 Sampler £1349
Ensoniq VFX SD Synth £1895
Akai MX76 £1299
Akai S1000 Keyboard Sampler £3399
Kawai K1 -1I Synthesizer £695
Kawai K4 Synthesizer £699
S/H Roland Juno 6 Synth £225 COMPUTERS/SOFTWARE
S/H Yamaha DX21 Synth £299 Atari 1040 ST -E Computer £475
S/H Kawai K1 Synth £425

Mad 520 STFM Computer £399S/1-1Korg Poly 8001 £225
S/H Hohner Pianet £99 Atari High Res. Mono Monitor £129

S/H Casio 202 Keyboard £99 Atari 14" Colour Monitor £287
New Peavey DPM-3 Synth £1899 C -Lab Creator £299
S/H EMU Emax Sampler £1199 C Lab Combiner £165
S/H Roland Juno 106 £345 C -Lab Unitor £349
S/H Roland SH101 Synth £139
S/H Korg Poly 61 Midi £375 C -Lab Notator £499

S/H Korg M1 Synth £999 C -Lab Export £114

S/H Yamaha DX11 Synth £399 C -Lab Human Touch £149
New Ensoniq SO1 Synth £1189 Steinberg Cubase £550

EXPANDERS
Roland D110 Synthesizer S/H £399
Roland U220 Sample Player £POA
Roland 5330 Sampler £1399
Roland S770 Sampler £4999
Roland MKS 100 Sampler S/H _2375
New EVS-1 Synthesizer £299
S/H Akai S612 Sampler £299
Amazing New Roland MV30 EPhone
Roland CM32L Synth £369
Roland CM32P Samples £445
Korg M1 R Synthesizer £999
Korg M3R Synthesizer £849
Kawai K4RM Synthesizer £695
Elka EM44 Synthesizer, S/H £295
Ake 5950 Sampler £1299
Akai S1000 Play Back £1799
Akai 11000 Sampler _..._........_ £2799
Akai S1000 Hard Disk £3699
Akai 51500 Coming Soon!
EMU Proteus £899
EMU Proteus XR £1299

SEQUENCERS
Roland MC300.. £690
Roland MC500 II £895
New Roland MC50 £Phone
S/H Roland MS0700 £199
Alesis MMT8 £239
Akai AS010 £999
New Korg S3 £899

DRUM MACHINES
Kawai GB1 Accompaniment £129
S/H Roland TR808 ............. £399
Roland TR505 £199
Roland PAD80 £499
Roland R5 £399
Roland PADS £159
Roland R8 £649
New Roland SPD8 £399
Alesis HRI6 £249
Alesis HR16B £269
Akai XE8 Module £299
Akai MPC60 £2299
Akai XRIO £369
S/H Korg DDD-1 & Cards £299
S/H Roland TR505 £169
S/H Kawai R100 £325
S/H Yamaha RX5 £399
S/H Roland TR727 £225
New Boss DR550 £199

Steinberg Avalon £325
Steinberg Pro 24 £99
Steinberg Pro 12 £75
Steinberg Kawai K1 Editor £125
Steinberg DX1TX Editor £165
Steinberg D50 Editor £165
Steinberg MI/M3 Editor £165
Steinberg D110 Editor £125
Steinberg Masterscore £150
Steinberg Key Expander £95
Steinberg Sync Pack £400
Steinberg Time Lock £325
New Steinberg Cubeat £299
Digidesign Sampler Editor £149

Roland Super MRC £155
Roland MRP Performance £96
Roland MRB Bulk Dump/Load £96
Roland MRD Rhythm Data £96
Midiman Synth Editor £49
Midi Drummer f49

KEYBOARD AMPLIFICATION
Peavey KB300 Combo E465
Peavey KB100 Combo..
Peavey KB60 Combo £249
Peavey ES50K Combo £199
Peavey KB15 Combo £89
TOA KD1 Combo £49
TOA KD2 Combo £395
TOA KD3 Combo' £545
Carlsbro K150 Combo £499
Cadsbro Cobra 100K Combo £325
Carlsbro Cott 65K Combo £225
Carlsbro Scoprion K Combo £159
Frontline 8/2 Rack Mixer, MTRSPA200
Rack Amp, per of TOA SL150 15"
& Horn Cabs Complete 200W
Stereo System £699
Carlsbro PMX 8/2, 300W Stereo Mixer
Amp, Built -In Digital Delay & Graphic
with Pair of Peavey ES15' & Horn
Cabs £999

MASSIVE SELECTION OF
KEYBOARD RIGS ALWAYS
AVAILABLE WITH SECONDHAND
STOCK CHANGING DAILY!
PHONE FOR FURTHER DETAILS

SOUND PROCESSORS
Alesis Quadraverb £379
Alesis Midi Verb III £249
Alesis Micro Verb II £169
Alesis Micro Enhancer £110
Alesis Micro Gate £110
Alesis Micro Limiter £110
Alesis Micro E0 £110
Alesis MEQ-230 Graphic £199
Alesis Data Disk £275
Soundtech ST300 Crossover £225
Soundtech ST200 Compressor £199
Soundtech STI 5 Equaliser £199
Boss BE5E Guitar Board £225
Boss BE5B Bass Board £225
Boss ME5 Guitar Board £449
Boss GL100 Pre -Amp £249
Boss GE13I Graphic £225
Boss Micro Pitch Shifter £175
Boss Micro Phaser £99
Boss Micro Chorus £149
Boss Micro Flanger £115
Boss DEP3 Delay S/H £295
Boss GE215A E0 £239
Boss RV1000 Reverb £199
Boss REt 000 Multi -Echo £229
New Zoom 9002 £349
New Zoom 9001 £1299
Yamaha G0103113 Graphic £145
Roland SEQ331 Graphic £199
Vestafire Driving Enhancer £195
S/H Rockman Sustainor £199
WEM Digital Copicat £245
Akai PEQ6 Prog EO £299
Akai ME35-T Drum to Midi £259
Audio Logic Digital Delay £195
Korg SDD1200 £299
Peavey Univerb 110/H £175
Peavey Addverb. £399
3G Stereo Graphic £249
Art Multiverb 11 £349
New Zoom 9002 £369

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! Minimum

£29

£55

£79
£49

£75
Roland P01000 Programmer £199
Roland Sampler Libraries £95

Roland R8 Library Cards £45
Roland U -Series Library Cards £45

Roland D -Series Library Cards £56
Roland RC3 Midi Remote £99
Roland D -Series ROM Cards £85
Roland M16C Cartridge £50
Korg MS30 Midi Synch £99
Korg MI PCM & Prog. Cards £99
Korg MI Programme Cards £39
Korg A3 Effects Cards £55
Korg M1 RAM Cards £89
Korg Samples CD £27

Korg Samples Cassette £9

Korg PS2 F/Switches £29
Korg Dual Exp. Pedal £45

MA Artists 256 RAM £69

Rees V3 Midi Thru £12

Rees 25 Midi Selector £12

Rees 38 Midi Selector £25
Rees V10 Midi Thru £35
Rees 95 Midi Selector f35
Rees 2M Midi Merge £79
Rees 5 x 5 Midi Switch £89

Rees X5X Midi Switch £79
Rees MCV Midi to CV £169
Boss TM3 H/Phone Amp £49
Seiko DM10 Dig. Metronome £15

Seiko DM20 Dig. Metronome £20

Casio RA -1 Clearance! £5

Casio RA -5 Clearance! £5

Ensoniq SOX -1 Cartndge £25

Korg Chord Computer £15

Ensoniq EPS 4X -Memory £449

Hotlicks Synth
Workshop Cassette

ACCESSORIES
Single OIL Key Stand
Double 0/1_ Key Stand
Triple OIL Key Stand
G.P. Keyboard Cases
S/F Keyboard Cases

£5

Hotlicks Keyboard Cassette £5

Box of 10 2.8 Disks £29

Box of 10 15 Disks £15

C
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SECONDHAND SPECIALISTS
MASSIVE SELECTION OF
SECONDHAND MUSICAL

EQUIPMENT WITH STOCKS
CHANGING DAILY.

PLEASE PHONE FOR UP TO DATE
DETAILS AND SAVE fff's!

'CASH PAID
FOR YOUR OW GEAR!'

..t ltitI13)

12 months warranty

Coconut Groove
Studio Supplies

To specifically cater for those who wish to record
their music, we have established a totally separate
division of Monkey Biz. Located in purpose built air
conditioned studio showrooms, COCONUT
GROOVE offers unbeatable deals on all recording
studio equipment.

4 & 8 TRACK CASSETTE SYSTEMS

Fostex X26, 2 Channel Mixer
Track Bouncing Dolby £299
Fostex 285, Excellent New
High Speed Recording Mixer £599
Tascam Porta 05, Now High Speed, DBX. £349
Tascam Porta 1 Mini Studio, Inc. P.S.U. £475
Tascam Porta 2 High Speed Mini Studio £599
Tascam 644, New 4 Track Midi Studio £999
Tascam 688, New 8 Track Midi Studio £2149
Tascam 238, 8 Track Syncassette £1299
Akai MG614, 5 Track Recorder & Mixer £999
TOA MR8T, 8 Track High Speed Cassette £799

EXAMPLES OF RECORDING PACKAGES:

PACKAGE I PACKAGE 2
TOA MR8T, 8 TRACK FOSTEX R8
8.8:2 MIXER SECK 12-8-2
JBL CONTROL 1 JBL CONTROL
MONITORS MONITORS
DENON AMP DENON AMP
ALL LEADS ALL LEADS
£1,399 £2,499

PACKAGE 4
PACKAGE 3 FOSTEX 16
TASCAM TSR8 RSD MIXDOWN
SECK 12-8-2 16.8.16.2
JBL CONTROL 1 JBL CONTROL 5
MONITORS MONITORS
DENON AMP DENON AMP
ALL LEADS DENON 2 TRACK

£3,199 ALL LEADS

£7,000
PACKAGE 5 PACKAGE 6
FOSTEX R8 FOSTEX G16
FOSTEX 12-8-2 RSD 16.16.2 II
JBL CONTROL 1 JBL CONTROL 5
MONITORS MONITORS
DENON AMP DENON AMP
ALL LEADS ALL LEADS
£2,660 £8,899

Complete price list of recorders, mixers,
amps processors, monitors, mice, phones

etc. in this months H.S.R.
Call Terry Hope (Manager) for free, friendly help

and advice.

Tel: 0708 - 733306
0860 7833 71 (Mobile)

on new & 6 months on s/hand goods with service dept. on the premises.

081 304 5331/5332
278 BROADWAY,
BEXLEYHEATH
KENT DA6 8EE.

IMMEDIATE DESPATCH ON CREDIT CARDS

0708 754548/725919
66 VICTORIA ROAD,

ROMFORD,
ESSEX RM1 2LA.

0702 332743
351 LONDON ROAD,
WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA,

ESSEX SSO 7HYT.
PRICES INCLUDE VAT P/X WELCOME

Monkey
Biz
Mail
Order

Please send me the following goods/leaflets:

cheque/PO enclosed or card no.

name

Tel. No.

address N. I

Do your
business

the
monkey!,



> comes free of charge to both new and
existing MT readers). An Arrange Pattern

Overview window allows you to see at a

glance what patterns are being used in the

Arrange list and what patterns are free, while

a Macro function allows any number of single

or multi keystrokes to trigger user -defined

mouse movements and keystrokes, and

Adaptive Groove represents a further step
intarrrin rrtitints nii,nntientirin ac trancnaront

Quadraverb (now Quadraverb Plus). The

good news is that these upgrades add
nothing to the existing retail prices for new

buyers, while for existing owners there's a

modest £12 fee to pay.

You can find details on the upgrades in

the MT August 90 Newsdesk, so I'll just
make the observation that they're both
substantial. Alesis deserve much praise for
turnints their hark nn nhcniperpnre

Long-time champions of the keyboard

workstation Ensoniq are set to follow up

their SQ1 Personal Music Studio synth
workstation with the SQ-R rackmount
version. Priced at just under £1000, the
SQ-R not only offers all the features of the

SQ1 except for the sequencer, it also adds

a new feature of its own called Smart
Transmit which adds controller keyboard
fPatifrPc to anv MIDI kpvhnarri hooked into

as possible by allowing different resolutions

to operate at the same time. New RMG

features include nameable faders, fader
grouping, snapshots applicable to fader

grouping and able to be restricted to selected

faders, the ability to delete data for just one

fader, and the addition of 64 user -definable

faders for SysEx editing and 64 on/off
switches. The Human Touch facility can now

trigger a user -defined MIDI note, and song

notepads can now be made to auto -appear

on loading.

But probably the most notable addition

to Creator is the Hyper Edit event edit page,

a very accessible graphic editing display,

based around vertical beams entered in a

bar/beat "grid", which allows you to create

and edit 16 "instrument" parts within any

track. These "instruments" can be notes or

MIDI controllers, with the height of each
beam indicating velocity or controller
amount respectively. Data can be entered

for each "instrument" by clicking or drawing

with the mouse. Hyper Edit is particularly

effective for creating rhythm tracks or
editing the results of RMG inputting.

The Notator upgrade includes all the new

Creator features. New features specific to

Notator include Diatonic Insert (entered
notes adopt the pitch specified by the key

signature), miniature cue notes on normal -

size staves, MIDI Meaning (note accents in

the score are replicated over MIDI by
means of velocity increases), Page Preview

(extremely useful in that it allows you to

preview the printed page layout onscreen

and make adjustments to that layout),
tuplet scoring, broken chord and quarter -

note -equals -tempo symbols, and greatly

enhanced font selection for text, lyrics, bar

numbers, track names, tempo symbols and

the like. The accompanying fonts disk
contains a selection of Times Roman and

Helvetica fonts in several point sizes, but

as the protocol uses *.FNT files, any fonts

designed with editors such as Fontkit Plus

3 can be used.

Alesis have been keeping themselves

busy. In addition to two new units, the
Microverb III multi -effect processor (£199)

and SR16 drum machine (£299), the
company have developed software
upgrades for two of their existing units, the

Datadisk (now Datadisk SQ) and the

and for keeping the upgrade cost for
existing users to a minimum; no doubt
these decisions will pay dividends for them

in terms of user goodwill and confidence. I

hardly need say it, but hopefully other
companies will follow in Alesis' footsteps.

Scheduled for November release, the

SR16 drum machine remained resolutely

silent at the BMF. Bearing a marked similarity

to Boss' DR550 drum machine in

appearance, the SR16 is set to retail for

£299 and will offer over 100 16 -bit stereo

samples (not HR16/16B sounds,

apparently), 12 velocity -sensitive pads, 100

user and 100 preset patterns both with fill

variations, 16 -note polyphony, dynamic voice

allocation, tuning and panning of sounds,

and four user -configurable audio outputs. A

new feature called Dynamic Articulation will

allow the SR16's sounds to change timbrally

in response to the strength of pad hits,
courtesy of multisamples.

E -mu Systems and Ensoniq both chose

to exhibit away from the noise and bustle -

not to mention the heat - of Olympia,
instead opting for the air-conditioned
coolness and dignified tranquillity of the
nearby Kensington Hilton. New from E -mu

are Proteus 2 (c. £1300), Proformance
(£449) and Proformance Plus (£529), three

preset sample expanders which see the

company move away from the predominant

all -things -to -all -musicians philosophy and

instead attempt to cater for more specific

musical requirements. Hence Proteus 2
majors in orchestral instrument samples

while Proformance is a dedicated piano
module and Proformance Plus has
Proformance's 15 stereo piano

multisamples plus 17 "related" sounds
(including electric piano, vibes, double bass

and electric bass). Operation has been
made as simple and accessible as possible

on the 1U -high, half -19" Proformance and

Proformance Plus, with one front -panel pot

for selecting the 15 piano sounds and
another for selecting the MIDI receive
channel. The Plus's extra 17 sounds,
however, can only be selected via MIDI

patch changes. Additionally, user -definable

splitpoints can be created on the Plus, so

that for instance you can play double bass

and piano at the same time from your MIDI

keyboard.

it, allowing you to program eight zones each

with independent control over volume,
transpose, MIDI channel, patch -change

remapping and sustain on/off. These
features control both the SQ-R's own
sounds and those of any other instruments

slaved to the expander.

The VFX SD II (£2025) is an upgraded

version of the the VFX-SD, providing an
additional 1Mb of ROM sample memory

which is dedicated to a piano

multisamples, a multitrack record feature

which allows the SD's sequencer to record

on all tracks at once (making transfer of

sequencers from an external sequencer

much easier), a step -time entry mode for

the sequencer, and a new digital effect
algorithm: chorus/reverb with distortion.

VFX SD owners can update their
instrument with the new software features

(v2.0) free of charge, even though new
chips need to be fitted by a service
engineer. However, while it will be possible

to add the extra ROM sample memory to

existing VFX-SDs, doing so will require a

new main circuit board to be fitted at a cost

of several hundred pounds. If it's a range of

quality acoustic piano sounds you're after,

opting for a Proformance has to be a much

better bet.

Lone Wolf's European distributors
Plasmec had a stand at the BMF but were

demonstrating the American company's
fibre -optic MIDI networking system at
nearby Nomis Studios. MidiTap and
FibreTap are now joined by the MidiHub, a

programmable patchbay/processor
available in 8:8 and 16:16 configurations

(at around £600 and £1000 respectively)

which comes with driver software for the

Mac and ST. The MidiHub features full
merging of all inputs to any output(s);
independent mute, solo, filter, transpose

and channelise on each port/channel;
program change and volume mapping
transmission on all 16 channels of each

port; naming of all connected devices; and

a panic button for eliminating stuck notes

and other "traffic jam" problems.

When coupled with a MidiTap, the MidiHub

automatically becomes a MidiTap port
expander with all standard MidiTap

operations available, enabling it to be used

within a broader fibre optic -based networking >
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ALESIS
SUMMER SPECIAL

OFFERS!!!
MMT8 -6295
MICRO SERIES -2-1-49"
MIDIVERB 3 -2295
QUADRAVERB .-£4813

NEW!! 1622 MIXER 2699!0

£219
£149
£239
£349

DRUM SPECIALS
HR 16 -E345 £249
H R 16B -£-39'9" £299

ROLAND
11111111111111111111111111

D10 SYNTH
BRAND NEW BOXED!!
RRP-2-899- OUR PRICE £599

ROLAND D5-2599- £475

ROLAND

PRO 'E' SYNTH

Fantastic Half Price Offer!!!

RRP £499!!
Brand new, boxed, warranty

 LA SOUND SYNTHESIS
 TRACK SEQUENCER
 MANY FEATURES

SOUND MODULES

ROLAND

Roland U110.

Roland U220

Yamaha TG55

4081" C499

..2699" 0399
£499

1491. .£1£291"9

4,94 0499
CL110 ex demo £499

SM Kurzwe11250

KORG
M -3R new 5599

KAWAI
Roland L4T100 £499
Haws, K114 S/H. £325

N. II Prtoeus and XR in stock

I S/H Kurzweil MIDI expander & Apple Mac 9 Sound
library. Original Price C12000 Our prIce............£1750

CYMBALS  DRUMS

Hundreds of bargains in new and used cymbals by
Sabian, DOWN, Paiste - Cell

SAXOPHONES

TA,,3
New Yamaha YTS23 Tenor 0799
New Bundy Alto 599
S/H Pennsylvania Tenor

Selmer Bundy alto s/h .E399
S/H Berkley Soprai
DRUM MACHINES
ROLAND

S/H Roland TR707
1:84r£199

£175

Rain stock £1540

R,6 in Mock .C399
TR.505 In stock .£189
YAMAHA
RX,8 ,n stock .£299
ALESIS
HR.I6 in stock
HR -1613 new .

AK/kI

New Roland TR505 £199

S/H Yamaha R15 £175

New Yamaha RX8 1:299
S/H Yamaha RX15 £175

10 BADDOW ROAD

CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

(0245) 352490

(0245) 353878

FAX 0245 490250

SYNTH MAGIC
FANTASTIC NEW SYNTHS IN STOCK
ROLAND D70
YAMAHA SYS77
KORG 1" RANGE
KORG WAVESTATION
ENSONIO VFX
A SELECTION OF GREAT SECOND USER SYNTHS!!!
MINIMOOG £699 KORG T2 £1999
ROLAND D10 £499 CASIO C23000 £1099
KORG M1 £999 YAMAHA YS77 £1399
ROLAND D50 £799 TECHNICSSK700 £599
YAM D8R2000 £599

71 1! !U. !rill 111111.1

ROLAND PIANO
CLEARANCE SALE

RRP
KR33 -£.999- £699
KR55 --1-250 £899
KR -500 £4699- £1199
HP -5500S -£-2399- £1299
KR -3000 -£-2499 £1799
HP6000S -3400- £1799
Rhodes mksso -1-1-799 £1399
ALL EX -DEMO UNITS WITH

1 YEARS WARRANTY

FOSTEX-SECK

EXTRA SPECIAL DEALS!!

SECK 1218/2 RRP -E-1249" £799

SECK 1818/2 RRP -E-FAr £1099
FOSTEX R8 SPECIAL

lePRICE CALL!!

FOSTEX 280 £599

FOSTEX X26 £279

NEW FOSTEX MIXERS IN

STOCK!

SECKIFOSTEX

PACKAGE BARGAINS!

12/8/2 FOSTEX R8 £2858 £1799!!
18/8/2 FOSTEX R8 £3208 £2179!!

SONY DT1000 £1199
EX DEMO DT1000 £999
DA2 £650
EX DEMO CA2 £599
NEW!! DENON DRT2000 £799
NEW!! AIWA PORTABLE £699
DAT HIRE!! ALL MACHINES £25 PER DAY

(SUBJECT TO STATUS)

ROLAND
CONTEMPORARY

KEYBOARD

SPECIALS

ROLAND RA -50

ROLAND E20

ROLAND PRO E

ROLAND E5

_1745

£1499--

_£999

99

£499

£799

£499

£499

ROLAND E20
Contemporary Keyboard

Clearance at Ridiculous price!!
RRP £1199

E699!! inc VAT

1 ONLY ALL EX -DEMO

BUT WITH WARRANTY ETC

ROLAND

U20 SYNTH

BRAND NEW BOXED!!
RRP £1050 + FREE CARD

WORTH £45

OUR PRICE£799

L.1.1

oCE CI
oc

INSTANT CREDIT

ROLAND U220
ROLANDS BEST SELLING

MULTI TIMBRAL RACK UNIT

U220 RRP _E-699 £499

HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST!!

ROLAND

D50 SYNTH
BRAND NEW

WITH 4 SOUND

CARDS

£799!!!

KEYBOARDS
ROLAND
Ensoniq range in stock.
Korg T2 Demo .£1899
Yamaha 9177 .24.999 £1499
Roland 620.......................... £699

Roland D10. -611390' £599

Roland D50. E799
Ex -Demo D50 £.1.499' E699

D50 a 4 Cards. £899 New!
D5. £499 New!
D10 £675 New,
020 £899 New!
D20 ' £899 New!
070 ....In Stock New!

KORG
T-3 In Stock. E2399
T-1 In Stock. 0699
KAWAI

K.4 The Biz.....£699
YAMAHA
SY-77 N.... 11999
S/H KEYBOARDS
S/H Korg M1 £999
S/H Casio C2 2305 £297
Yamaha PSS180 £149
Ex demo Roland DI 0 D20 W30 D5..... Call
Ex demo Roland HP5000
S/H Yamaha DSR2000 £599
Hammond K102 organ s/h.. E199
S/H Casio CZ2000 .1299

S/H Technics SXK700 £699

PIANOS
CLAVINOVA IN STOCK - CALL
Ex -demo Roland KR33 _£99x1£599.
Ex-demo Roland KR3000 £1799
Ex -demo Roland KR500 £1399
Ex.demo Roland HP2500 £1399
Ex -demo Roland HP1000 £1199
Ex -demo Roland KR55 £899

ROLAND
Ex demo Roland HP5500 ........................£1499

Casio CPS700 .............._._..__.........._.£499

MONITOR SPEAKERS 8, AMPS
New Celestion SRI pair

New pair Yamaha S509 120W ..-E999-534911
New Yamaha EM1600 150w 6 channel powered
mixers
New Roland CPM12011 8 channel stereo 100W
powered mixer ..,4645 £499
S/H Paice00W power amp £19911
S/H Roland P1250 8 channel
powered mixer ... ....6440£1 £59911
Ex Demo Fraser Wyatt 100WP Powered
Monitor £199
Yamaha P2075 £285
Yamaha PC2602 £649
Carlsbro CP250 . E399
S/H Kustom PA Amp Graphic speakers..£299
OHM ES300 pair £499
1 x Yamaha KS 531 Powered Cab .............£359

MIDI CONTROLLERS
Ex -Demo Roland A50 .£1899 £799
Ex -Demo Roland A80 .. ..£4690 £999
New Roland PC200 . ...£169

AMPLIFICATION
S/H Cartbro Colt 45B E150
S/H Session S975 E299
S/H Cub30 Combo. 180
Roland DACI 0 .£69
S/H Kustom PA Amp/Graphic
a speakers F299

Carlsbro CP-250 Stereo Power amp .........£399

S/H Marshall JM 100 lead/h ....................£249
N. pair Ampeg SV5 £495

,IAIS=1.1g16ir(0,CSRE,SzSteOrNFiiEl;IDER. LANEY ALL

ROLAND
S-770 New ICALL

S/H Roland S10 . 30 DisIrs......... ........£399
New Cheetah in stock C799
S/H Poland 050.50 Disks ...............................£799

MIXERS

New Sock 1282 . ...V91215 £899
New Sack 1882 £1109
New Yamaha 1602 E599
Ex Demo Roland CPN1120 II £499
Yamaha MLA7 micaine 8 than £199

MIXER AMPS
New Yamaha 6 channe1150w..........1669- £399
New Roland Own 12011
B channel 100w _v1699.1499

PIANO MODULES

New EMU Proformance Plus.. .C539

COMPUTER MUSIC
S/H Yamaha CXSM.. 1249
Dr T Proteus 1129
Special II Pro 12.... £49

COMPUTERS

Atari 1040 STF A Monitor Ex derno.............£449
New Apple ILE + double disks
software .£449
Atari 1040 Mono C Lab Special
Cubase C Lab Notator Uniter in stock

RECORDING GEAR

SM Tascam 234 .........................._..............£599
Ex Demo Sony DT1000 DAT.............

New Sony DT1000ES DAT .......................£1199

New Fostex R8 1.1-4991 £1199
Fostex R8 + Seck 1282 £2899" £1999
Fostex REta Seck 1882 £2349
S/H Teac 80/8 8 track 62.755 £1299
S/1-1Fostex Model 80 11495 £799
New Demon DRT2000 DAT £799

SEQUENCERS

Korg Concerto

New Roland MC50011.............

Ex -Demo Roland PRIO0

Ex -Demo Korg Concerto

£199

..EPOA

£299

£199

MIDI BOXES
Yamaha MSC2...........

Korg KMS30 £135

GUITAR SYNTHS
S/H Hohner Ste berg £199
S/H Madin Sidewinder ..£70
SM RGX 112 Yamaha £125
SM Roland GM70/GK1 E699
Roland GR50/GK2 £699

DELAY/REVERB/EFFECTS
Alesis MiNoverb. .11.7T E125
Alesis Midiverb III .2-250' £239
Alesis Quadraverb..... .4.46396 E349
S/H Yamaha R100. t199
S/H Roland RE201 spa. echo... .........£199
SM Roland RE301 chorus echo .1249
New AKG BX5 Re verb rack mount ...........£149
New Yamaha SBX 100 SAY 500
S/H MXR Flanger/Doubler _£199
Echopet Delay E99

WE ACCEPT CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS, BANKERS DRAFT, BUILDING SOCIETY
CHEQUES, ACCESS & VISA AND CASH IN REGISTERED ENVELOPES.

NAME

ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

CREDIT
CARD NO.

£

£

TOTAL



context. Up to eight MidiTap-compatible
LanScapes (expandable to 128) can be

stored within the MidiHub, and LanScape

programming software is available for the

Mac, ST and PC. As with the MidiTap,
software updates can be loaded directly into

an onboard EEROM chip using CodeLoad

software. A bonus for travelling MidiHub

users is that the unit can be used anywhere

in the world courtesy of its AutoVolt power

supply, which accepts any mains frequency

and voltage.

Plasmec have now taken on Lynett
Systems' ADAC-SE stereo digital
recording card for the Mac SE, which we

reported on a few months back in MT's
Frankfurt Report. The good news for Atari

ST owners is that ADAC is now also
available for the ST - not only that, but it

can even run on a 520ST. The company

are talking about being able to use the ST

version in conjunction wih existing
sequencing software as a desktop
accessory, though apparently not as a
stereo digital recording system - instead

you'll be able to treat it more as a
sampler, triggering samples from within

the sequencer using notes on a particular

MIDI channel.

Cheetah International decamped to a

very pleasant hotel in the heart of the
Hampshire countryside for a couple of
days just prior to the Fair, inviting a group

of dealers and journalists along with them.

Demonstrations of the SX16 sampler,
Master Series 770 MIDI controller
keyboard (the 7P with polyphonic
aftertouch - £849.95), a new three -pad,

tripod -mounted electronic drum kit MIDI

controller going by the name of Pod
(£159.95) and the MD16 stereo 16 -bit
drum machine (£249.95) occupied the
time that wasn't given over to more
leisurely pursuits like strolling in the
hotel's sizeable grounds.

The 1-o-o-ng-awaited drum machine,

which is also available in rackmounting
form (the MD16R at £349.95), was given

a demonstration by its designer, Chris
Wright, which left no stone unturned. An

impressive instrument it is, too, but I shall

say no more until it's actually in my hands

for review.

Cheetah also served notice that
they're resurrecting their MS800
wavetable-based digital synth expander.

Originally intended to complement the
MS6, the MS800 seemingly died the
death when the original designers failed

to come up with the finalised goods. Now

set to retail at £199.95, the 800 is 16 -
voice polyphonic, 16 -part multitimbral
with dynamic voice allocation, velocity -

sensitive, fully programmable from the

front panel, and uses a mixture of
sampled waveforms, sampled partials
and whole samples including drums.
Stereo audio outputs and MIDI In, Out
and Thru sockets are included along with

SysEx transfer of data and an Overflow

feature which allows two or more units to

be stacked for greater pOlyphony. At one

time Cheetah would have had this
particular area of the market to
themselves, but now the MS800, when it

arrives, will be in competition with the
EVS1.

Back at the Fair, another unit which has

been a long time coming made its public

debut. Philip Rees' PSP Percussion Sample

Player (£169.95) represents a first venture

into the hi -tech instrument market for a
company previously best known for their

range of cheap but extremely useful MIDI

boxes. The PSP isn't a drum machine but a

dedicated drum and percussion expander

designed to be triggered via MIDI from a

sequencer or other MIDI controller. Coming

in a 1U -high half -19" unit with internal PSU,

the PSP offers dynamically -assigned four -

voice polyphony, four individual outs and

five internally -held percussion samples

(crash cymbal, ride cymbal and open,
closed and pedal hi -hats) with a maximum

of 12 more sounds at a time accessible off

a plug-in sample card. Cards so far
available, at a modest £19.95 each,
include Analogue Drum Machine, Techno

Kit, Latin Kit, Snare Collection and Table.

Many of the cards contain sounds recorded

at CTS Studios in London by Jonathan
Miller. Each PSP comes with one sample

card, so you're not immediately forced to

dig deeper into your pocket. The sounds

are eight -bit companded, giving a dynamic

range equivalent to a 13 -bit linear system,

and have been sampled at 31.25kHz. The

samples I heard had a dynamic, sharp,

tight quality to them, sounding as if a lot of

time and effort had gone into producing
them. With the budget drum machine
market getting ever busier, is there are
place for the PSP? Watch out for a review

soon.

Scottish company Q -Logic's MIDI Metro

(reviewed elsewhere in this issue) is an

intriguing variant on that familiar tool of

the musicians' trade, the metronome.
Coming in 1U -high, 19" rackmount format,

the Metro replaces the mechanical tick
and the digital bleep with a light motion

derived from the pendulum swing of the

mechanical metronome. And yes, you can

play along to it. The Metro earns its MIDI

tag by being able to sync its light motion

to MIDI sequencers and drum machines

as either master or slave.

Thanks to Tascam and Fostex the

analogue tape machine market, from four -

track through to 24 -track, has never
looked stronger. Now Tascam have a new

eight -track cassette machine, the 448,
scheduled for November delivery - at the

BMF it was still in the "chrysalis" stage.
This time round they've opted for a
Portastudio-type layout, with built-in mixer.

Expected retail price is around the £1000

mark. In amongst a flurry of new items
from Fostex are the 280 Multitracker
(f.599.95) and the G16 16 -track (£4995).

The 280 has eight inputs offering three -

band EQ with sweepable mid, 2 auxiliary

sends with stereo auxiliary returns, Dolby

C noise reduction and a rear -panel serial

link from the tape transport to Fostex'
MTC1 MIDI Timecode Controller (see
review in last month's MT), providing the

same facility for synchronisation to MIDI

sequencers as is available to Fostex R8
and G16 owners. The G16 is Fostex'
successor to the E16, and continues the

hi -tech theme with a built-in synchroniser

providing all the facilities of the MTC1 as

well as allowing two G16s to be locked
together. The G16 has been provided with

a quieter and more responsive transport

than the E16, and includes extensive
memory, locate and zone limit functions.

Like the R8 eight -track it also has a
removable control panel, allowing
operation away from the machine, and like

all other Fostex tape machines it uses
Dolby C noise reduction.

Other new units from Fostex are the
812 mixer (f.1049), a 12 -input mixer
featuring three -band EQ with sweepable

mid and low bands and two effects sends

which have been designed to complement

the R8 eight -track machine; the 8200 MIDI

Mute option (£115) for the 812, which
allows channel mutes to be recorded as
MIDI data into a sequencer; the 2016
2U -high, 19" rackmount mixer, which can

be used as a 16:2 or as two separate
eight -channel mixers, and has a rear -panel

socket which allows it to be "cascaded"
into the 812 mixer; the compact 454

8:4 mixer (£609.95); and, for simplifying

all those audio connections in your studio,

three 1U -high, 19" 32:32 patchbays: the

3011 RCA phono-to-phono (£46.95), the

3012 jack-to-phono (£49.95) and the
3013 jack -to -jack (£54.95).

And on that note we leave the 1990
BMF and its memories of heat exhaustion

and beer deprivation until next year. I hear

Anchorage has a pleasantly cool climate

and plenty of space - any takers for the
1991 BMF On the Road?

All prices include VAT unless otherwise

stated.
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MORE THAN JUST A MUSIC STORE!
Your direct contact with a team of professionals. With over 2000 square feet of showrooms and a purpose built demo

studio, why not take a trip to the South Coast and experience the pleasure of shopping at NEVADA MUSIC.

TALK HI -TECH
KAWAI
K4 multi timbral 16 bit synth ........

K4 rack mount

K1 11M stock

Steinberg Pro 24 £99

.....£595 Steinberg Pro 12 C49

....£499 FULL RANGE OF STEINBERG EDITORS

....4449
AVAILABLE

TALK RECORDING

ROLAND Tascam Porta One ........................................................£459
U20 New Multi Timbre! PCM Keyboard . .£849 Tascam Porta Two H.S.... £525
U220 Module version of U20 1599

...£1599 EFFECTS Tascam New 688 Midi Studio - IN STOCK f2130
D50 inc PG1000 programmer & new sounds £999 C -Lab Notator alpha (inc. half creator)................... ......£199 Tascam 644 inc. FREE MTS30 midi sync...........................£999
D70 multi D50 plus U20 and more £1799 C -Lab Aura rythym training programme................. ........£99
D20 LA Synth Workstation .£899 SOUND TECHNOLOGY C -Lab Midia midi training programme .......£65 Tascam 122 Mk11 cassette Shop Soiled
D10 New (with slight marks) .. 2650 Microverb II still hard to beat £150 C -Lab MT32 Edit £110 Teac 488 budget 8 -track porta studio NEW .......................£999
D5 LA Synth new low cost ..................... Microverb III (prog.) 256 reverbs ..........................................£199
NV30 5220 « Seq. new product............................ ....£1499 Midiverb III .... ....£250 PLEASE PHONE FOR UNITOR PACKAGES
MC50 new flagship sequencer.. 1548
PC200 mother keyboard new product. 1175

Ouadraverb Plus new F/X 1.5 sec samp..................

Datadisk SO Sys exclusive « Sequencer . .. ..

....£375 Teac V288 CHX cassette £119
.£295 AND OTHER

PRO E Intelligent Arranger............. SR16 drum machine 100 sounds TS pads.........................£299 C -LAB PRODUCTS Teac MTS30 midi tape sync 3141

U110 S50 Sample Module ex -demo................... ... HR16B with all new sounds
Tascam RC30P punch in switch .£18

£399
D110 Ex Demo Model with full guarantee ..............

R5 Human Rhythm Composer.. £399 Micro limiter .

Midiman universal editor .189 Yamaha MT3X 4 -track rec. 6 chn. mix .................................£554
..f113 Midiman midi tape recorder interlace .2185

Hollis Research Midiman universal editor ................... -£89

Boss 09550 new std. budget rhythm comp .4199
Micro E0. 4135 Roland R -8/R -8M 01 contemp. percussion............ £45 Yamaha MS202 powered monitor speakers ........................£139
Micro Gate_........................................................._£113

Roland Ml20 line mixer ....4320

PAD5 Handy pad midi rhythm controller ..............................£159

SPDB Drum pads with sounds new . £P0A

EVS-1 multi synth. mod. inc. Atari

Alesis 1622 Mixer now 3 years

NOTATOR/CREATOR V3 IMMINENT

UPDATES NOW AVAILABLE
HEADPHONES

MU1 Mouse -in stock ..... ...£59

MC300 ex demo but immaculate.........................................£499

PR100 budget sequencendisk drive Beyer DT220.......................................£299

PG10 D Series Prog. (ex demo) ......................... ........ .........£189

A50 midi mother keyboard .................................................£1199

A80 full size weighted mother keyboard ............................£1500

MEX50 050 Exp. 8 parts multi 128 patch

YAMAHA
4X500 guitar multi FIX ..............

FX500 foot controller (midi)...........................

GEP50 guitar FiX unit .. .

£45 Beyer DT100's .299
£45 Beyer DT320...

Roland R -8/R -8M 04 Electronic £45 Beyer DT330...

....1110 Roland R -8/11-8M 05 jazz £45 Beyer DT550...
£369 Roland R 8/R 8M 06 Ethnic Percussion ................... £45

GR50 guitar synth
SPX90 Mk II shop soiled -last one Roland R -8/R -8M 07 Mallet £45 Yamaha RH5 closed back..... .....

Roland R -8/R -8M 08 Dry £45 Koss 300's £10
£178 Roland R -8/13-8M 09 Power Drums USA £45

CPM120 Powered mixer -Special Price 0100 7 band EC)
..................

£139

DP100 Dynamic processor £135 Roland U -11011-220/U-20/0-70 Rom Cards
PLUS LOTS OF ROLAND SOFTWARE FOR

ALL PRODUCTS -ALWAYS IN STOCK
TALK ACCESSORIESROLAND

RE3 Space Echo

RN -U110-01 Pipe organ and harpsichord .245

_145
£599 SN-U110-03 Ethnic instruments.......

GP16 16 FiX midi prog. in one box SN-U110-04 Electric grand and clavi £45 Ultimate Support Apex stand ....

PIANOS
Rhodes MK80 THE ULTIMATE IN GIGGING .£1699
Rhodes MK60 - PIANOS 8 MORE" ...................... ....£1199

Rhodes 660 PCM multi synth NEW . .£899

Rhodes 760 PCM £P0A

Rhodes AR150 Stereo 14/Board Combo ................. ....£P0A

ME5 multi processor shop soiled ...........

GS6 dig guitar pre -amp Special Price....

BOSS
NEW BOSS PRO -RACKS

SE50 multi FA Rey.Vocodenenhance,.......

NS50 noise suppressor studio spec.............

.....£450 SN-U110-05 Orchestral strings £45
£399 SN-U110-06 Orchestral wind Ultimate Support mic stand .... .220

SN-U110-07 Electric guitar -245 Ultimate Support heavy clamp._ .... £20

Ultimate Support ex. long extension VMS
SN-U110-09 Guitar and Keyboards ...£45 Dixon A Frame .£89

...£45 Pro -Stand X Frame ..
.4140 SN-U110-11 Sound Effects ...245 214

CL50 comp. I limiter noisegate studio spec. .....£140 SN-U110-12 Trombone and Sax . ............ ...£45 Cord Control Kit "Get Organised" £20

YAMAHA
GE21 2lband EC] 22 Hz-22KHz t-/- 15d8.... £159

Non -Latch F. Switch from £8

£249

V50 16 voice FM super synth ex -demo £999

KM602 keyboard mixer 8-2 «2 aux ............................ 1179

KORG
A3 guitar ,ultloroc. the ultimate

Roland D -50/D -550/D -10/D -20/D-110 Rom Cards £2
(in stock) all at... £56 Whirlwind midi cable 6' £6
Roland 256E Ram Card (in stock) ....... .......................... ...£89 Whirlwind midi cable 10' .

RX7 Drum machine .2433 Roland RA50 Style Cards -all in stock £45 Whirlwind midi cable 20' .................

RX8 Drum machine £345

NS10 monitors - the industry £289

SY55 Synthesiser .£999

COMING SOON - NEW CARD.NEW

SOUNDS,NEW EFFECTS - PHONE
Korg MI Programme cards 12.13,14

KEYBOARD VIDEO
£699

.£789 Yamaha MCD64 64K Ram Card.
AM802 Mixer 8 in 2 out aux .£279 George Duke Keyboards/vocal accompaniment .£25

KORG
Korg WS1 Wavestation in stock £1399

George Duke Keyboards improvisation .£25

Chick Correa Electric workshop .............................................£25

Chick Correa Keyboard workshop
SECOND HAND BARGAINS 3.5DD GUARANTEED DISCS 

Korg T3 Workstation . £2300 10 IN A CASE
.£25

Steve Porcaro Master Class .£25
Korg DDM220 percussion ex -demo....
Kong M1 Workstation. .£1259

Korg MIRED expanded Rackmount ........................ .£1340

Korg Poly 6 Synth

Korg DW6000 .

Korg DDD 1 drum machine

....1175
BULK DISCOUNTS ON DISCS -

PHONE TODAY!!

Richard Tee contemporary piano .£25

How To Play Piano 1.263 each .£25

Dr.John Piano 162 each ..... .£25
Korg WS1 Wavestation .£1749 Casio CZ230S.... .£125 Secrets of Analogue & Digital Synthesis .£25
Korg M3R Rackmount. £899 Yamaha EMTI 0 Midi recorder
Korg S3 Rythym work station. £899

PLUS LARGE LIBRARY OF SOUND AND

MEM CARDS IN STOCK FOR ALL

PRODUCTS  PHONE TODAY!

TALK SOFTWARE

Atari Mega One

Atan SM124 12* monitor ..............

WE ALSO STOCK THE FULL RANGE OF

PHILIP REES MIDI

PERIPHERALS.EDITORS FROM

STEINBERG,C-LAB & DR.T FOR ALL

SYNTHS

NEED AN ITEM IN A HURRY -

WE SHIP ANYWHERE FAST!
CALL US NOW! ON 0705 660036

NOW IN STOCK - EVOLUTION EVSI 16

NOTE .16 BIT, 8 PARTS PCM DRUMS 1 UP

MODULE. INC. ATARI EDITOR £299

NEVADA MUSIC, 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9AE



CM -Series Accessories

CF10 DIGITAL FADER

CN20 MUSICAL ENTRY PAD

To accompany their "computer series" of sound

modules, Roland also have a line of MIDI

processors. But their applications extend

beyond the computer addict's bedroom.

Review by Vic Lennard.

WITH THE INCREASING use of

computers in music, and the
growing musical activities of the

computer fraternity, Roland saw

an opportunity and released
their Computer Sound Module series. Unveiled last

year, this series of hardware sound modules are

based on other Roland units and adopt the Atari ST

styling - the CM32L is based on the D110, the

CM32P on the U110; these units are combined in the

CM64 (see review MT, January '90). Certain games

for the Atari, Amiga and PC have subsequently had

their soundtracks written to play back via these
modules.

Included in this series are two other rather
unassuming devices, namely the CF10 and CN20. If

you have seen them, there is every likelihood that

you haven't given them a second thought. But let's

take a closer look.

CF10 DIGITAL FADER
THE CF10 LOOKS like a mock-up of a miniature mixer

in that it has the markings for the sliders but no
faders. Measuring around 30cm by 25cm, the top
face is angled for ease of use.

The surface is made from a resilient nylon
substance which is marked out as a ten -channel
mixer. The "faders" are touch -sensitive pads built into 1
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back in
November .

WSJ/17011TH
on the horizon!

Allan Holdsworth and his band are

touring England again. Here's the

chance to order your tickets NOW!

After the tremendous

success of last years
tour, Guitarist is pleased

to announce that Allan

Holdsworth is returning in

November. This time,

there's a few extra dates

and some larger venues

- so if you missed out on

tickets last time, here's

another chance.

The other good news is

that Gordon Giltrap has

agreed to be Allan's
special guest on the tour!

Tickets at all venues are priced

at £6.50, with the exception of

London where they are £7.50.

For the latest information on

Allan's tour. ring the Holdsworth

Hotline - 0898 666135.

The dates and venues are as follows:

Tuesday 13th November

Brighton, Gardner Arts Centre

Wednesday 14th November

Cambridge, The Junction

Thursday 15th November

Wolverhampton, Wulfren Hall

Friday 16th November

Southampton,

Turner Sims Concert Hall

Saturday 17th November

Bristol, Victoria Rooms

Sunday 18th November

London, Royalty Theatre

Monday 19th November

Nottingham, Venus Club

Tuesday 20th November

Newcastle, Playhouse

Wednesday 21st November

Leeds, Colosseum

Thursday 22nd November

Manchester, Royal Northern

College of Music

Ticket prices London £7.50. All other venues E6.50

I Please send me tickets for the Allan Holdsworth

I
concert in Brighton . Cambridge Wolverhampton

Southampton_, Bristol London

Newcastle_, Leeds Manchester

appropriate venue)

, Nottingham

(Please tick

Cheques (with bank card number) and P.O.'s to be made payable

Lto Music Maker Records Ltd.

Name

Address

Postcode

Please allow 28 days for delivery

Send to: Allan Holdsworth Tour, Music Maker Records,

Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.



"I can see quite a

few people with

Roland RD -series

pianos giving the

CN20 careful

consideration, as

the lack of

modulation and

pitchbend wheels

limits them as

MIDI controller

keyboards."

the surface with a fine-tune pair of arrows above
each channel. The pan controls are a pair of
horizontal arrows facing left and right and are
provided for the first nine of the ten channels. The

rear of the CF10 has MIDI In/Out sockets, switches

for MIDI merge on/off and pan reverse and a socket

for the external power supply unit.

The number of the channel on the CF10 coincides

with the MIDI channel. The intended use for this is for

interfacing with any of the multitimbral devices
manufactured by Roland - which usually have the
rhythm part on MIDI channel ten, hence the lack of a

pan control on this channel. The CF10 allows you to

control the MIDI volume (controller #7) and MIDI pan

(controller #10) of an attached MIDI device as long

as that device recognises these MIDI controllers. You

can check this from the MIDI implementation chart at

the back of the manual.

The idea of using touch -sensitive material is not

new, but being able to transmit 128 different values

by sliding a finger along a 6cm strip is interesting.
The alternative would be cheap plastic faders which

would probably feel worse, or a unit costing far more.

You can increase or decrease the volume by one unit

by using the Fine facility. The switches under the
surface for these have a positive feel to them.

The pan controls split the stereo spectrum into 15

divisions with centre being instantly selected if you

press both buttons together. The values transmitted

are specifically tailored for Roland devices, including

the Rhodes Models 660 and 760, and may not match

up perfectly with units built by other manufacturers

unless they also use 15 positions. Many MIDI
devices can have the panning of the various sounds

set from the front panel and yet do not respond to

MIDI pan - an example of this would be Korg's Ml.

Most of the Yamaha multitimbral synths from the
FB01 onwards only have a three -position pan - left,

centre and right. These will ignore all pan settings
apart from the outermost positions and the middle.

Should you find that the pan is moving in the wrong

direction, a switch on the rear will cure this.

Finally, you can place the CF10 in -line between a

MIDI controller and module, and use the unit's merge

facility. This will insert the MIDI volume and pan
controllers being created within the CF10 into the

flow of MIDI data. So you could be playing back a
sequencer, setting the mixdown pan and volume for

each MIDI channel and be re-recording it back onto

another track. In fact, the unit can be put to good use

when you want to inject some life into tracks which

have insufficient dynamic content, especially sampled

hi -hats and other percussion instruments of a similar

nature. Using the fine-tune controls will change
whatever volume values are currently passing through

the CF10.

CN20 ENTRY PAD
THE APPEARANCE OF the CN20 is very similar to

that of the CF10 - both use the same surface
material. The CN20 allows you to input the most
common forms of MIDI data via two faders ("real"

ones this time) and a number of micro switches.

The top three switches control the current
application of the pad and have a small red LED
above each of them which lights when that function

is in use. MIDI Ch lets you set the MIDI channel on

which data is being transmitted, by using ten
numbered switches at the bottom of the pad. Clear

and Enter can be used for correcting mistakes and

accepting a final setting. The three -character
display defaults to showing this current MIDI
channel. With PGM you can choose the number of

a MIDI program change and send it to a MIDI
device. The third button, Chord, will be discussed

shortly.

The 22 chromatic notes F -D each have a switch,

with the layout being similar to that of a keyboard.
Pressing any of these will send out the relevant
MIDI note. The velocity of that note can be
controlled by the Velocity fader, which, for a small

plastic affair, has a particularly smooth feel to it.
To allow you to move between octaves, there are
seven switches adjusting the range from three
octaves down to three octaves up. This gives you a

range FO -D8 with C4 being middle C.

You can press more than one note to create a
chord but using the chord function is easier.
Pressing the Chord button enters this mode and
allows you to make use of the ten chord shapes on

offer, namely; Major, Minor, 7th, Major 7th, Minor
7th, Augmented, Dimished, Suspended 4th, 7th
suspended 4th and Minor 7th with flattened 5th.
Pressing a note selects the root note of the chord,

and once the chord shape has been pressed, the
chord is transmitted. Again, the position of the
velocity slider dictates the velocity of the note.

In fact, using this slider is practically a good
enough reason for buying the unit - it is so easy to

build crescendos by continuously pressing a note

or chord while moving the slider. This is especially
true of percussion instruments where the timbre
usually changes with the velocity value and which

are easy to input via the pad.

The other part of the CN20 is for transmitting
MIDI controller information. A single switch selects
from the following; modulation (MIDI controller #1),

volume (#7), pan (#10), general-purpose controller
1 (#16), channel aftertouch and pitchbend. A fader
similar to that for velocity sets the value for the
selected MIDI function. All of the possible 128
values are sent for the four MIDI controllers - not
just 15 positions for pan - and for aftertouch. The
pitchbend sends a total of 122 values from one
extreme to the other - roughly seven -bit accuracy

which is the equivalent of that found on any
"reasonable" keyboard. The one other button,
Hold, is the equivalent of a sustain pedal, MIDI
controller #64.

Because being left with a modulation, pitchbend or

aftertouch value of anything other than zero could be

musically embarrassing, the LED next to these
controllers' names flashes if this happens while it's

in use. Once you change to another function, the
flashing stops. It's a shame that Roland didn't use a

separate, centre-detented slider for pitchbend. While

modulation and aftertouch have their zero value at
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A NEW CONCEPT IN HI -TECH STORAGE

MULTI PURPOSE
SPACE SAVING
BUILD TO SUIT
BUILT TO BRITISH SPECIFICATIONS

ILLUSTRATED SYSTEMS ARE EXAMPLES ONLY
MANY DIFFERENT SHELVES AND ATTATCHMENTS

ITEMS SOLD SEPARATELY
DETAILS AND PRICES ON REQUEST

EASILY ASSEMBLED
DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS

USER FRIENDLY
TOTALLY ADAPTABLE

AS SEEN AT THE MIDI MUSIC SHOW, 16 BIT COMPUTER FAIR AND BRITISH MUSIC FAIR

MOOS LI I- e hroclusgMons
wynstay house, 22 vicarage road, halesowen

west midlands b62 8hu
tel: 021-561 2339. fax: 021-559 1181

expert
advrce

THE

COMPLETE
MUSIC STORE

MAKING YOU SOUND GREAT!

NOW'S THE TIME TO RACK IT!
KAWAI K1R MODULE NOW £275

OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT PAYMENT
£130 DEPOSIT

6 PAYMENTS OF £24.16 MONTHLY

Roland U220 NOW £499
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT PAYMENT

£249 DEPOSIT
6 PAYMENTS OR £41.66 MONTHLY

YAMAHA TG55 NOW £499
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT PAYMENT

PAYMENT £249 DEPOSIT
6 PAYMENTS OF £41.66 MONTHLY

YAMAHA FX500 NOW £295
PAYMENT £147 DEPOSIT

6 PAYMENTS OF £24.66 MONTHLY

ensonio, S111 NOW £1189
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT PAYMENT

£595 DEPOSIT
6 PAYMENTS OF £99 MONTHLY

KORG WAVESTATION ON DEMO £1575
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT PAYMENT

£630 DEPOSIT
6 PAYMENTS OF £157.50 MONTHLY

PLUS NOW IN STOCK

-jf2yt PROFORMANCE

PROFORMANCE PLUS MODULES. WHAT A PIANO!

ALL AVAILABLE ON INTEREST FREE
CREDIT (SUBJECT TO STATUS)

ANDERTONS MUSIC CO., HAYDON PLACE,

GUILDFORD, SURREY GU1 4LR
°a (0483) 38212

FAX (0483) 38211 Ell

PRICE

MATCH



the bottom position, pitchbend has its zero value in

the centre. This is difficult to find, although the
flashing LED helps.

Merging any data generated within the CN20 with

the incoming MIDI data can be achieved by using the

merge slider on the rear of the unit, as with the
CF10.

IN USE
THE OBVIOUS USE of the CF10 is in the situation for

which it was designed. The CM sound modules
themselves. MT32, D110 and so on have no
immediate facility for control over MIDI volume and

pan. The CF10 is perfect for correcting this. If you

have a four -track recorder and a small MIDI setup,

then this unit will give you a high degree of control

over these functions.

The CN20 is a slightly different beast. Nothing
amongst its facilities is specifically set up for use
with Roland equipment, making it more flexible in
use. The MIDI merge means that you can put it in -line

with your master keyboard and input any MIDI data

which is not readily available from the keyboard. MIDI

program changes are often awkward to send,
especially on a MIDI channel other than that currently

in use by the keyboard itself. Aftertouch on a fader is

an interesting concept; many keyboards have the kind

of pressure sensitivity which requires you to play like

a drummer in order to get any real responsiveness

out of it. Playing chords with one hand and sliding the

fader with the other is an easy way around this, and

gives a better feel than recording the notes on a
sequencer first. I can see quite a few people with
Roland RD -series pianos giving this unit some careful

consideration as the lack of modulation and
pitchbend wheels on these instruments has always

made them of limited use as MIDI controller
keyboards.

Both units would sit nicely in a computer
sequencer setup. In use with the new slider option on

MOTU's Performer or with the Real-time MIDI
Generator (RMG) in Creator/Notator. they give
automated MIDI at little cost. It's a shame that there

are only ten MIDI channels on the CF10 (you could

use two units and remap the channels if the software

has this option).

There are two other units in this series. The CA30

Intelligent Arranger adds an accompaniment of bass

and drums to chords received via MIDI, along with the

ability to change the musical style. More interesting

is the about to be launched CP40, a real-time pitch -

to -MIDI converter. This will take monophonic sounds

via microphone or line input and convert them into

MIDI data (for £169).

Perhaps this superficially computer enthusiast -

targeted series of MIDI devices is worthy of a closer

look by us MIDI aficionados.

Prices CF10, £129; CN20. £129. Both prices include

VAT.

More from Roland (UK) Ltd, Great West Trading
Estate, 983 Great West Road. Brentford, Middx TW8

9DN. Tel: 081-568 4578.

WE ARE YAMAHA HI -TECH
AT YAMAHA MUSIC PULSE WE HAVE

THE LATEST STATE OF THE ART
EQUIPMENT FOR THE MODERN

MUSICIAN NOW IN STOCK

SY77. SY22. SY55. TG55
BE EQUIPPED FOR THE

'90'S...HEARING IS BELIEVING THESE
YAMAHA GIANTS...COME TO PULSE
FOR A DEMONSTRATION, AND CALL

US FOR BEST PRICES!!!

EQUIPMENT/MIDI

STUDIO
Et

PRO
AUDIO

ROOMSf
HI-FI/GUITARS/PORTABLE

KEYBOARDS

HI -TECH
Et

PRO
-AUDIOYAMAHA

CLAVINOVAS.

ti

-?,

%If°

1,,014,000sooks

HOME RECORDING
SPECIAL OFFER. YAMAHA MT3X

PERSONAL RECORDING STUDIO PLUS
MH100 HEADSET MICROPHONE JUST

£499
MT100 MK2 YAMAHA'S NEW

MULTITRACK £325

COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE
ATARI COMPUTERS AND STEINBERG SOFTWARE. WE ARE
MAIN DEALERS FOR BOTH OF THESE AND WELCOME ANY

ENQUIRIES YOU MAY HAVE.
THE LATEST MIRACLE FROM STEINBERG, CUBEAT 64 TRACK

SEQUENCING SOFTWARE NOW IN STOCK AND ON
DEMONSTRATION.

YAMAH
MON

A
:USIC

PULSE,
58-6

CONDUIT

ST,

6PM

NpO

OPENING

TIMES:

FRI
9.30AM

-

SAT
9 30AM

- 5PM
(LATE

NIGHT

THURS
TILL

GUITARS
THE NEW RANGE OF YAMAHA

PACIFICA AND RGZ ELECTRIC GUITAR
NOW IN THE STORE. ASK THE BOYS

FOR A DEMO
SPECIAL PRICE YAMAHA APX6

ELECTRO/ACOUSTIC GUITAR £359

PHONE THE BOYS ON
071 734 5184

RING PUL SE NOW 071 -734 5184
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Future Music Chelsea
202 New King's Road, London SW6
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Promise...

A superior selection of
equipment from:-
Akai  Roland  Yamaha 
Fostex  Teac  Tascam 
Korg  Casio  Shure  AKG 
Sennheiser  Ensoniq  Alesis
 C -Lab  Atari  Steinberg 
Aphex  Oberheim  SNimetrix
 Seck  Session  Carlsbro 
E -Mu  Drawmer  Signex 
Tannoy  Yamaha Electronics
 Revox  Lexicon  AHB 
Soundtracs  JBL  Boss 
Sony  ART  Digidesign 
Hybrid Arts  Dynamix  RAM
 Cheetah  Ultimate Support
 Stand Innovations  Flight
Cases

IN TOUCH WITH TIME

....The best deals around!

Tired of seeing £POA, BEST PRICE, SALE?
Well so are we. So we're going to make everyone
an offer.
Go to your local music store, or phone around to
get your best prices - Then come to us!.
We will promise to match or beat any genuine
quote!
We are authorised dealers for all the equipment
made by the manufacturers listed on this page.
Our service back up is second to none, plus ex-
pert advice is willingly given.
Don't forget we are always the first for all new
products from the best manufacturers, so why
not try us for all your hi -tech needs. You'll find us
refreshingly different.
Look forward to seeing you.

NEW PRODUCTS
Roland U20, Korg T1, Roland S770, Casio DA2, Emu Proteus,
C -Lab Human Touch, Korg M3R, Kawai K4. Trackman,
Midiman. Cheetah SX16 stereo ;6 bit sampler, plus Cheetah
MD16 & MD8 now in stock. Call for price and information.

ACCESSBARCLAYCARD WELCOME.
INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE.
WORLDWIDE MAIL
ORDER SERVICE.



Computers are playing an increasingly

important role in music of all kinds.

Composer, performer, and synthesist

Jeff Rona is one musician who takes

full advantage of these new musical

tools. Interview by Scott Wilkinson.

TRADITIONALLY, MUSICIANS HAVE WINCED

at the mention of computers. With all their training in

the aural arts, how could they possibly be expected to

understand and deal with high technology? Having
struggled with maths and science at school, computers

threaten to rekindle the academic hell they struggled to

escape. Not only that, there is also a common
perception that computers and synthesisers are
threatening their very livelihood by replacing them in

the recording studios. This only serves to increase the

resistance many musicians feel towards technology.

On the other hand, there are those musicians who
embrace computers as the new tools of their trade.

Some find a deep intrinsic interest in technology,
recognising the intimate relationship between music
and mathematics. Others recognise that the increasing

influence of technology on music -making will remain

unabated no matter what anybody does or says. Those

who can accept this inevitability and adapt to it will
continue to work as musicians. Those who can't -
won't.

American musician Jeff Rona is among those who
can (and do) make heavy use of computers in their
musical endeavours. Starting on the flute, he
discovered a deep and abiding love for music of all
kinds. His wide-ranging interests and intense curiosity

have also led him to explore the use of technology in

composition and performance, often in highly creative

ways.

Rona currently works as a composer, performer,
synthesist, and sound designer on a wide variety of
projects with such diverse artists as Tina Turner, Philip

Glass and Maurice White of Earth, Wind & Fire. He
has just finished contributing to Jon Hassell's latest
Land Records LP, City: Works of Fiction, where he is

credited with playing keyboards and sampled
percussion as well as co -production and writing. The

album is typical of Hassell's unique writing and playing

style - ethnic electronic rhythms provide an intriguing

backdrop for his tortured, treated trumpet. Where
much new age music is a poor substitute for silence,

Hassell's music diligently explores the rhythms and >fr
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THE BEST BUY

AT PROJECT

A B W H ROBERT RANT, SINEAD O'CONNOR

RICK WAKEMAN, AS WAD CHRIS REA,

PAUL McCARTNEY SIMPLE MINDS, LEVEL 42

BILLY OCEAN, DEF IEPPARD, DURAN DURAN

TERENCE TRENT D ARBY, GEORGE MICHAEL.

HOLLY JOHNSON.

YES THE BEST MUSICIANS BUY AT PROJECT AND

ITS PROJECT FOR THE BEST BUYS.

PAOJs

EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS

71 SALISBURY RD HOUNSLOW MIDDX
TW4 7NW, TEL 081-570 4444

''  ''

111A.

Prism - 16 Tr Sequencer £109
Modular, pattern -based sequencer. Mouse driven in a
"Windows" style environment.
!NSPIRE - 64 Tr Sequencer £69
Entry level pattern/linear sequencer with "Juke -box"
LIVE feature.
PC MIDI Card £139
MPU-401 Compatible 1 in/1 out with user selectable
ports and interrupts, SYSEX facility & Utilities.
MQX-16 Card £199
MPU-401 Compatible 1 in/1 out, user selectable ports
& interrupts, Chase Lock tape sync & SYSEX facility.

Mone -Back Guarantee now available!
Call for a full catalogue. Access/Visa accepted. P&P £2.50

Dealer Enquiries Welcome L&OL.

Digital Music
Tel 0703 252131 Fax 0703 268145

DON'T MAKE AN
EXPENSIVE
MISTAKE
FOR THE BEST DEALS
PHONE US NOW!!!

EXCLUSIVE DEALS

CASIO FZ 10M Sampler £899

CASIO VZ 1 Synthesiser £379

CASIO MG 510 Midi Guitar £279

CASIO PG 380 Midi Guitar Synthesiser £699

CASIO VZ 8M Expander £189

CASIO DH 800 Midi Wind Controller £69

CASIO CSM 101) Digital Piano Expander £89

KAWAI Kl MK II Synthesiser £489

KAWAI K4 Synthesiser £639

KAWAI Kl R Expander £249

YAMAHA QX5 FD Sequencer + D Drive £379

YAMAHA TG 55 Expander £489

YAMAHA MSS1 Synchronizer £149_ -
ROLAND U220 Expander £525

ROLAND E20 Keyboard Synthesiser £599

ROLAND PRO E Keyboard Synthesiser £390 -
SANSUI MR6 Six Track Recorder £429

BARGAIN BASEMENT
(All units are either USED or EX -DEMO )

KORG M1 Workstation £1050 ; ROLAND W30 Workstation
£1149 ; ROLAND U20 £699 ; ROLAND D10 Synthesiser
£525 ; KAWAI 080 Sequencer £439 ; TASCAM 644 i:699

SANSUI WSX1 Workstation £949 ; YAMAHA SY22
Synthesiser £599 ; RHODES 660 RSPCM Keyboard £669

ALESIS QUADRAVERB £325 I

NEW PRODUCTS
YAMAHA SY77
Evolution Synthesis
Korg Wave Station
YAMAHA TG

; ROLAND D70 ; YAMAHA PSS 790
EVS 1 ; Digidesign Sound Tools
; ROLAND MC 50
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(0202) 395135 EXT. 125

MOORS MUSIC LTD.
THE SOUND INVESTMENT
679 Christchurch Road, Bournemouth BH7 6AE
THE LARGEST MUSIC SHOP ON THE SOUTH COAST



"I use either

Opcode Vision

or Mark of

the Unicorn

Performer - I

tend to use

Vision when I'm

working on pop

music, but on

film scores, I

use Performer."

>. harmonies that mainstream pop consistently neglects.

Rona has also contributed his specialist expertise to

the film scores of Basil Poledouris and David Frank, in

addition to working with Dennis McCarthy on such
American television shows as Star Trek: The Next
Generation, The Twilight Zone, and McGyver.

Never one to remain in the realm of commercial
music exclusively, Rona has also worked in the fields of

modern dance and performance art for over ten years.

In fact, his keyboard skills were primarily acquired
while accompanying dance classes given by the Bella

Lewitzky dance company. This led to several
commissioned works for the company and other dance

troupes around the UK and US.

Like Brian Eno, Rona has produced a series of
"sonic environments" for a variety of sculpture
exhibitions. While Eno's recent Contemporary Data
Lounge and Rainforest installations represented him in

London, and a forthcoming installation will take him

out to Tokyo, Rona's work has concentrated on
galleries throughout Los Angeles.

"I created a sound montage using multiple tape
loops of different lengths with various kinds of
sounds", Rona explains. "The tapes would run for
several weeks, and they would always synchronise in

different ways, producing unexpected results. The
patterns would never repeat themselves exactly at any

time during those weeks."

One installation of particular interest was produced

in 1983: "I was invited to participate in the Technology,

Entertainment and Design Conference, which focused

on the technology of media. I did a piece that played in

the lobby of the facility during all four days of the
conference. I used very high technology for the time,
which was pre -MIDI. I used an IMSAI 8080 CP/M
computer (one of the first microcomputers available to

the general public). This computer was sending
voltages to a Roland Jupiter 8 and a trigger signal to an

E -mu drum machine and receiving information from
two Polaroid sonar detectors. These were range finders

used for focusing cameras.

"I wrote some software that would trigger these
sonar detectors to read the proximity and velocity of
people in the lobby, process this information in the
computer, and use it to generate and modify phrases of

music that I had pre -composed. As people walked
through the room, they were processing a composition

in real time - in essence, creating a composition. If
somebody walked in one direction, the computer
would play a melody forward. If they walked the other

way, it would play the melody backward. In both cases,

the melody would play at a tempo determined by the

rate at which they were walking. In addition, other
aspects of the program were improvising a

sophisticated musical accompaniment."

Sophisticated stuff, for 1983. But how did Rona get

into the musical applications of small computers so
early in their development?

"I was attending music school at California State
University and, in 1976, the university got a prototype

of what was to become the Synclavier, which used an

astounding new technology called FM synthesis. Even

the people teaching how to use it were essentially at
the same level as the students.

"Sometime later, I met one of the chief computer
scientists at Jet Propulsion Laboratories, Dr Ray
Jurgens. I met him at a concert one night, and
overheard him talking about using personal computers

for music. He invited me to his studio and showed me

his system, which used a CP/M computer much like
the one I would later use at the TED Conference. He
was working on a language that could teach computers

to improvise and process music. He'd built some
custom interface hardware so that we could send
information between the computer and the synthesiser.

"I started working for Roland Corporation in 1982,

writing music software for the Apple II and
Commodore 64 computers. I also helped develop the

software for the MPU401 MIDI interface, which has
become the industry standard interface for the IBM PC

and compatibles. After that, I worked for a company
called Digital Music Services developing music software

for the Macintosh."

Quite an impressive career. And yet, making music

led Rona away from the world of computer
programming to follow the call of the muses. But of
course, he still uses computers as musical tools.

"My computer is really the focal point for all my
endeavours", he explains. "Ninety per cent of the time,

I'm writing music in front of the computer, using a
sequencer program.

"I use a few different sequencers, depending on the

kind of project I'm doing. Fm primarily a Macintosh
user, and I use either Opcode Vision or Mark of the
Unicorn Performer. I tend to use Vision when I'm
working on pop music, but on film scores, I tend to
use Performer. It was the first sequencer for the
Macintosh that I ever used and I'm still more
comfortable with it. And it allows me to do certain
things on the fly a little easier than Vision.

"But Vision takes a more modular approach to
music, as well as offering the ability to slide tracks in
real time while the music is playing in order to 'fine
tune' a groove. You can make the hi -hat a little later,

make the snare drum a little earlier, do things like that

to adjust the feel of each part. Any sequencer can do
that, but to do it while you're listening in real time is
very important. That's pretty critical when I'm working

with pop people."

What about music notation?

"I've used Passport's Encore for a couple of things,
but I also write by hand. I can write by hand faster
than the computer can transcribe. For big orchestral

scores, it might be worth it just for the extraction of
parts. However, when a piece of music is transcribed by

the computer, it's not 100% accurate - more like 75-
80%. Getting it up to 100% takes as much if not more

time than just writing it out and being done with it.

"I worked extensively on the soundtrack for a fairly

successful syndicated cable TV series called Zorro with a

composer named Jay Asher. Synthesis -wise it was
orchestral simulation, but we also embellished the
sound track with a small ensemble of live players. In

addition to creating all the sounds, one of my jobs was

to do score preparation. The parts for the musicians all

came out of an Atari ST. The composer gave me
sequencer files on disk from Notator, which is a very

good program and its first guess is really good, but it's )
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IKURZWEIL AKAI KORG KAWA4

hi-tec sale
z

-74e ofitv..041, plice4 se
KURZWEIL. K250 KEYBOARDSEOUENCERSAMPLER
R.R.P. £12.000 SPECIAL PRICE £ CALL NOW!
KURZWEIL K1000. KEYBOARD. R.R.P. £1,728 SALE PRICE £1,299.00
KURZWEIL EX1000. EXPANDER. R.R.P. £1,675 SALE PRICE £1199.00
KURZWEIL PX100, EXPANDER. R.R.P. £1,845 SALE PRICE £1250.00
KURZWEIL HX1000 EXPANDER R.R.P. £1599 SALE PRICE £1099.00

74ed queftateat 614 to Ke 4e41/rd to Pie 4.lieoed -
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KORG M-1 KEYBOARD R.RP ff499 SALE PRICE £1299.00
KORG WAVE STATION IN SOON ! KORG DVP1 & EX8000 TO CLEAR!

KORG KMS MIDI SYNC BOX R.R.P £299 SALE PRICE £149.00
KORG KMT60 THROUGH BOX R.R.P. £75 SALE PRICE £49.00
KORG DRM-1 DRUM MODULE EX -DEMO CALL NOW!!
KORG MIR EXPANDER SALE PRICE CALL NOW!!
KORG A-3 MULTI FX SALE PRICE CALL NOW!!
KORG M-1 PCM CARDS R.R.P £99 SALE PRICE £85.00
KORG M3R RACKMOUNT EXPANDER R.R P £899 SALE PRICE £599.00
KAWAI K1-11 KEYBOARD R.R.P. £695 SALE PRICE £499.00
EFFECTS PROCESSORS" ART MULTIVERB £499 SALE PRICE £399.00
ALESIS MULTIVERB III R.R.P. £365 SALE PRICE £299.00
DIGITECH DSP128 R.R.O. £399 SALE PRICE £325.00
KAWAI R -50E DRUM MACHINE R.R.P. £325 2 ONLY BOXED' SALE PRICE £249.00
NEW IN - AKAI XR10 DRUM MACHINE R.R.P. £369
'4 ONLY IN STOCK NOW' SALE PRICE £325.00
AKAI S900 SAMPLER NEW £920
EVOLUTION EVS MODEL £280.00
AKAI ME -25 NOTE SEPARATOR SALE PRICE £79.00
KORG T-2 WORKSTATION WITH UPDATE WORTH £399.00 FREE!
ONE ONLY SPECIAL £2520.00

TOO MUCH HI-TEC STOCK TO LIST 0 MAIL ORDER ANYWHERE IN THE UK
EXCEL LENT AFTER SALES SERVICE WE ACCEPT ACCESS, VISA

0 EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME

5A, HIGH STREET,
CARDIFF CF1 2AW.

TELEPHONE
(0222) 398215

RETROFIT PRICE LIST
FOR KEYBOARDS & DRUM MACHINES

ALL FITTED INSIDE
'

POLYPHONIC

OBERHEIM OB X uB Xa OB 8

THE INSTRUMENT'
EXCEPT

IN & THRU

V

ROLAND

OUT

V

-

DRUMATIX

BABE PRICE.
£140

SO NO TRAILING ADD-ON BOXES
& BASSLINE

FEATUFIESOSAPPUCABLE)
BASIC RETROFIT COVERS -

PROPHET 5 REV 2y3 V V £150 NOTES IN 6 OSTITHRU SOCKET/ANY MIDI CHANNL _

PPG WAVE 2 2 V Y £150 OUT/TRANSPOSE/SUSTAIN PEDAL RECEIVE/PROGRAM

KORG POLY SIX V Y C150 CHANGE SEND AN ADDITIONAL C45 GIVES

KOK TRIDENT V £150 YOU:RECEIVED- PITCHBENDRAOD WHEELJAFTERTOUCH

MEMORY MOOG Y 'I 050 PLUS VELOCITY OR CONTROLLER 4 TO VCFNCA AN

ROLAND JUPITER 8 r V [150 ADDITIONAL C15 GIVES YOU- RECEIVED PROGRAM

ROLAND JUNO 6160 V Y C150 CHANGE

ROLAND VOCODER V £160

YAMAHA PF15 PR 0 V C130 YAMAHA PIANOS  GIVE MIDI NOTES / VELOCITY

YAMAHA TP40 CLAVINOVA V C130 TRANSPOSE / PROGRAM CHANGE / SUSTAIN PEDAL

ONANY SELECTED MIDI CHANNEL

RHODES CHROMA

MONOPHONIC

LIN ImOCC

V

IN &MU
r

0 0220

PRICE

I PITO

CHROMA GIVES MIDI NOTESNELOCITY/PROGRAMS

SUSTAIN/PITCHBEND I MOD WHEEL / AFTERTOUCH

ALL IN A OUT ON ANY SELECTED MIDI CHANNEL

PEILTUREMETAPPLICABLE)
RETROFIT COVERS

MOOG PRODIGY Y 0170 NOTES IN , TART SOGAP

MOOG SOURCE Y C170 ANY MIDI CHANNEL

OBERHEIM OD -1 V £170 TRANSPOSE

OBERHEIM EXPANDER CPS -1 V £170 RECEIVED PITCHBEND

SEQUENTIAL PRO -ONE V £170 RECEIVED MOD WHEEL

ROLAND SH5 V 0170 RECEIVED AFTERTOUCH

ROLAND SYSTEM 100 TOO V 0I70 RECEIVED VELOCITY COTROLLER 4

ROLAND SHIOL V £170 RECEIVED SUSTAIN PEDAL

ARP ODYSSEY 0 CI70

ARP 2600 0 C170

YAMAHA CSIS V 0190

ROLAND TR303(BASSLINE)

Diinktaiblintin , . . ,

LINNDRUM 103

V

461 gltaa.,,
V V

C190

£170 RETROFIT COVERS DRUM NOTES IN 8 OUT TI -1,

LINN 9000 MIDI CLOCK CON V V C100 SOCKETANY MIDI CHANNEL IN 6 OUT

OBERHEIM DMX V V 0170 MIDI CLOCK IN 8 OUT

ROLAND TR808 V 0 £170 MIDI STOP,START IN A OUT

ROLAND TR606 IDRUMATIX) V CI90 (TR808/606 RESPOND TO VELOCITY INFORMATION/

ROLAND CR78 (COMPURHYTHM) V 8'V` DRUM MACHINES NOW FEATURE ASSGNABLE NOTES

SIMMONS SOS -5 V

IN 0 I im] 0 [electronics
REAR OF 137 - 165 HOOK ROAD SURBITON, SURREY KT6 5AR

TEL. 081-974 2475 FAX 081-974 2485

KEYBOARDS -MODULES

Korg DW8000 
Korg M1 
Kawai K4 d
Kawai K1 
Yamaha DX11 
Yamaha TX81Z 
Yamaha FB01 
Simmons SDE Expander 
Roland DSO 
Roland D110 
Roland U110 
Roland U220 d
Roland Roades MK80
Roland Roades 760
Fender Roades 
Roland Jupitor 6 
Akai S950 d
Emu Proteus d
Akai X7000 
Korg DSSI 
U110 -U220 Cards in Stock

DIGITAL DRUMS

Roland R8M d
Roland RS d

Roland Pad 5
Boss DR550
Alesis HR16
Alesis HR16B
Kawai R50 2 Chips
Simmons Clap Trap
Linn Drum LM2
New Alesis SR16 Coming Soon
Sound Cards R8

SEQUENCERS

Atari ST1040e Mon
Atari ST520e
Amiga 500
Alexis MMT8
C -Lab Creator
C -Lab Notator
Yamaha QX5 
Kawai Q80

F/X PROCESSERS

£399 Alesis Quadraverb £389
£999 Coming Soon Quadraverb Plus
£569 Alesis Midiverb III £239
£379 New Mesas Microverb 111 (256 Presets) £199
£379 Alesis Micro Series F/X in stock P.O.A.
£219 Digitec DSP128 £399
£139 Digitec GSP5 £529
£95 Digitec IPS33 (Smart Shift) £875

£895 Audio Logic MT66 Com/Lim/Gate £249
£375 Audio Logic MT44 Quad Noise Gates £329
£399 New Art DRX £649
£575 Art SGE II £729

£1799 Art Multiverb I £299
£1199 Aphex Type C £269

150 Slapback Sinailator £179
£375 Boss RDD20 Delay £90

£1279 Ibanez DM2000 Delay £125
£779 Studiomaster Studiofex Available P.O.A.
£550 Boss Micro Range Available P.O.A.
£695 Boss RV1000 Reverb £199
£45 Accesit Reverb £50

Accesit Noise Gate £25
Yamaha 0100 Graphic EQ £80
DEM Graphic EQ d £179
Midi Interfaces
JL Cooper PPS1 £199
Yamaha YME8 £29
XRI300 £199
Sync to Midi Box £25
Alesis Datadisk £349

£550
£325
£159
£199
£299
£379
£139
£29

£160

£45

£589
£289
£389
£279
£289
£489
£149
£479

Phone for Prices on Other C -Lab Products

RECORDING

Fostex 280 Portastudio
Fostex X26
Taacam 644 d
Tascam Porta two 
Tascam 38 
Casio DA1

£599
£289
£779
£299

£1050
£499

Coming Soon Dennon Dat Machine P.O.A.

MIXERS

Studiomaster Pro Line 16-4-8
Studiomaster Session Mix Gold 8-2
Session Mix Gold 16-2
Pro Line Gold 16-4-2
Pro Line Gold 16-8-16
Mix Down Gold 16-4-8
Mix Down Gold 16-8-16
Diamond Mix 8-2
Diamond Mix 12-2
Diamond Mix 16-2
Alesis 16-22 d
Boss 8-2 d

Seek Mixers P.O.A.
Fostex 812
Fostex 842

£1159
£479
£849

£1395
£1645
£1930
£2225
£299
£359
£425
£549
£200

£1049
£599

STUDIO MONITORS

Yamaha NS10 M Studio d
Tannoy DC200 
JBL Control 1
JBL Control 5
Sub Bass SB1

Sub Bass SB5

Celestion DL6 
Valet Studio Amp Mono
C -Audio RA1000

MICROPHONES

£225
£199
£199
£285
£179
£239
£80

£799
£722

Shure SM58 £99
Sennhiser MD531 £145
Beyer/Shure/Sennhiser
Tandy PZM 
Audio Technics ATM73 Headset Mic d £79

£19

: SECONDHAND d : EX DEMO

TELEPHONE
0473 241401
0473 40007

MOBILE: 0860 461024

FACSIMILE: 0473 87717

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS
ACCESS/VISA CREDIT

NEXT DAY DELIVERIES
HELPFUL ADVICE

,frrfrAr



EQUIPMENT LISTLIST

COMPUTER
Nlacintosh Hex (,with 4MB RAI

80MB Hard Disk)

Atari ST Computer
Digidesign SoundTools Hard Dish

Recorder/ Editor
Lone Wolf MidiTap MIDI LAN

System

Opcode Studio 3 MIDI/SMPTE Mae
Interface

Relax Technologies 600MB Erasable

Optical Drive
ZOOM 2400baud Ntodeth

INSTRUMENTS
Akai S1000 Sampler (2)

Akai 5900 Sampler

Cooper MSB.)- MIDI Pat* y
Korg MIR Synth Module
Roland D550 Synth Module

Roland JX10 Synthesiser

Roland Jupiter 8 Synthesiser

Roland MKS20 Digital Piano Module

Roland MKS80 Synth Module

Roland MKS900 MIDI Signal

Indicator
Yamaha DX7 Synthesiser

Yamaha SY22 Vector Synthesiser

Yamaha TX7 Synth Module (2)

RECORDING
Aiwa Strasser DAT Recorder

Aphex Dominator, Compellor, &

Aural Exciter

Audio Logic Noise Gates
Fostex Model 80 8 -track

JVC TD-R6I 1 Cassette Recorder
Lexicon LXP1 & LXP5 Effects

Processors

Roland SRV2000 & DEP5 Digtta

Reverbs

Sony Beta VCR

Sony Fl Digital 2 -track

Soundcraft 200B Mixing Desk`

SyQuest 45Meg Removable Hard

Disk (for samples and HD backup)

Tascam 8 -channel Mixer

Tascam Audio Patchhays

not enough. My job was to tweak the files and print
them. Tweaking the parts - making them legible and
meaningful for musicians - was an arduous process.

"Another type of software that I use quite a lot are

the so-called 'interactive sequencers' from Intelligent
Music called Upbeat and Jam Factory. They can be
wonderful springboards for initial ideas. You play music

into them as if they were a normal sequencer, but what

they play back are endless variations of your material.

In essence, they're improvising on your music.

"For example, you can play something into Upbeat,

and it plays your part over and over again with constant

variation. You can control the way in which it will
improvise - specify rhythmic resolutions, densities,
potential note variations, potential rhythmic variations.

Sooner or later, something unexpected comes out. I
can capture that in a MIDI File, transfer it into a
regular sequencer, and incorporate it into a larger
piece.

"You know, so much of science is based upon
surprise. Something will surprise a scientist during an

experiment. It may not be the result that they were
initially looking for. An unexpected result happens, and

that ends up becoming the goal. The goal wasn't
anticipated before the process was determined. The
same thing is true for these interactive composing
programs. They don't replace what you do with a
sequencer and your own creativity, but they do provide

you with an unexpected beginning or unexpected
results that can be used in a number of ways."

From Rona's comments, it seems that computers can

help the composer a great deal. It's a safe bet, then,
that his work as a sound designer is also being
facilitated by silicon and software.

"I use Alchemy for processing and editing samples.

It allows me .to siphon samples out of my sampler,
manipulate them, and put them back in the sampler.
Besides getting clean loops and edits for traditional
sounds, I've also used it for doing strange
manipulations to create weird scary sounds.

"For example, I did a TV show called False Witness.

We kept seeing a close-up of the villain's hand in
different scenes, and the composer needed a really evil

sound to go with it. I brought the composer and the
music editor over to my home studio, sampled their
voices just saying nonsense syllables, put these samples

into the computer with Alchemy, sliced them up into
little bits, rearranged them at random into new
unpronounceable syllables, ran them through some
signal processing, and resampled the output. That
became the sound of this evil character."

Given such power to create and manipulate new
samples, organisation is a familiar problem to the
composer. But being resourceful, it's one he's managed

to solve.

"There isn't a commercially available librarian for
samples", he agrees, "however, I wrote my own sample

librarian with HyperCard. I'm able to siphon just the

names of the samples from the sampler into the
computer via MIDI and break them down into 11
categories. Things like drums, percussion, basses,
synthesiser sounds, sound effects, brass, winds, strings,

guitars, other plucked instruments, and miscellaneous.

"I do have an editor/librarian program for each of

the synthesisers that I use. The librarians help me
organise my synth sounds into categories similar to the

samples. Patch editors can be a real time saver, even
with easy to program synthesisers like the Korg Ml. I

can really zip around very quickly when I have things

like graphic envelopes on the screen of the computer to

see the relationship between the amplitude and filter

envelopes of the same oscillator."

ANOTHER COMPUTER APPLICATION OF
growing importance is hard disk recording, and Rona

has wasted no time getting into that as well.

"I've just started playing around with hard disk
recorders. We used the Dyaxis system on the
Macintosh for the Jon Hassell record. We actually
mastered the CD at my house. We dumped the two -
track master onto the hard disk and saw the music
visually as waveforms on the screen. Without doing
anything destructive to the original music, we were
able to chop it up, rearrange it, repeat sections, and do

very sophisticated edits and crossfades that would have

been impossible with a razor blade.

"Hard disk recording is a wonderful thing if you're

doing something that requires post editing of any kind,

or if there are sound problems. For example, the music

might need some sophisticated EQ to get rid of a
problem, or there's a balance problem, things like that.

If you're just doing straight mixing, you need a two -
track recorder, and the worst one you could get would

be a hard disk recorder. For one thing, you lose your
Macintosh to it, and there are no discernible
advantages. When you're done with it, you have it on a

hard disk. You need a whole Macintosh just to play it

back. You'll have to transfer it to master tape anyway,

so you might as well start there. But if you need to go

in and do some tricky editing, there's no replacement

for it. And the sound quality is pretty good."

One of the greatest differences between the
opportunities available to American musicians and
those working in Britain is the practicality of
networking computers. While it's comparatively
expensive and unpopular here, the Americans are quite

fond of it. As you might expect, Rona finds the
communications aspect of computing to be extremely

valuable.

"I'm a member of a service called PAN, the
Performing Arts Network. It's a global collective of
musicians from all over the place doing all kinds of
things. It's an electronic bulletin board that allows
musicians to interact with each other by sending each

other little notes, posting them on a bulletin board and

reading the other notes that people have put up.

"For example, if I'm having a problem, if a piece of

equipment that I'm using isn't working the way I
expected, I'll put up a note saying, 'Hey, I'm doing
such and such and this is the result I'm getting and it's

not what I want'. Undoubtedly, somebody on the
network will have had the same experience already, and

they'll say, 'Oh, you need to do such and such', or
`Yeah, that's a bug, it's not you'. And I've been able to

return the favour. You can also download synth
patches, samples, and software through your modem.

It's also a hotline to some of the manufacturers. If D
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NEWTRONIC
SOUND DESIGN & MIDI SOFTWARE

Newtronic D70 Supermanger

Newtronic D50 Supermanger +2000 sounds

Newtronic "SYSSI" DX7 to SY77 sound

converter + 1000 sounds!!!

Newtronic SY22 Librarian & combination editor

Newtronic M1 Supermanager + 1400 sounds

Newtronic S10/20/220/MKS100 sample loader

Newtronic D110 manager + 320 sounds

Newtronic MS6 supermanager plus sounds

NO MONKEY BUSINESS!!!

QUICK MAIL ORDER SERVICE!

NEWTRONIC
66 BEAULIEU AVENUE

LONDON SE26 6PW

Tel 081 659 0744
MICROWAVE LIBRARIAN + WAVE EDITOR

PROPHET VS LIBRARIAN + WAVE EDITOR

K4 SOONG/MASTER EDITOR/LIBRARIAN

GEERDES MIDISYSTEMS BERLIN

SOFTWORKSTATION

SY/ / EDITOR/LIBRARIAN/1ST TRACK

Xpert 4 (V50/DS55/DX11 /YS100/200 etc

Xpert 6 U20/220/U110/K1

K4/VZ/HS/D50/MT32/D5/D1 0/20/110/

M1/M3r !!!

KORG WAVESTATION

NEWTRONIC SAMPLE COLLECTIONS FOR

TX16W AND W30

MIDI MIX
MIDI MUSIC
COLLECTION

OVER 500 TITLES FOR

ST -MS DOS -MC -Q80

SEQUENCERS. SUPERB

ARRANGEMENTS ON 3.5" DISK

OUR STOCK INCLUDES:

NOTHING COMPARES 2U

S.O'CONNOR

LOVE SHACK

052'S

IF YOU DONT KNOW ME

SIMPLY RED

MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE

POLICE

SULTANS OF SWING

DIRE STRAITES

IN THE AIR TONIGHT

PHIL COLLINS

+ MANY MORE. GET THE

COMPLETE LIST!

THE
RECORDING DRUMS FX
We are DIGIDESIGN and C.LAB
main dealers
Cyrus one power amp SH
Ales. HR16 drums SH
Yamaha A100 power amp SH .......
Yamaha AXIS drums SH
Yamaha RX5 drums SH
Aka noise red SH
Frontline X8 mixer SH
Kaw. R15 drums SH
Upgrade for Ales. quad
Amiga 500 SH
Roland pad 5 SH
Yamaha EMO1 disk recorder dem
Hybrid Arts EZscore plus SH
Roland R5 drums SH
Tascam 106 nue, SH
Roland TR707 drums
Teat 2A 6 track mix SH
Aphex type C °voter SH
Roland MC4 micro composer SH .£149
Ales. mickverb III SH 1199

SUMMER
£149
.£199
.0125
.0169
.0339

£45
085

.0149

049
.0299
£145
£149

199
1299
0225

.0199

.0149
£195

Yamaha RX17 drums SH . ...................£145
Sequential drum trax
1808 soundsISH .£275
Boss RRV10 reverb SH £119
BossRCL comp llm SH £95
Teczon 404 multitrack ex dem .E299
Yamaha 0100 E0 SH £79
Yamaha DP100 noise red SH
Yamaha MT3X multitrack SH £399
Case FZ1 seq SH £79
Bigtoot digtdelay SH E179
Oils power station amp ...E125
Tascam porta two SH £369
Ales. quadraverb .£339
Ales. mfdiverb III .£239
Ales. ONTO seq 1219
Ales. datadisit .F269

Ales. 626 moor £599
Alesis HR1613 drums 1299

Antek pocket pedal or filter £49
Dmtech DSP128... 1285
Digitech DSP256 £385
Dotech IPS33 smart shift E550
Dettech IPS33B smart shdtcmulti
effects 1785
Decech HM4 harmony machine .............£499
Dettech RDS1900 digital delay ............1199
Audio Logic 6166 compiltm.... 1199
Soundtech compaim ..............._........,.....£185
Katie R5OE drums SH.
Ake ME30P nth patch SH .£119
Roland MC202 micro comp £125
Yamaha 8X17 drums SH.
Yamaha RX7 drums SH £289
Oberheim Prommer SH £129

JA

Roland TR626 drum, Sr. £149
ADA MCP midi programmable equatisers£350
Soundlech 2x15 band St.R.M.10 £179
Souncftech 31 hand mono Eq ................1175
Soundtech 2731 band ST ED £275
Soundtech 3 way R.M crossover. .1179
Fostex 63018-PWD monitor.... £99
Fostex 3070 compilim SH` £175
DOD 4 chart R.14 line mime. 0125
JBL control 1 monitors IPnI .......'............£149
JBL control 10 monitors (V).........__.......£525
Kiwi' DRV 1000 dig.FIVEI SH... 1125
Kong DD1 SH 1245
Korg DDM 110 drums SH. £69
Korg SDD2000 delapsamp SH £225
Yamaha EMR1 dig drums SH.................../99
Yamaha ENE1 Rob SH ... £89
Yamaha MDF1 rnid data fitter SH £125

Yamaha 0X7 Seq SH. ......... £119
Yamaha 0021 Seq SH £99
Yamaha MSS1 midi sync SH... E199
Roland 260 24/2 mixer SH E499

Simmons SDE expander SH £99
Simmons MTX9 drums SH £125
Roland 626 drums . . E199
Roland TR727 Pen SH ..£159
JHS SL 5300 spring RVB. .. £50
JLcooper fadermaster .£199
Boss MA5 Pad monitors SH (pr). £99

Boss RP0/10 preamp EOM E75

Casio RZ drums /sampler SH..................£149
Cheetah M080 Seq £199
DR .T Tape sync.. £49
091 300 SMPTE sync £239
Alesis micro enhancer SH £75
Alesis merogate SH £75
P9199 Rees MIDI/CV convertor E125
Kay. 8100 SH 1279

Hughes and Kehler DI box
Sensor WSX 16 track recorder

Mastertrax junior for Atari SH E49

Hybrid Arts Edit Track for Atari SH. £99

Technics SYFD1 dg disk recorder SH £99
Par TOA 120w mini monitors SH £80
Yamaha SPX900 effects £475
Roland Octapad SH £299

MICROPHONES
SHURE SM 58 MICS £87.50
JHS wireless mic SH
Bruel and Kjaer 4006............_......._.......£295
Bruel and Kjaer phantom power unit ......£175
All new BEYER MS 20% OFF
JHS wireless £115
Beyer 380N(drum mic)SH £85
AKG 02240(instr) SH £125

SALE!
ElectrovoicePL20IinstISH
MG D222 SH 0119
Sony ECM 776 cored mic lavabo, E99

Nady 101 lavalier wireless mic E99
Sennheiser MD441 SH.... .1199
Nady wireless fries .. IN STOCK
AKG D1990 SH f49

KEYBOARDS AND MODULES
AMAZING EVS 1 SYNTH MODULE £299!
SIEL DK80 plus expander SH ..£199
Roland U110 SH £319
ARP soloist SH
Oberheim DPX1 sample player SH.. .1550
Kurzweil 1000PX mod SH £599

Roland PG1000 SH E119
Rhodes MKIII SH C399

Casio MT75 SH.. ..£120
Yamaha PSS680 SH.
Aka AX73SH E299

Sequential Pro SH 0175
Sequential 6 track SH
Yamaha DX9 SH

Korg P3 piano mod ..£199

Case DH8130 horn. E75

Case CPS300 piano £275
Case CPS 700 piano ........_........._.........£375
Case CZ3000 SH £249
Korg poly 6 SH £175
YamahaPSR16 SH 080
Sequential multitrack SH ..£299

Korg poly 800 SH. E195
Aka 5700 sampler ire upgrade .............1599

ROLAND CM32 MODULE  PC
200 KEYBOARD TIGER CUB
SOFTWARE FOR ATARI OR AMIGA £8251
Pease for Rhodes stage 73 SH ................£25
Cheetah MKSV master series .1249
Cheetah SX16 sampler £699
Roland Juno 60 SH .1249
Yamaha CS -60 SH .1150
Kong Della synth SH .1125
Case CZ230S
Aka AUG SH £299
Yamaha PSS470 synth 050

Casio CT460 kbd plus effects SH £99
Yamaha PSR27 SH E125
Korg poly 61 synth
Cheetah MK7VA mud kbd E299

CASIO CSM MOD £69

BRIXTON
EXCNAME
MART

396 COLDHARBOUR LANE,BRIXTON ,LONDON SW9

TeI:071 733 6821
WE ARE OPEN 9.30 -6.30 6 DAYS A WEEK PLEASE CALL. IN OR PHONE

MAIL ORDER FACILITIES AVAILABLE

WF
eVY

VISA

ROSE -MORRIS

BRITAINS LEADING SUPPLIERS OF MODERN MUSICAL EQUIPMENT

£795.00

eP6A
eP

ioer
O

oe'IV
Roland

r-iS-F1CM KEYBOAD

U-20
PLEASE READ THIS

We are a large specialist company known internationally within our field

We can supply most leading brands of equipment at the most competitive prices

We have the best in-store facilities and staff at your service

We have a COMPUTERISED MAIL -PHONE order system at your service

We accept ALL major credit and charge cards including 'MUSICARD'

We can deliver free anywhere in the U.K. mainland - quickly

We have a tax-free worldwide export department for overseas customers

We can provide extended warranty and insurance services upon request

We can offer personal finance facilities (subject to status) - details available on request

We are a member of the Music Retailers Association - the national watchdog

& support organisations

THE BEST IN PRICE, AVAILABILITY AND SERVICE... NATIONWIDE

KORG EMU -SYSTEMS CHEETAH

M1 Workstation PHONE PROTEUS 1 Rack £799 7P Controller £695
T1 Workstation PHONE PROTEUS 1XR Rack £1120 5V Controller £299
T2 Workstation PHONE PROTEUS 11 Rack £1350 SX16 Sampler £799
T3 Workstation PHONE E -MAX 11 Rack £2700 DRUM MACHINES
M1R Rackmount PHONE E -MAX 11 Keyboard £2700 ALESIS HR16 £259
M1 Rex Rackmount PHONE RHODES ALESIS HR16E1 £299
M3R Rackmount PHONE MX60 Piano £1199

YAMAHA RX5 £699
WS -1 Wavestation IN STOCK MK80 Piano £1749

KORG 0001 £349
ROLAND MODEL 660 Synth £795

KORG S3 PHONE
A50 Controller £1099 MODEL 760 Synth £1149

ROLAND R5 £399
010 Synth £699 YAMAHA

ROLAND R8 £620
D50+ PG1000

D70 Workstation

£1299

£1799

SY77 Workstation

SY55 Synthesiser

PHONE

PHONE CHEETAH MD8 £149

U20 Sample Player £795 SY22 Synthesiser PHONE BOSS DR550 £189

U220 Rackmount £599 TG -5 Rackmount PHONE DIGITAL EFFECTS

W30 Workstation £1450 TG77 £1299 DIGITECH DSP 128+ £329

ENSONIO KAWAI DIGITECH DSP256 £399

EPS Sampler £1395 KIR Rack £259 LEXICON LXP1 £449

VFX Synthesiser £1345 K1Mk11 Keyboard £549 LEXICON LXP5 £449

VFXsd Workstation £1995 K4R Rack £610 ALESIS MIDIVERB III £249

SO1 Synthesiser £1179 K4 Keyboard £749 ALESIS OUADRAVER8 £449

REMEMBER. IF YOU'VE BEEN QUOTED LOWER BY COMPANIES THAT

ACTUALLY HAVE THE GOODS IN STOCK, READY TO GO, WE WILL PROBABLY

BE ABLE TO HELP! DON'T BE FOOLED BY UNTRUTHFUL UNDERCUTTERS-

THEY WON'T BE THERE WHEN YOU NEED THEM

SOUTH
LONDON HEMEL

11 Denmark Street, HEMPSTEAD

London WC2H 8LS 71 Old High Street,
Tel: (071) 836 0991 Hemel Hempstead
Open 10-6 Mon- Fri HA1 3AF

Open 10-5 Sat Tel: (0442) 217541

Open 10-6

Mon -Sat

YORK

2-6 Blossom Street,
Micklegate Bar,
York Y02 2AE

Tel: (0904) 655585

Open 9.15-5.30

Mon -Sat

NORTH
HULL

35 George Street.
Hull,

North Humberside
HU1 3BH

Tel: (0482) 218048

Open 9.15-5.30

Mon -Sat
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0, you're having problems with a company's product, you

can post a note and get some kind of technical
response. It's a very cool, very useful thing.

"I also use telecommunications to send files back and

forth to people I work with. I once needed somebody to

play a solo on a piece that I was working on in my home

studio, and I modemed my sequenced rhythm parts to a

friend. He set up something in his studio that would make

it sound about the same, sequenced the solo, and
modemed it back to me about an hour later. I recorded it

about an hour after that."

Of course, Rona must also manage the business side of

his activities, and his computer is instrumental in this

respect.

"I use a small accounting package to keep track of all

my income and expenses. I'm self-employed, so it's really

important for me to keep track. Instead of getting a
regular pay cheque from one employer, I get pay cheques

from many different employers. At the end of the year, I

can just push a button and out comes a report that I can

hand to my accountant.

"I've also written a program for myself in HyperCard

that's my phonebook and invoicing system in one. For

example, when I give a concert, I can generate mailing

labels from my mailing list. When I do a job for a client, I

can go to that client's listing in my program and ask for a

new invoice. It pops up a little form and I indicate what

my services were and what the bill was. It prints out an

invoice and it says this invoice is due in the computer.

When that cheque comes in, I mark the invoice paid and

transfer the information over to my accounting package.

My program also allows me to write short letters and

generates a letterhead. I have all of my billing,
correspondence, contacts, mailing list names, everything in

one program."

It begins to sound important for musicians to
understand not just the musical applications of computers,

but computer programming itself. Are we all destined to

become mathematicians rather than musicians?

"Not at all", comes the reassuring reply. "I don't think

of using HyperCard as programming in the traditional

sense. My programming experience has made it easier for

me to learn how to use HyperCard, but it's a very simple

system. It could also be done with other commercial
programs, databases, spreadsheets, and other similar
programs."

Clearly, there are a plethora of possibilities for
computers in music. But there must also be certain
developments that Rona would like to see in the future.

"It would be nice to see interactive composing
programs mesh with traditional sequencers. Maybe one

possibility for the future would be to link programs
such that tracks one and two are being generated by
one program and tracks three and four are being
generated by another program, and they're all playing

at the same time. You can sort of do that now with
Apple's MIDI Manager, but it's just a bit unwieldy."

Food for thought - which will undoubtedly require

some time to digest. So it's just as well Jeff Rona's off
to perform a piece he wrote for his ensemble in
collaboration with Loretta Livinston and her dance
company at the Los Angeles Theater Center. I think
I'll go and catch the show. It should be fascinating - if

not, I can always play "spot the computer" - there'll be

KAO
`MF2DD
Double Sided
1 MB Capacity

OPENING

HOURS

Mon -Fri 9.30 a.m - 7.00pm

Sat. 9.30 a.m - 6.00pm

Sun. 10.00a.m - 3.00pm

YOU'VE HEARD THE TAPE-SEEN THE VIDEO-NOW TRY THE DISK!

THE WORLDS FINEST DISKS FROM T.D.K. & KAO
 SERIOUS QUALITY FOR SERIOUS USERS

 ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & FREE DELIVERYON ORDERS OVER £50.00

 BRANDED BOXED IN 10'S WITH LABELS

3.5"MF2DD
3.5"MF2HD
5.25" MD2DD
5.25"MD2HD

135 tpi double sided/double density

135 tpi double sided/high density

96 tpi double sidedIdouble density

96 tpi double sided'high density

KAO
£8.00

£17.50
£5.00
£8.00

T.D.K.
£10.00
£27.00

£8.50
£10.00

KAO DISKAROO DISK WALLET CONTAINING 10 BRANDED MF2DD DISKS £10.00

KAO MF 2DD 'BULK' DISKS -8 COLOURS BLUE, GREY, RED, BLACK, YELLOW, GREEN, ORANGE & FOG WHITE

50 100

1 megabyte 3.5" MF2DD BULK 50p £24.00 £48.00
2 megabyte 3.5" MF2HD BULK £1.00 £48.00 £95.00

(PURCHASES OF 100+ DISKS WILL INCLUDE A 3.5" DISK DRIVE CLEANING KIT OR MOUSE MAT FREE)

ALL ABOVE DISKS ARE 100% ERROR FREE & WARRANTED FREE FROM DEFECTS & AS SUCH CARRY A 3 FOR I GUARANTEE

FULL RANGE OF STAR PRINTERS: - STAR LC10 MONO £150
STAR LC10 COLOUR .. £210 (INC FREE LEAD) STAR LC24-10 ... £245 INC FREE LEAD

IBM LEAD ONLY £5

FULL RANGE OF ATARI PERIPHERALS

CONTRIVER MOUSE £20 NAKSUA UPRGRADE MOUSE £30
ATARI EXTERNAL DRIVE INC P.S.U. from £70 ATARI STE EXPANSION BOARDS /12 MEG £50
1 MEG £80

T.D.K 'DAT' TAPES - DA - R60 £6.00/ DAR - R90 E7.00/ DAR - 120 £8.00

SEND CALL / PHONE / FAX FOR FREE PRICE LIST

N.B. ALL PRICES INC VAT WITH FREE POSTAGE & PACKING ON ORDERS OVER £50.00

K.C. VIDEO
6 & 8 DONCASTER ROAD SOUTH ELMSALL
NR PONTEFRACT WEST YORKS WF9 2YZ

TEL: (0977) 649100
FAX (0977) 643312

Access

Ank

In these days of all too often mindless fretboard frenzy,

Geoff Whitehorn is a rare commodity -a player of

supreme touch and taste. Although no slowcoach when it

comes to technique, Whitehorn is revered by his peers for

an ability to milk absolute feel from every note. Combine

this with perfect tone and a sense of harmony which draws

from blues, rock and the best of British pop and you'll be

surprised that they're asking "Geoff Who?"

Available through Music Maker Records on both LP and

Compact Disc.

To order, telephone 0353 665577

(office hours) or the Music Maker

Hotline 0898 666199 (24 hours) and

quote your credit card number.



MI
to ji musk

25 MIDDLELEAZE DRIVE, MIDDLELEAZE,
SWINDON, SN5 9GL, ENGLAND.

Telephone : (0793) 882108 Fax : (0793) 882109

MIDI SEQUENCES
From "Hands On" Music Software £ 19.95 per set

These lists are updated every month.
All the sequences listed below are supplied is Steinberg
Pro24/Cubase format and Standard MR,/ File format.
therefore compatible with C -Lab Creatmfflotator. Virtuoso
and any other ST sequencer supporting MIDI file format.
All arrangements can be easily altered to suit roar setup.
however. they are supplied resay lo so with either Rolas
Di10 or a G$164 (MT32/1/ HO). Please ask for details.
o JAZZ STANDARDS (Choose any four for 19.95)
American Patrol, In the Mood and Begin the Beguine. Girl
from Ipanema, Moonlight Serenade.
o CLASSICAL (1 19.95 per title)
New World Symphony 1st Movement,Toccata & Fugue,
'Jupiter' from the Planets Suite.
o TV/FILM THEMES (Choose any 3 for £ 19.95)
Dallas, Moonlighting, Howard's Way, Gbostbusters, Star
Wars. Superman (Main Title). Beverley Hills Cop, Cagney
& Lacey and Hill Street Blues.
o CHART HITS - Choose any 4 for 19.95
Garden Party. Jump, Lady in Red, Never Can Say
Goodbye, The Power of Love, True, Where Do Broken
Hearts Go?, I Should Be So Lucky, Never Too Late, 1-2-3,
Sixties Medley No. 1, Sixties Medley No. 2, Groovy Kind
of Love. Dancing in the Street, Under the Boardwalk,
Running in the Family, Never Gonna Give You Up, Keep
Me Hanging On, Easier Said Than Done, Around the
World. Thriller, Bad. All Night Long, Miss You Like
Crazyk, Love Will Save the Day, Only Way is Up, It's Not
Unusual. Hello. Steppin' Out, Whiter Shade of Pale, Oops
Upside Your Head, Billie Jean, Rocky Medley (Eye of the
Tiger). You Got It, Ain't No Stoppin' Us Now, I Just
Called to Say I Love You and Imagine.

From DIGITAL MUSIC ARCHIVES - £ 19.95 each
4/Miles are available for C -Lab Creator/Mosso, and
SteiabersPro-24/Cubase:
a BRANDENBURG CONCERTO No. 5 - J.S. Bach

SYMPHONY No. 8
3 EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK - W.A. Mozart
3 CONCERTO FOR KEYBOARD AND STRINGS IN D
MINOR- J.S. Bach
) BEETHOVEN VIOLIN CONCERTO IN D MAJOR
3 MOZART PIANO CONCERTO No. 24 IN C MINOR

SYNTHESIZER SOUNDS
(YAMAHA SY-77) (SY77 disk only)

) SOUND SOURCES ALCHEMY SERIES I 39.99
) SOUND SOURCES PLATINUM SERIES £ 39.99
) SOUND SOURCES MANHATTAN SERIES 1 39.99
) SOUND SOURCES CALIFORNIA SERIES I 39.99
) ALL 4 SOUND SOURCES SERIES 1 149.00

METRASOUND SY-77 DISK I 49.99 (RAM 139.99)
(YAMAHA CX5) (Self -Load Cassette)

) 3 SETS OF 96 VOICES AVAILABLE FOR 9.99 ea
YAM DX27 D)cfD1-1-)C2

(Cassette, Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk format)
) 128 BO TOMLYN SOUNDS £ 12.95
) 48 PRO CANADA 9.99
) 216 BRITISH £ 17.99
) 288 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS I 29.99

120 QUASAR SOFTWARE £ 9.99
'YAMAHA FB-01) (Atari -ST. IBM or Datadisk format)

) 96 SOUNDS by LEISTER PRODUCTIONS £ 14.95
(YAMAHA DX7/TX7)

(Sheets, TX7 Cassette, Atari, IBM or Datadisk format)
) 32 SOUND SOURCES SOUNDTRACK I 22.99
 32 SOUND SOURCES LA SIMULATIONS 1 22.99
) BOTH SOUND SOURCES SETS 39.95/ROM £ 89.95
) 288 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS £ 29.99
) 192 PRO BRITISH 24.99
3 240 PRO U.S.A MIXED k 14.95
) BO TOMLYN DX7 ROMs 1 25 each (limited stock)

(YAMAHA DX7II/DX7IIFD/TX802)
3 Extensive list of sounds. contact us for full details.

(YAMAHA TX81Z/DX11)
(Cassette, Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk format)

J 64 PRO CANADA + 48 PERFORMANCES 12.95
3 224 NON -VELOCITY SENSITIVE SOUNDS + 168
PERFORMANCES £ 16.99

288 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS 29.99
3 96 PRO U.S.A. 4.99
3 96 PRO BRITISH £ 12.95

WALDORF MICROWAVE
o METRASOUND MICROWAVE ROM I 49.95
a METRASOUND MICROWAVE RAM 89.95

,YAMAHA (V-50 FD disk only)
o SOUND SOURCES NEW YORK SERIES £ 32.50
o SOUND SOURCES NEW AGE SERIES 32.50
o SOUND SOURCES LOS ANGELES SERIES £ 32.50
o SOUND SOURCES MULTI TIMBRAL SERIES 32.50
o ALL 4 SOUND SOURCES COLLECTIONS 115.00

KAWAI K I
(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk format)

o 128 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS £ 29.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES PLATINUM SERIES I 32.99
o 64 SOUND SERIES FANTASY SERIES 32.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES POP/ROCK SERIES 1 32.99

Sound Sources also on RAM for £ 99
(CASIO CZ)

(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Data Sheet format)
o 320 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS I 29.99

(KORG M 1/M IR) - 100 Programs + 100 Combinations
(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk format.

o 100 LEISTER PRO U.S.A. SOUNDS I 29.99 (ROM .C49)
o 100 SOUND SOURCES NEW WORLD SERIES I 32.99
o 100 SOUND SOURCES FILM TEXTURES I 32.99
o 100 SOUND SOURCES SYNTH SERIES £ 32.99
o 100 SOUND SOURCES NEW AGE SERIES 32.99
o 100 SOUND SOURCES POP/ROCK SERIES 32.99

Sound Sources also on ROM for 99
(KORG M 3R) - 100 Programs + 100 Combinations

(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk or ROM card / 99)
o 100 SOUND SOURCES POP/ROCK SERIES 1 32.99
o 100 SOUND SOURCES MULTI-TIMBRAL SERIES £32.99
(KORG T1/T2/T3 - HD disk format only (Dual Soundbanks)

o SOUND SOURCES SOUNDTRACK SERIES £ 59.99
o SOUND SOURCES NEW AGE SERIES I 59.99
o SOUND SOURCES POP MUSIC SERIES 1 59.99

(Self -Loading Cassette)
o 64 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS 9.99
o 128 QUASAR SOFTWARE SOUNDS £ 14.95

) (Cassette, Atari -ST disk)
o 1 SET OF DW8000 SOUNDS I 9.99

ROLAND D50
(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk, Datadisk or IBM Voyetra format)
o 128 PRO -SWEDEN 1 19.99
o 128 PRO -BRITISH £ 19.99
o 192 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS Volume 1 29.99
o 192 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS Volume 2 £ 29.99
o 128 SOUNDTRACK D50 SOUNDS .0 29.99
o 64 SOUNDTRACK SOUNDS (Volume 3) 1 14.95 *NEW*
o 64 SOUND SOURCES TV/FILM SERIES £ 27.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES POWER SYNTHS £ 27.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES DANCE SOUNDS £ 27.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES FM RADIO SERIES £ 27.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES PRODUCER SERIES 27.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES ARTISTS SERIES 27.99

Sound Sources also on ROM at .0 99
(ROLAND JUNO 106', (Self -Loading Cassette)

o 128 SOUNDS BY QUASAR SOFTWARE 19.99
(ROLAND MT32/LAPC1/CM32L/CM64,

(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC disk)
o 128 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS (Vol I) £ 24.99
o 128 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS (Vol 2) 24.99
o 128 PRO U.S.A. *NEW* 19.99

(ROLAND D110/DI0/D20/D5,
(Self -Loading Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Alesis Datadisk disk)

o 128 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS SOUNDS 29.99
o 128 PRO BRITISH SOUNDS VOLUME 1 £ 29.99
o 128 PRO BRITISH SOUNDS VOLUME 2 £ 29.99
o 128 PRO BRITISH SOUNDS VOLUME 3 29.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES DANCE SOUNDS 27.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES DIGITAL SYNTHS £ 27.99
o 64 SOUND SOURCES NEW AGE SOUNDS £ 27.99
o 128 LEISTER PRODUCTIONS D20 DISK 29.99

Sound Sources also on ROM at £ 99

KORG POLY800/EX800)

KORG DW8000/EX8000

,ENSONIQ VFX,
(Self -Loading Atari -ST disk, VFX-SD disk or ROM 159.95)

o 480 SOUND SOURCES SOUNDS 64.99
ENSONIQ FSQI

(Self -Load Cassette, Atari -ST, IBM-PC or Datadisk disk)
o 240 SOUNDS BY LEISTER PRODUCTIONS £ 29.99
o STEINBERG ESQRAM + LEISTER SOUNDS £ 69.99
o 120 PRO U.S.A. SOUNDS £ 19.99

(ENSONIQ SQ1801 (SQI80 disk)
o SQI80 VOICE CRYSTAL DISK 1 (80 sounds) 1 24.99
o SQI80 VOICE CRYSTAL DISK 2 (80 sounds) I 24.99

YOICECRISTALRAMSARDS
o ESQ1 BLANK 80 VOICE CARTRIDGE I 29.99
o ESQ1 80 VOICE CARTRIDGE I, 2 or 3 £ 39.99 each
o VFX BLANK RAM 60 VOICE 1 99.00
o VFX 60 VOICE CARTRIDGE 1 or 2 £ 59.00
o D20/DIO/D110 64 VOICE CARD 1, 2 or 3 £ 69.99
o D50 RAM CARDS 1-6 WITH 32 SOUNDS I 69.99 ea
o BLANK 256D -TYPE RAM CARDS £ 64.99 each

The 2.56D card worts with all Roland D' -series
synthesizers. and also the A.50. A80 GR50. RIVR8m.

PAD -80 and TR 626.
o K1 RAM CARDS 1-5 WITH 32 SOUNDS £ 49.99 ea
o K4 RAM CARD 1 & 2 WITH 32 SOUNDS 59.95 ea
o BLANK MI/M1R/M3R RAM £ 79.99
o M 1/M IR/M3R RAM 1, 2 or 3 PLUS SOUNDS £ 79.99

Trade enquiries welcome for Voice Crystal mosikus.

SAMPLE CDs
o SONIC IMAGES CDs 1-5 39.99 each
o METRASOUND CDs 1-3 £ 39.99 each (Brilliant !!)

ROLAND PRODUCTS
o U 110/U20/U220/CM64/CM32P CARDS 45.00 each
All seven cards plus the brand-new cards 8. 9, 10, 11 and
12 are now available.
o ROLAND CM32L LA SYNTH MODULE £ 369.00
o ROLAND CM32P SAMPLE MODULE £ 445.00
o ROLAND CM64 LA/SAMPLE MODULE £ 789.00
o ROLAND LAPC-1 SOUND CARD 379.00
o ROLAND MCB1 CONNECTOR BOX I 79.00
o ROLAND MPU-IPC IBM-PC INTERFACE £ 135.00
o ROLAND MPU-IMC PS/2 INTERFACE .0 210.00
o ROLAND PC200 MIDI KEYBOARD 169.00 *NEW*
o ROLAND CFIO DIGITAL FADER £ 129.00
o ROLAND CN20 MUSIC ENTRY PAD £ 89.00
o ROLAND CA30 INTELLIGENT ARRANGER £ 315
o ROLAND STYLE CARDS 45.00 each
o ROLAND MA12C 12WATT MONITORS I 200 pair

IBM-PC SOFTWARE
o VOYETRA MUSICPAK 1 199.95
o VOYETRA MUSICPAK 2 £ 349.95
o VOYETRA MUSICPAK 3 449.95
o BALLADE 199.00
o MUSIC PRINTER PLUS £ 449.00 *NEW*
o PROMIDI DIRECT -TO -DISK 449.00
o PASSPORT MASTERTRACKS PRO 285.00
o PASSPORT TRAX I 85.00 *NEW* (i 199 with i/face)
o CODA FINALE £ 599 *NEW*
o BAND IN A BOX £ POA *NEW*

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
o SOUNDQUEST EDITOR/LIBRARIANS FOR
MI/D50/TX81Z/DX7/TX802/DI0/D20/D110 £ 49
o C -LAB CREATOR / NOTATOR POA
o CREATOR/NOTATOR Version 3 UPGRADE KIT L 49
o ALL C -LAB PRODUCTS POA
o STEINBERG TWELVE £ 69
o STEINBERG CUBASE / CUBEAT (in stock) POA
o ALL STEINBERG EDITOR/LIBRARIANS £ POA
o STEINBERG MIDEX PLUS NOW IN STOCK 1 POA
o GAJITS SEQUENCER ONE / CMPANION / 4D
EDITOR £ POA
o ALL Dr.T PRODUCTS £ POA
o Dr. T TIGER CUB £ 79.00
o HYBRID ARTS FM MELODY MAKER L 49.00
o KEYNOTE CHAMELEON £ 89.00
o BAND IN A BOX £ POA *NEW*

AMIGA CLEAROUT
o MUSIC -X + MIDI INTERFACE £ 189.00

MISCELLANEOUS
o ALESIS DATADISK £ 349.00
o 3 METRE MIDI CABLE 2.95
o PHILIP REES 2M MIDI MERGE £ 79.95
o PHILIP REES V10 MIDI THRU BOX 1 35.95
o PHILIP REES V3 MIDI THRU BOX £ 12.95
o PHILIP REES 2S MID) SELECTOR £ 12.95
o PHILIP REES 5S MIDI SELECTOR £ 25.95
o PHILIP REES 9S MIDI SELECTOR £ 35.95
o PHILIP REES 5X5 MIDI PATCHBAY 79.95

SECOND-HAND
o ENSONIQ ESQ-1 £ 495

ASK FOR OUR NEW SUMMER CATALOGUE,
CONTAINING THE REST OF OUR PRODUCTS !

ROW TO ORDER YOUR GOODS;
Post & Packing is 75p on all orders under I 100. All
prices include V.A.T.
Post your order with your remittance, stating your Name,
Address and details of your requirements. Please
remember to be specific about formats and disk sizes. We
accept Cheques. Cash, Postal Orders, Bank Drafts and
written Visa or Access authorisation.
Telephone your order and quote your Visa or Access
number for immediate despatch, stock levels permitting.
VisitorsVisitorsare welcome but strictly on an appointmerd
only basis Office hours are between 9.30
weekdays and also most Saturday mornings.



ENSONIQ Personal Music Studio

With some keyboard

manufacturers

moving away from

the workstation

concept, is Ensoniq's

latest synth

behind the times

in wholeheartedly

endorsing it?

Review by

Simon Trask.

THE SYNTH WORKSTATION of the late

'80s and early '90s has combined
multitimbral synthesis with multitrack
sequencing, rhythm programming and

digital effects processing. While cynics

will say that this is no more than a marketing tool, and

an inherently flawed one at that, those of a more
optimistic persuasion will point out that if the
workstation's inherent attractions encourage more
people to start making music then it can only be a good

thing. But if the limitations subsequently give the lie to

the attractions, hasn't more harm than good been done?

When it comes down to it, a workstation has to give

you enough flexibility to keep you from feeling restricted

by it. This means that, in addition to having all the right

sonic ingredients, it has to have enough polyphony,

enough multitimbral parts, enough sequencer tracks and

enough sequencer memory to handle the music that you

want to record. And it has to allow you to put your music

together in the way that you want to. Over and above

this, any workstation worthy of the name should
somehow be greater than the sum of its parts - put

another way, it should be synergetic.

The "SQ" in Ensoniq's SQ1 must surely stand for

Synergy Quotient, then, because Ensoniq's latest

workstation has bucketloads of it. You don't have to play

with the SQ1 for long to realise that Ensoniq have got

the workstation concept well sussed - but then they have

been championing it since the release of their first synth,

the ESQ1, back in 1986, and have subsequently
developed it through the SQ80, EPS and VFX SD.

While the latest addition to the catalogue of Ensoniq's

workstation instruments is essentially a scaled -down VFX

SD, it has virtues which make it an attractive proposition

in its own right, rather than being an SD substitute for

those musicians who can't afford the real thing.

DIFFERENTIATION
SO HOW DOES the SQ1 fare in relation to the VFX SD?

The good news is that it retains the SD's 21 -note
polyphony. However, compromises have to be made

somewhere, and so the cheaper workstation omits the

SD's onboard 3.5" disk drive, poly-aftertouch keyboard,

large fluorescent display and ability to act as a generic

SysEx recorder. Its 61 -note keyboard is sensitive to

attack velocity only (though its synthesis section can

respond to both channel and poly aftertouch via MIDI)

and has a light, fairly shallow action.

The SQ1 has also undergone a fair amount of front -

panel reorganisation in conjunction with its substitution

of a 2 x 16 -character backlit LCD for the SD's fluorescent

display. To my mind, neither the reorganisation nor the

new display work to the detriment of the SQ. Ensoniq

have made the SQ's LCD work extremely well for them

(or rather, for you). Aided by clear parameter organisation

and a readily comprehensible layout of buttons on the

synth's front panel, the LCD allows you to focus in

quickly on just the right amount of information, with no

extraneous parameters to distract you.

The SQ1 omits the Patch Select buttons of the VFX

and the VFX SD, allows you to combine up to three
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Voices within a Sound compared to the six of the other

two instruments, allows you to layer Sounds only in

Sequence/Preset mode, omits the user -definable pitch

table of, and offers less digital effects than, its two

relatives, and omits the VFX SD's second, dry stereo

output pair. However, the SQ has more waveforms than

the VFX (121 as opposed to 109) though a few less than

the VFX SD, and the waveforms differ in some respects

(the SQ1 has less Transwaves, for instance, but more

drum and percussion sounds).

On the sequencing front, the SQ1 has 16 tracks as

opposed to the VFX SD's 24, and comes with a 9000 -

note memory upgradable to 58,000 notes (as opposed

to the SD's 25,000 notes upgradable to 75,000). Also,

where the SD has 20 Presets and 60 Sequences/Songs,

the SQ1 has 30 Songs and 70 Sequences/Presets.

SOUNDS
A TOTAL OF 340 Sounds are accessible on the SQ1 at

any one time. These are divided as 100 ROM Sounds

and 80 RAM Sounds internally and a further 160 RAM

or ROM sounds on a plug-in card. Sounds are
accessed by selecting Int, ROM, Cart A or Cart B (as in

card banks A and B, not two card slots) and then
pressing the ten Bank and ten Screen buttons; you can

also scroll through the Sounds with the Up/Down
buttons located beneath the LCD. Quick and easy.

A standard SQ1 Sound consists of up to three
Voices, each of which is a self-contained osc-filter-amp

configuration and therefore effectively an independent

sound. Depending on the keyboard range which you

assign each Voice to, you can create split and layer

textures within a Sound. A good example of this is

'Jazz lzz' (preset Sound 16), which uses its three
Voices to create a double bass/acoustic piano split in

which the bass is layered with an open hi -hat sample.

This combination of bass and cymbal works extremely

well in a jazzy context, not least because flexibility has

been worked into the hi -hat by giving its amplitude

envelope a short decay and a longer release - with the

result that legato bass notes produce a closed hi -hat

while staccato bass notes produce an open hi -hat.

The SQ1's raw sound material consists of 121
Waves, which are actually a mixture of looped
multisamples, one-shot samples, waveforms,
inharmonic loops and wavetables. These put "real"
instrumental sounds such as piano, strings, flute,
trumpet and guitar alongside more off-the-wall samples

like 'Pot Lid Hit', 'Doorbell', 'Toy Hammer' and 'Spray

Can', a range of synthesised and sampled waveforms

and various weird metallic sounds. The Waves are

organised into 11 categories: Strings (13), Brass (6),

Bass (6), Breath (4), Tuned Percussion (10),
Percussion (22), Drums (23), Transwave (9), Waveform

(22), Inharmonic (5) and Multiwave (1).

Each Voice within a Sound can be assigned one of

the Waves, which can be pitched up and down over a

wide range. A useful feature called Start Index allows

the start point of sample playback to be altered, so

that, for instance, you can bypass the sound's attack

(this can be particularly effective when dynamically

controlled from velocity).

The SQ1 provides two filters per Voice, connected in
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series. Filter one is always low-pass and can be either

2 -pole or 3 -pole, but filter two can be either low-pass or

high-pass and either 1 -pole or 2 -pole. The total of both

filters cannot exceed four poles; if you set both filters

to low-pass and 2 -pole, you've got the classic analogue

low-pass filter with 24dB/octave roll -off. As on the VFX

and VFX SD, the SQ1 doesn't provide filter resonance,

which I find a bit disappointing as it can be such a

versatile feature.

The next stage is, of course, the amplifier. In
addition to allowing you to set the Voice's volume, this

also allows you to switch in a 12dB boost, a useful

feature as long as you don't start switching it in on

everything. At this stage you can also route the Voice

to one of three stereo busses (Dry, FX1 or FX2), pan it

within the stereo image and give it a low/medium/high

note priority and a velocity window.

But what about enveloping? Well, each Voice has

three five -stage envelopes which are automatically

routed to pitch, filter and amplitude - though the first

two can also be assigned to any modulatable
parameter. You can set both times and levels, with

envelope times ranging from 0.01 to a lengthy 49

seconds!

Additionally each Voice has an LEO which is freely

assignable to any modulation destination. The LEO

offers a choice of seven waveforms (triangle, sine,
sine/tri, pos/sine, pos/tri, sawtooth and square)
together with level, delay and speed parameters - the

latter itself a modulatable parameter.

Each Voice has a total of 15 modulators, which in

addition to the envelopes and the LEO include velocity,

keyboard position, a noise generator, pitch and mod

wheels, an external MIDI controller, MIDI aftertouch

and Timbre. Assigning the latter as a modulator allows

you to make real-time adjustments to any combination

of modulatable parameters using the SQ1's Data Entry

slider.

The SQ1's ROM Sounds give you a very good sense

of what the synth is about, portraying its versatility and

character and playing to its strengths. Play the first few

Sounds in Bank 0 and you'll get a good idea of the

breadth of the SQ1's sonic capabilities. Here you'll

switch from a bright acoustic piano to an atmospheric

and mysterious choral sound to a rough 'n' dirty guitar

to a realistic bassoon -cum -oboe. The SQ1 can give you

rich pad sounds, with or without breathiness and
tinkling bells mixed in, it can give you spiky metallic

techno sounds, reedy pipe organs, hard and punchy

synth basses, warm and rounded fretless basses,
funky percussive guitars, bright and punchy analogue -

type brass, lugubrious clarinets, breathy flutes... You

get the idea. As with the VFX and VFX SD, I'd say that

the SQ1 handles the "real" sounds quite well, but
doesn't match the quality or the number and variety of

such sounds to be found on Korg's M- and T -series

instruments - especially given the ability of the Korg

range to access further samples on PCM sample
cards, something which the SQ1 doesn't have. If you

want your very own symphony orchestra in digital

memory, there are other instruments which are more

appropriate. The SQ1's forte is synthesis, and in this

respect it allows you to achieve plenty of sonic variety.

Ensoniq's latest synth allows you to program a

"The Song tracks

allow you to record

extended parts while

the Sequence tracks

handle repetitive

accompaniment

parts in familiar

fashion."



second type of Sound configuration, namely a
"drumkit"-style arrangement of up to 17 Voices
across the keyboard. In this arrangement, each Voice

can be given its own key range, the only proviso being

that Voices aren't allowed to overlap one another.

ROM Sound Banks 8-9 contain 20 drumkit Sounds

which have been given names like 'Big 01' Rock Kit',

'Top Forty Kit', 'Fusion Kit', 'Synth Kit' and 'Out Kit'.

In contrast to the limited number of drumkit
memories provided by some synths, the SQ1 allows

you to program any RAM Sound as either an
instrumental or a drumkit Sound.

Ensoniq have provided the SQ1 with a healthy if

not a comprehensive range of acoustic and electronic

drum and percussion samples - but then it's hard to

see how anything short of a sampler can provide the

full range and diversity of rhythmic sounds which
we've become accustomed to hearing nowadays.
There again, Ensoniq have sensibly allowed you to

incorporate almost any of the SQ1's Waves into your

own drumkit Sounds (only Transwaves and the
Multiwave are disallowed), and to pitch each
Wave/Voice up or down across a wide range, play it

forward or reversed, feed it through a four -pole low-

pass filter (with a fixed cutoff point which can
optionally be controlled from velocity), and give it gate

and release times together with volume and pan
settings.

Other Voice parameters govern velocity control of

cutoff point and amplitude, and the output buss
routing of the Voice, as well as whether or not its
pitch will track the keyboard. All in all, you can
program some pretty strange 'drumkits' if you want.

However, it's a shame that there's no Exclusive
facility whereby you can get one sound to cut off
another (the open/closed hi -hat syndrome), while the

scope for controlling how much signal processing is

applied to each Voice is quite limited for the drumkit

context.

The SQ1 offers you a choice of 13 24 -bit digital
effects: Concert Reverb, Hall Reverb, Room Reverb,

Warm Chamber, 8 -Voice Chorus, Chorus & Reverb,

Flanger + Reverb1, Flanger + Reverb2, Phase Shifter,

Phaser + Reverb, Rotary Speaker + Reverb,
Distortion + Chorus + Reverb, and Compression +

Distortion + Reverb. Wot, no DDL? Unfortunately not.

With between four and eight programmable
parameters per effect, and the ability to dynamically

modulate selected effect parameters from any one of

15 sources (pitch and mod wheels, CV pedal,
keyboard position, velocity, aftertouch via MIDI,
assignable MIDI controller, sustain pedal, timbre
slider and six "ramp" envelopes), there's no shortage

of flexibility in the SQ1's effects processing. In fact,

the character and versatility of the SQ1's effects
bring home the fact that effects processing can be as

integral a part of sound creation for keyboard players

as it is for guitarists. Be experimental: don't just put

distortion on guitar samples, try it on other sounds
too.

Each Voice within a Sound can be routed to one of

three stereo busses: FX1, FX2 or Dry. In addition, you

can set separate FX1 and FX2 mix levels per Voice.

For single effects, FX1 and FX2 are both routed

through the same effect, with the two mix levels
allowing you to apply separate amounts of, say,
reverb to different Voices. Combined effects in
conjunction with the FX1 and FX2 mix levels allow you

to route some Voices through reverb only while others

are routed through a more specific effect - distortion,

say - and from there either to the reverb or directly to

the stereo outs. So for that power trio number you

want to work on, you can distort the guitar while
applying reverb only to the drums and bass.

Talking of distortion, the Compression + Distortion

+ Reverb effect should appeal to anyone who likes to

get nasty with their sounds. To my mind it's the most

natural -sounding distortion I've heard from a digital

processor. The signal from the processor's FX1 input

is routed through a flanger, compressor, distortion

(with a maximum level of 11!), hi/low EQ and - after

being mixed with the direct signal from FX1 - reverb.

There's a great deal of versatility in this combination

of effects, but to top it all you can get into some
ridiculous feedback effects by utilising the Reverb-to-

Compression Feedback parameter, which routes the

post-reverb signal from both the FX1 and FX2 inputs

back into the compression stage. Not one for the
faint-hearted.

Another effect that needs to be approached with a

certain amount of caution is the 12 -pole Phase
Shifter, which has a stereo cross -feedback parameter

that can do some serious damage to your speakers if

you're reckless with the feedback level. But that's
rock 'n' roll.

Where two Sounds have been assigned different

effects (a) the SQ1's output is momentarily but
noticeably muted while the new Sound's effect is
copied into the processor, and (b) the sustained
Sound takes on the effect of the new Sound. So
while the SQ1 follows in the Ensoniq tradition of
allowing you to overlap sounds - sustain a note
playing one Sound while selecting and playing another

Sound - the company have included a System
parameter called Voice Mute which allows you to
switch off the sound overlap feature if you'd rather
not have it.

SEQUENCER
THE SQ1'S SEQUENCER will, in many respects, be
familiar territory to anyone who's used an Ensoniq

sequencer before. Anyone who is new to the Ensoniq

modus operandi will find a sequencer that is versatile

yet straightforward to understand. An onboard,
dedicated sequencer should provide a certain
operational immediacy, and this is something which

the SQ1's sequencer manages to do very effectively

with its dedicated transport controls and track
buttons and an unfussy approach to sequencing.

Essentially, the SQ1's sequencer allows you to
record up to 70 eight -track Sequences (Banks 0-6)

which can be chained together in up to 30 Songs
(Banks 7-9). A maximum of 99 steps can be
programmed per Song, with each step containing a

Sequence plus track mute and transpose settings
and a repeat number (0-99).

However, following in the footsteps of the VFX SD,
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Valhala: Read the Reviews!

Just look at these reviews! Nothing comes close to Valhala.
"The sounds just reek of SMPTE and Elm recording studios..The last time that you heard sounds of this quality
emanating from a single keyboard you were probably listening to an Emulator or a Fairlight...the Valhala patches
(programs) sound like combinations in their own right...these sounds will tempt you to make an Ml the major

keyboard in your rig. If they don't, I honestly don't know what will."
Music Technology, August 1990.

"A Killer batch of sounds...knock the parameters off the standard library cards"
International Musician, March 1990.

"If you have an M1 and want to see how it should be done...buy them and weep."
Sounds, 14 July 1990.

Valhala Cards are also available for a huge range of other equipment, see below. Complete copies of reviews are available upon request with our catalogue.

Valhala International
Gold ROM Cards

Korg
M1 (3 Cards Available)
M3R (2 Cards Available)
T -Series (2 Disks Available)
WaveStation Cards Coming Soon!!

Roland
D50 (2 Cards Available)
D5/10/110/20 (2 Cards Available)
D70 Cards Coming Soon!!

Ensoniq
VFX (Double Bank Cartridge Available) £90
VFX (2 SD Disks Available) £40

Yamaha
SY77/TG77/SY22 (2 Cards Soon) £POA
SY55/TG55 (2 Cards Available) £POA

Kawai
K1/K111 (2 Cards Available) £45
K4/K4r (2 Cards Available) £55

Peavey
DPM-3 (2 Disks Soon)

£45 each
£45 each
£45 each

£40 each
£40 each

£40

To order by Visa, Access or Amex call:

073088 3

Valhala Studio Series ROM Cards - £40
Seven ROMs for the D50 and D5/10/110/20 in seven
categories - PCM, Digital, Analog, Top 40, Orchestral,
Effects and New Age.

Valhala Korg ROM Cards - £45 each
Four ROMs for the M1/M1R, M3R and T -Series in
four categories - Top 40, Rock, Classic and New Age.

Valhala Yamaha Cards
SY77/TG77 ROM Cards (Top40 & Orch) £TBA each

SY77 PCM Cards (Coming Later) £TBA each

SY55/TG55 ROM Cards (Top40 & Orch) £TBA each

SY22 ROM Cards (Coming Soon) £TBA each

Valhala Peavey DPM-3 Support
ROM Cards (Top 40 & Orchestral) £50 each

Disks (Top 40 & Orchestral) £40 each

Valhala RAM Cards
MCR-03 for Korg M1,M3R,A3,etc.
M256 for Roland D70,D50,D10/20,R8,etc.
Yamaha MCD32/MCD64
Peavey Cache Card RAM
Kawai RAM Cards

£65
£55
£Call
£65
£POA

Plea. and chequesrPOis made oul 10 AMU to our address at the knit or the page. All prices quoted are fully inclusive or VAI m 15ini and

delivery. All tiniers are sent out 1st < bits recorded delivery and are usually completed within a week. However please alkivi up to 25 daysfor

Java!, If any products are mu of mock we will not ilehit your erellil cant until they 2rt despatched to you All trade name., arethe property of

their respective holder.

For Synths & Samplers Call ARC on 073088 300

 You haven't heard your Synth 'til 
you've heard our Sounds!

Only available from Who Else?
Hurst Farm Barns - Hurst Lane - Privett - Nr. Alton - Hants GU34 3PL FAX - 073088 390



"Presets not only

allow you to

program a wide

variety of keyboard

textures, they turn

the synth into a

rather useful MIDI

master keyboard."

the SQ1 allows you to record a further eight song -

length tracks in parallel with each Song chain, giving

you a total of 16 tracks (I always was good at
arithmetic). The purpose of the Song tracks, as
they're called, is to allow you to record extended
parts while the Sequence tracks handle repetitive
accompaniment parts in familiar fashion. However,

you can record into Song tracks sectionally, while
Sequences can be up to 999 bars long (memory
permitting, of course), so there's no one way to go

about using the sequencer.

Each track within a Sequence can be assigned one

Sound, together with key range, transposition, MIDI

channel, MIDI patch number, internal/MIDI status,
aftertouch reception and sustain pedal on/off
settings. With the appropriate key ranges set,
Sounds can be layered and split in Sequence mode

by clicking on one track button and then double-
clicking on the others; if you really want, all eight
tracks (up to eight Sounds) can be layered and split.

Of course, not all tracks need play SQ1 Sounds:
some can be set to play via MIDI only, allowing you to

incorporate external sounds into your SQ1 sequences

and keyboard textures. Individual track status can be

set to Local, MIDI, Both or Ext, giving you plenty of

flexibility in deciding how to combine SQ1 and
external sounds.

Each Sequence can also have its own programmed

effect. This effect is common to all tracks within the

Sequence, overriding the effects programmed for
individual Sounds. However, the Voices within each

Sound can preserve their output buss routings, or

alternatively you can force them to a particular buss;

also, in order to avoid clashes you can specify a
particular track/Sound as the only source of control

data for modulating effect parameters.

When you create a Song, you can also program an

effect for that Song; the SQ1 allows you to choose
whether you want that effect to override the
Sequence effects, or whether you'd rather be able to

change effect from Sequence to Sequence. Bearing

in mind the brief but noticeable muting of the SQ1's
output level when you switch from one effect to
another, you need to treat effect changes with
caution - even more so, perhaps, when that held note

in one of the Song tracks is interrupted by a
Sequence effect change.

If you don't record any sequence data into a
Sequence, but program all the above -mentioned
parameters, you've got what Ensoniq call a Preset.

In this way you can store 70 Sequences or 70
Presets or any combination of the two, which is a

pretty flexible arrangement. Presets not only allow

you to program a wide variety of keyboard textures

using the SQ1's own Sounds, they turn the synth
into a rather useful MIDI master keyboard as well.

The SQ1's sequencer memory is non-volatile,
which means that when you switch the synth off you

don't lose your sequence data - or, looked at
another way, when you switch the synth on, your
sequences are straight away available to you. In
case you're wondering, sequence data can also be

stored to RAM cards or via MIDI SysEx, but I'll
discuss this later.

Real-time recording on the SQ1 can be set to
Remove, Add, Loop or Punch in/out. Although you can

layer/split two or more tracks for recording, the SQ

will only record into one track at a time. Remove is

ordinary recording, where you wipe over any previous

data each time you record into a track.

Loop, as you might imagine, allows you to record

drum machine -style within a track (looping in
overdub), while Add is overdubbing without looping.

With Punch in/out set, you can manually punch in to

record at any point in a Sequence, then Stop the
Sequence at the point you want to finish recording.

However, if you also have Auto Punch enabled, you

can get the sequencer to punch in and out of record

automatically at predetermined in/out points.

A Sequence's length is determined by the length of

the first track you record, though subsequently you

can lengthen or shorten the Sequence as well as
append one Sequence to another (or to itself). After

you've hit Record for your initial track, you get a beat

from the inbuilt metronome but the SQ1 doesn't
begin recording until you start playing; this allows you

to set a tempo (25-250bpm) and get a feel for the
beat before you start playing. For subsequent tracks

you're given a one -bar count -in, though you can switch

this out if you wish.

Each time you finish recording, the SQ1 allows you

to audition the take before deciding whether or not to

keep it, while if a previous take exists you can
compare old and new and decide which one to keep -

a familiar and welcome Ensoniq practice. Another

useful function is Goto, which allows you to locate the

sequencer to any position within a Sequence or Song.

Each Sequence can be set to looped or one-shot

playback, and Sequences can be selected and played

like patterns on a drum machine. Sequence edit
functions include track quantise, copy, erase, merge,

transpose, shift, scale and filter. Some of these
functions allow you to work on a section of a track

and on a specific note range. The latter is a
particularly welcome inclusion, as it allows you to do

things like quantise or erase a specific drum Voice in

a drumkit Sound, transpose one note only so that it

plays a different drum Voice, or erase one of the
Voices in a split Sound texture.

Quantisation on the SQ1 is post -record only, and

includes straight and triplet values up to 1/64th-note

triplets (the sequencer's maximum resolution is
96ppqn). Notes are simply shifted to the nearest
beat of the quantise value. Shift allows you to slip a

whole track forward or backward in time in 96ppqn

steps, up to a quarter note either way, while Scale

allows you to globally increase or decrease the level

of various types of controller information in a track.

You can also filter out note data and various types of

controller data, and copy selected data to a different

track.

The SQ1 allows you to edit individual event data

within a track. To my mind the synth's small LCD
does you no favours here, especially when compared

to the large event lists and grid -type event edit
displays offered by computer -based sequencers.

Also, any event editor which doesn't allow you to edit

the position of a note (you have to delete and
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reinsert at a new position on the SQ1) just isn't
trying to be friendly.

Available for the first time on an Ensoniq
sequencer is Step -time recording, which allows you to

enter notes and controller information. This can be

with or without auto stepping (without allows you to

record chords per step), and allows you to set note

gate times as step length, any fixed duration or a
duration determined by the number of steps you hold

down a note for. With a minimum duration of 1/64th-

note triplets, you can enter some impossibly fast
runs, while the fixed note duration facility can be
useful for getting that mechanical feel.

The SQ1 does have one other type of recording,

called Mixdown, which comes into play, so to speak,

when you're in Song mode. In addition to note and

controller data, the Song tracks can be used for
recording real-time "mixdowns" of volume, pan,
envelope release -time and timbre data for both
Sequencer and Song tracks. Using the Data Entry

slider and Up/Down buttons, you can mix down one

track and one type of data at a time.

One thing you can't do in either Sequence or Song

mode is record real-time track mute and solo
settings, which is a great pity - especially as you can

solo and mute tracks in real time from a screen in
the Mix Bank. You select a track by pressing the
relevant track buttons, then use the edit controls to

set the track to S(olo), P(lay) or (M)ute. While it's nice

to have this facility, I would prefer to see muting and

soloing done off the track buttons only - with, say, a

double-click to solo a track and successive single
presses to play and mute it. If you were able to press

more than one button at once, so much the better.

The SQ1 does allow you to record initial track
on/off settings as part of each Sequence/Preset. If

you're working with short Sequences, you could try

making several copies of each Sequence and giving

each one different track mute settings, then selecting

them as appropriate for the moment.

Step -specific track mutes can be recorded at the

Song chain level, where you can also transpose
selected tracks per step. Chaining Sequences
together to form a Song is a tedious business at the

best of times. I'd like to see Ensoniq add an "auto -
compile" feature whereby you play and select the
Sequences in real time and the SQ1 automatically

compiles a Song chain for you - surely a fairly trivial

programming task. I'm not suggesting that this would

always be a superior way of working, but it does have

the virtue of allowing you to work at the musical
rather than the "technical" level. And why not have

the facility to record track mute settings at the same

time as your Song is being compiled? This sort of
spontaneous approach to recording/(re)mixing is
something manufacturers should be paying heed to.

The SQ1 can, of course, act as master or slave for

MIDI syncing purposes, and transmits and receives

MIDI Song Position Pointers in both Sequence and

Song mode. The synth can also be used as a
multitimbral slave for playing back sequences
recorded into an external sequencer (if you set the D

"Whether or not

Ensoniq like to use

the term

themselves, with

the SQ1 they've

come up with the

best argument yet

in favour of the

workstation."

subscriptions SUBSCRIPTION FORM
Please send me the next 12 issues of Music Technology commencing

with the issue.

I enclose Cheque/Banker's Draft to the value of £

Name

Address

Postcode
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synth to Multi reception) or as a multitimbral sound

source for MIDI guitarists (if you set the synth to
Mono mode A or B reception).

SQ1 Songs can be called up via MIDI (using Song

Selects 00-29), but, unfortunately,
Sequences/Presets can't. I'd like to see the SQ1
adopt the Control Channel method used by Roland.

whereby you reserve one MIDI channel for selecting

Sequences/Presets using MIDI patch changes, while

other MIDI channels select Sounds in the usual way.

Not only sequencer users but MIDI guitarists and
other MIDI instrumentalists would find this a useful

feature, I'm sure.

STORAGE
THERE ARE TWO ways of storing the SQ1's Sounds.

Sequences, Presets and Songs: to a plug-in RAM card

(MC32 or MC64) or to a remote storage device via

MIDI SysEx. The RAM cards can be used to store

Sounds only, Sequences/Presets/Songs only or a

mixture of the two. A maximum of 160 Sounds can be

stored on either card (as two banks of 80), so the
extra memory of the MC64 allows you to store more

sequence data than on the MC32.

The SQ1's card slot can also accept ROM cards.

Apparently there will be two categories, both offering

160 Sounds per card: SC Series cards will provide
factory -programmed Sounds, while ISC Series cards

will provide Sounds "programmed by leading sound

developers from around the world".

With 3.5" disks being a significantly cheaper
storage medium than RAM cards, sooner or later it's

going to make a lot of sense to invest in a generic

SysEx filing device, even if it does go against the
grain of the "all-inclusive" workstation ethos. If you've

bought an SQ1 because you don't want to get
involved with computers, your best bet is probably an

Alesis Datadisk, which will be able to handle the sort

of file sizes required by SQ1 sequencer memory
dumps.

Sounds and sequencer data are transferred
separately via SysEx, with bulk and individual options

in each case, and providing SysEx reception is
enabled, the SQ1 will receive data automatically.
Saving to and loading from disk via MIDI is inevitably

going to be slower than using an onboard disk drive,

not to mention a RAM card, so where you need speed

(when playing out live, for instance) it's still going to

be worth having one or two RAM cards to hand.

VERDICT
ENSONIQ DON'T LIKE to use the term "workstation",

because, to paraphrase one of their adverts, they've

taken the work out of their instruments. So instead

they've called the SQ1 a Personal Music Studio - a

description which conjures up images of portable

karaoke machines in my mind. Rest assured, the
SQ1 isn't about to assault your ears with versions of

'My Way' or 'Tie a Yellow Ribbon Round the Old Oak

Tree', nor do you have to sing along to it if you don't

want to. And while a karaoke machine encourages

you to be recreative by taking all the hard work out of

music -making for you, the SQ1 encourages you to be

creative by taking all the hard work out of music -

making for you. For once, the advert writers may have

hit the nail on the head instead of shooting
themselves in the foot.

The SQ1's front -panel is easy to comprehend and

straightforward to operate, yet this hasn't been
achieved at the expense of flexibility and
sophistication. At the same time Ensoniq have
provided a very effective integration of programming

and sequencing on the SQ1 - which is. after all, what

you should expect on a workstation. The sequencer

allows you to get your ideas down quickly and
conveniently, while doing its best not to limit you in

how you put your music together. All in all, the SQ1

encourages your creativity to come out by allowing

you to put your ideas into practice with the minimum

of fuss.

Of course, first and foremost you have to like not

only the sounds that the SQ1 is capable of producing

- and here it's a satisfactorily versatile instrument -

but also its sound quality. There's definitely an
"Ensoniq sound", and it's one which I'd loosely
characterise as being grainy, gritty and gutsy while

striking a happy balance between warmth and
incisiveness. As such it's an effective antidote to the

polite clarity which tends to characterise the sound of

Japanese synths. The same sort of thing can be said

about the SQ1's effects, notably the distortion - I just

wish Ensoniq had included a DDL (they would've
probably made it break up on regeneration).

Ensoniq have brought the SQ1 in at a good price

for what you're getting, though if you take into
account (or perhaps that should be take out of
account) the extra cost of upgrading the sequencer
memory and adding on some form of SysEx remote

storage capability (both of which are advisable, it

seems to me) then you need to think in terms of
spending several hundred pounds more at some
stage.

There are all sorts of arguments which can be
made against the workstation instrument and in
favour of the computer-based/modular approach. To

some extent their validity is a personal thing,
dependent on the way that you want to work and the

requirements of the music that you want to record. At

the same time, when certain workstation instruments

seem to represent little more than an opportunity for

flogging tired technology in a new guise, can you
wonder that the workstation concept has acquired a

tarnished reputation?

Ensoniq have always thought of the workstation as

an integrated instrument rather than a collection of

components which have to be made to fit together.

Whether or not they like to use the term, with the

SQ1 they've come up with the best argument yet in

favour of the workstation.

Prices SQ1, £1189; SQX70 sequencer memory
upgrade, £165; MC32 RAM card, £TBA, MC64 RAM

card, £TBA. All prices include VAT.

More from Ensoniq GB, Ensoniq House, Mirage
Estate, Hodgson Way, Wickford SS1 8YL. Tel: (0268)

561177.
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ATARI SOUND TOOLS PACKAGE

Atari Mega 4, Monitor,
Mouse, DAC 200 Meg
Drive, Interface,
Digidesign Sound Tools

£3995 + V.A.T.
DIGIDESIGN SOUNDTOOLS

All you Producers/Engineers/Remixers out
there. Ever wanted a system that allowed
you to complete loads of totally different
mixes without taking forever and a day, and
without miles of tape on the floor. WELL
THIS IS JUST ONE APPLICATION FOR
SOUNDTOOLS - just make loads of
different musical passes for each verse/
chorus/M8/breakdown etc onto DAT,
transfer digitally and edit - then make up as
many different mixes as you need. A must
for original 12" mixes. CALL NOW FOR A
DEMO or better still SOUND TOOLS with 20
minutes editing capacity can be hired for as
little as £90 per day.
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THE ONLY THING MISSING FROM THIS
PICTURE OF OUR DEMO SUITE IS YOU

Because when you book a demo at BABEL, thats exactly what
you get. A one to one hands on trial with no interuptions. To

arrange an appointment please call us on 01 749 8222

A3
M1, M1 R

T1, T2, T3

IN
STOCK

WAVESTATION

KORG

BABEL HIRE

Don't forget that we also have a hire
division, which apart from having a
wide selection of SAMPLERS, DAT
MACHINES, MULTITRACKS, MIXING
DESKS, KEYBOARDS,
FX PROCESSORS, and COMPUTER
MUSIC SYSTEMS available for hire
can also provide equipment on a hire
basis to evaluate an item you may
have in mind to purchase. Hire an
item for a maximum of two days, and
if at the end of the hire you decide to
purchase the item you won't be
charged a hire fee. Call us now for a
copy of our latest hire rate card.

STOP PRESS
NEW PRODUCTS

Zoom 9002. 9010 FX processors.
Akai 2 MEG boards £185
Korq WAVESTATION
EMU Proteus II

COMPUTERS & S/WARE

ATARI

APPLE, ATARI,
AMIGA, IBM,
C -LAB, DR. T
CUBASE
VISION

DENON
TASCAM

SECK FOSTEX
STUDIOMASTER

ECORDING & MIXING

TEL: 081-749 8222
7 GOLDHAWK MEWS (OFF DEVONPORT ROAD) HAMMERSMITH LONDON W12 8PA
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 16 DIGITAL EFFECTS
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CASIO MG -510
MIDI GUITAR

 SUPERB QUALITY GUITAR
 INTEGRAL MIDI INTERFACE
 HIGH-SPEED TRACKING
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PACKAGE DEALS
MG510 & K1R - £499

MG510 & VZ8M - £449

EX DEMO &
USED EQUIPMENT
KAWAI El MK II £469
SANSUI WS X1 £949
ALESIS
QUADRAVERB £299
YAMAHA SY22 £599
RHODES 660 £659
YAMAHA TG 55 £449
CASIO PG 380 £599
TASCAM 644 £725
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ALESIS HR16 £239
KORG T2 £2299
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ROLAND 1)10 £525
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* UNLIMITED
D50 Professional Voicing Series

There comes a time in the life of every

synth when it ceases to be "exciting" and

becomes "old faithful" - if it's lucky. If it's

very lucky, it may become "a classic" like

the Prophet 5 or Minimoog. The D50 is

lucky because, right now, it's becoming a

classic.

There's an important difference
between the D50 and the Minimoog,

e. however - the D50 was introduced in an

era of "third party support". For most
major keyboards you can now buy RAM

expansions, programming aids,
librarians, MIDI expanders and, the
subject of this review, patch libraries.
But, after four years, are there any new

sounds to be had from the D50, or have

they all been heard before? Who, as the

D50 moves into middle age, is going to

invest time and money producing yet
another series of patches? Evidently
Sound Source Unlimited feel that there's

life and novelty in the old dog yet, and
have released six ROM cards for it - the

D50 Professional Voicing Series - each

holding 64 patches.

I've often thought about producing
libraries of sounds for the D50; each
library would concentrate on a particular

class of sound - brass, strings,
woodwind, and so on, much as
commercial sample disks do. But SSU

are more astute - they've realised that

musicians don't want 64 different
timbres of trumpet on one ROM. What

you and I actually needed are a range of

sounds, conveniently available within
one library, and each applicable to the

same, particular, type of music. After all,

there's not much similarity between a

hip hop brass stab and the LSO, so
there's no sense putting them on the
same card. Consequently, we have six

ROM libraries, each aimed at a different

genre of synthesised music. While you'll

find (for instance) bass sounds on all of

the cards, the idea is that you'll find
appropriately funky basses on the Dance

Mix, and rounder woodier ones on the

Producer Series.

The first card (in no particular order) is

the TV/Film library. Here the accent is on

a broad spectrum of sounds, including a

wide range of pads and sound effects. As

on all of the cards, the patch banks have

been grouped into families of sounds -

patches 41-48 are pads, the 50s and
80s are effects, the 70s are orchestral,

and so on. This is one of the best of the

ROMs, and a serious attempt has been

made to get away from the recognisable

D50 sound. Even on first listening I noted

12 patches that stood out as well above

average - a good score for a 64 -patch

card.

Next up is FM Radio, with its excellent

Organ patches and another range of
useable pads. Not my favourite card this

one, but it has a difficult task. FM
implies punchy pianos, loadsa guitars
and driving basses - not all of which are

the D5O's forte. Still, if you don't have

access to an M1 and an S900, you
could do a lot worse.

Card 3 is the Producer Series, and is

a triumph of organised programming.
The eight banks are, in order, Pianos,

Organs, Brass, Strings, Bells/Vocals,
Guitars, Basses, and Orchestras. And

very nice too - reliable, solid and safe. if

you're looking for conventional sounds

with no 'Aliens Taking Off', this could be

your card.

Number 4 is another of my favourites:

Power Synths. OK, so I'm an analogue

junkie, but Power Synths does go a long

way towards fooling the world that
you've got a lot of that old hardware
tucked away somewhere. The D50 will

never actually sound like an Oberheim,

but this card is a bold attempt to put
some of the je ne sais quoi of these
classic synths under your digital
fingertips.

Card 5 is the Dance Mix. First

impressions are of a card unashamedly

modern, and you can look at many of
these patches as either unutterably

tedious or brilliant. I suspect that most

prospective purchasers will either love it

or hate it, and that your age may well be

the relevant factor here. But it's worth

giving this ROM a listen even if you're

not into house or disco as there are
some useful textures as well as the
predictable funky patches.

Finally we come to card 6, the Artist

Series. Where the names of the other

cards are pretty self-explanatory, I'm not

sure where this one comes from. It
should have been called the Effects
(with a few conventional sounds thrown

in) Series. If you're looking for
unexplored caverns, aliens doing strange

things, or Japanese motorbikes audibly

rusting, this is your card. Even some of

the more conventional synth sounds
have the suffix "-ish" (legitimately)
attached to them. This is clearly an
attempt to mix a conventional card with

sound effects, and I reckon SSU simply

bottled out of producing a card with 64

weirdos on it. For devotees only.

All the ROMs come in the usual
protective plastic wallet, which is
mounted on a card (the cardboard type)

on which the patch names are printed.

Construction and presentation quality
are good, and I didn't have a single
problem with any of the cards.

There's nothing startlingly new here,

but then again, if you're not either
stinking rich or an MT reviewer (no-one is

both), you're quite likely to find
something of interest on at least one of
these ROMs. But there is a gripe: the

price. At a hundred smackers for 64
patches we're not bargain -hunting here.

Fortunately, all the patches are also
available on floppy disk for under £28

per library, and that's definitely worth
considering. If you haven't got an Atari,

however, I'd hesitate to call these ROMs

good value for money. Gordon Reid.

Prices ROMs, £99; Disks, £27.99. Both

prices include VAT.

More from Executive Audio Ltd, 159
Park Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey KT2 6DQ. Tel: 081-541
0180/5789.
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Over 70 stands displaying all the latest Saturday 3rd
gear - plus rare Vintage equipment

& Sunday 4th

MUSIC
:::MAKER Admission E275
sieNEXHIBITIONS

Live showcases by November
top musicians

at the Novotel London Easy parking facilities,
Hammersmith International Centre 5 minutes walk from
1 Shortlands, London W6 Hammersmith

underground station
Open: Saturday 10am-6pm

Sunday 10am-5pm
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King Street 6$2,1 \az Hammersmith Road
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STILETTO
Yamaha TX81Z Pro -Sounds

"How'd you like 96 TX81Z sounds for a

fiver?"

"OK, Angelo, put down the knife, I

believe you."

As with other Stiletto collections, the

TX81Z sounds are arranged in a bank

template, so as you move through the

bank you meet the following
categories: pianos, harpsichords,
plucked strings, bells, ethnic/oriental
instruments, polysynth textures,
crosswave sounds, chiffy breathy
sounds, vocal sounds, brasses,
strings, woodwind, organs, lead lines,

percussive sequencer sounds, basses

and an oddball sound. The sounds
here come in three banks of 32 and
roughly follow the above concept (given

that a bank holds 32 sounds).

We kick off with 'Rock Piano', quite

bright with a hard metallic edge and a

little soft distortion, very faint. 'Meta -
Cello' sounds like Julian Lloyd -Webber

with go -faster stripes. 'Ard'n'Saxy'
does a pretty good OTT sax impression

and if 'Throat Bass' doesn't blow your

tonsils out you've already had them
removed. Oddball sound is 'Xenolith',
a hard -edged, grating metallic pad with

lots of sustain.

From bank 2 I particularly liked
'Grunt+Tine', a tine piano (you're
supposed to grunt while playing it, I

guess), while 'ppObikord' is good for
keyboard -type chords and 'TheBrasses'

is just about as full a brass sound as
you can get from a TX. Oddball sound

is 'Deep Sleep', a soft brass pad
which brings in harsher overtones
when held.

Favourite piano in bank 3 is

'DigitalEP+'. I also loved 'Rezzo-Klav',

a full, funky clay sound and
`BasMunchki' provides a bass
accompaniment. Oddball sound here is

'Don't Look', a soft metallic pad -
probably the most musically useful
oddball of the three banks.

All banks contain plenty of piano -
type sounds and bass sounds which

the TX synthesises rather well. There

are several pads, choral and string
ensembles, too. All sounds are Stiletto

originals and are available on TX81Z

datacassette, Dr T's -compatible files,

voice sheets or a free sound injector.
This ST desk accessory reads Caged

Artist synth files and loads them into
the synth.

At just a fiver, can the sounds
actually be any good? I was sceptical

too, but Stiletto have maintained their

usual high standards - I won't say
they're all corkers, and some I could

find little use for. But preferences are,

after all, personal.

I don't know why Stiletto are selling

these for a fiver and I wouldn't bother

asking - just buy them before they
change their mind! Ian Waugh

Price £5 including VAT (Overseas add

£2 p&p).

More from Stiletto Sound Systems, 14

Nelson Street, Dumfries, DG2 9AY. Tel:

(0387) 65276.

ROLAND
D -series Sound Cards

These sound cards come from Roland

themselves and are compatible with
the company's D5, D10, D20 and
D110. Each card contains 64 Tones,
128 Timbres and 128 Performance
Patches.

Card PN-D10-01 (love the name) is

titled Unique D Sounds and tries to
capture the "essence" of LA synthesis.

There are lots of ethereal floating
sounds, strings, voices, pads, sweeps -

the sort of stuff you'd expect LA to excel

at. There's also a selection of lead
sounds, bells, a few instruments and

some sound FX and novelty sounds.

In 'Jet Stream' you can almost hear
the pilot talking to the tower.
Alternatively, if you want to know what

a cat sounds like travelling at 100mph

listen to 'Tom & Jerry' (children,
please do not try this at home). Play

'Calliope' and you can hear those
chestnuts roast (you may have to be a

film buff or over 60 to fully appreciate

this). 'Holly Pipes', when played
quietly, is very spooky.

My favourites have got to be the
pads, particularly those which contain

more than one sound source. `Future

Pad' has an orchestral quality with
breathy tines underneath; 'D50 Vox' is

slow -attack voices saying "Ah".

This is probably my favourite of the

three cards, typifying the reasons why I

added LA to my setup in the first
place.

PN-D10-02 is entitled Rhythm and

Bass Sounds. Now, the D -series is
blessed with over 60 preset
percussion sounds, and I would have

thought that that was enough for most

types of music. How wrong can you
be? This card contains another 48 - if

you want more snares, bass drums,
toms, hi -hats and other miscellaneous

percussion sounds, here they are.

The other 16 sounds are basses - of

the 'Mini', 'Rock', 'Thump', 'Wet',
'Perc' and miscellaneous varieties.
Again, if the dozen or so preset basses

are not enough, here are some more

to add to your collection.

PN-D10-03 is called Natural
Variations and contains electric pianos,

harpsichords and clays, organs, saxes,

guitars, basses, strings, harps, vibes
and brass plus a miscellaneous
collection of other "natural"
instruments, a few sweeps and some

combination sounds.

I liked 'Quartet St', a solo(ish) string

sound you can use across the full
range of the keyboard, and also
'Floating Pad', a pad with a soft brass

attack and a high metallic ring to it.

But are they sufficiently different to
the D -series' presets to warrant
purchase? Well, in as much as similar

preset sounds in the synths are different

from one another, yes they are. If you're

looking for more "natural variations" on

LA sounds, this is a good selection.

Additionally, if you have a D10 or D20,

you'll be able to access 128 Performance

Patches which are made up from the
Tones provided. You can also experience

32 new rhythm patterns (per card) which

cover a vast range of modern musical

styles from jazz and rock to latin (check

out PN-D10-02 in particular for these).

These cards, obviously, work out a

little more expensive than just buying

sounds. Their advantage is that the
sounds, rhythms and performances
are always there, ready when you are.

If you need instant access, then the
types of sounds the cards contain
won't let you down. Ian Waugh

Price £56 per card.

More from Roland (UK) Ltd,

Amalgamated Drive, West Cross
Centre, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9EZ.

Tel: 081-568 4578.
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THE ULTIMATE STUDIO ACCESSORY?

VOLUME 2
nESPITE THE RAPIDLY falling cost of high quality
LI equipment, the pressure on both professionals and
enthusiasts to keep up with the very latest in technology
can still mean that budgets get stretched to the limit.
And when each new acquisition seems to expose as many
problems in your recording system as it solves, it becomes
increasingly necessary to choose equipment which is
precisely suited to your needs and to get the very best out
of it on a day to day basis.
Of course, the instruction manual is always there to show
you exactly how a piece of equipment works. What it
seldom does is explain when it is needed, why it is
necessary and where it should be used...
Building to a complete series, CREATIVE RECORDING is
being written to provide all those with an active
involvement in sound recording with a comprehensive
overview of modern recording practice. Whether you're an
absolute beginner, a serious amateur or a professional
studio owner, you'll find CREATIVE RECORDING a mine
of invaluable information.
Written by Paul White of Home and Studio Recording, the
CREATIVE RECORDING series is rapidly being accepted
as the standard work for home recordists and studio
technicians alike. Further additions to the series are
planned and will be announced as soon as they become
available.

CREATIVE RECORDING: VOLUME 1
EFFECTS AND PROCESSORS
Volume 1 is a modern sourcebook of information on all the
different types of effects and processors currently found in
the studio.
With chapters covering Compressors and Limiters,
Reverberation, Gates and Expanders, Delay, Pitch
Shifters, Patch Bays, Enhancers, Equalisers and Panners
as well as related areas such as Mixing, Production and
MIDI techniques, Effects and Processors provides the most
comprehensive coverage of this aspect of recording
process to date
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VOLUME 2
MICROPHONE AND RECORDING

TECHNIQUES

This, the second volume in the
CREATIVE RECORDING series,
takes the mystery out of choosing
and using microphones in a
recording environment. The
microphone is the first step in any
recording chain, and mistakes
made here are impossible to
remedy later. Volume 2 is
designed to help you avoid
making those mistakes, and
starts out by explaining how
studio microphones work, what are the strengths and
weaknesses of the different types available and, most
importantly, how to choose the correct one for the job in
hand.
It then goes on to cover specific techniques for vocal and
speech recording, classical stereo recording and various
methods of recording both rock and classical instruments
from the drum kit to the grand piano! Extensive use of
illustrations and photographs make even the more
advanced aspects clear and easy to understand.
Volume 2 concludes with a roundup of the world's most
widely used studio mics along with their characteristics
and popular applications.
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CREATIVE RECORDING Volumes 1 & 2 are available
direct from Music Maker Books at £9.95 each (plus £1.50
p&p) or at the special offer price of £21.00 for both (inc.
p&p). Simply complete and return the coupon below, or
you can order by telephoning 0353 665577 and quoting
your credit card number.

Nu ook
verkrijgbaar in de
nederlandse taal.
Bel 020-6683906
Octogon Uitgevers
BV, De Flinesstraat

2, 1078 GB
AMSTERDAM

AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT - ORDER TODAY!
Please send me the following (indicate number of copies in box):

Creative Recording Volume 1: Effects and Processors at

£9.95 + £1.50 p&p Ul copies

Creative Recording Volume 2: Microphones and Recording

Techniques at £9.95 + £1.50 p&p La copies

Creative Recording Volumes 1 and 2 at the special price of £21.00

including p&p  sets
I enclose my cheque for £ made payable to Music

Maker Books or charge my Access/Visa credit card number:

_ / _ / _ _ /
Expiry Date Signature

Name

Address

Postcode
Send to: Mail Order Department, Music Maker Publications,

Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
Please allow 28 days for delivery



readers ads
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY'S readers' classified section is the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry more ads for synthesisers,

samplers, computers, signal processing gear and assorted other goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio
engineers are on the lookout for some extra gear to update their line-up, they turn to these pages first.

If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if you're searching for a specific piece
of equipment or looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band, we can help out there, too.

Just pick up the phone and dial (0898) 100767. At the other end of the line you'll be able to select a category in which to place your ad, and
let us know exactly what it is you're selling or seeking.

The service operates 24 hours a day, so there's no need to hunt for stamps, envelopes or Biros. Pick up the phone and we'll do the rest.
If you buy and sell musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to use the regular classified section on the last page. And we regret

we can't answer any queries regarding readers' classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.

KEYBOARDS
AKAI MX73 MIDI keyboard, immac

cond, £260. Tel: (0273) 670805.

AKAI MX73, mother keyboard, vgc,

hard case, £250. Andy, Tel: (0926)

882913.

ANTIQUES ROADSHOW - technolust

clearout, DX9 early MIDI beast, £140;

Jupiter 6 MIDI monster, £300; Siel

DKS80, 5 -octave, velocity sensitive,

99 sounds, £140. Tel: (0977)

649100/642270.

CASIO CT650, full size keyboard,

MIDI facilities, £110. Mike, Tel: 061-

624 9968.

CASIO CZ synth cartridges, (2), suit

all CZs, 64 sounds each, £55 the

pair. Tel: (0602) 253916.

CASIO CZ1, velocity aftertouch

sensitive, multitimbral synth,

flightcase, 1300 patches, perfect,

£450. Adam, Tel: (0865) 751369.

CASIO CZ101, £95 ono; Yamaha

DX21, needs slight attention, £119;

Roland MC202, £69. Tel: (0628)

473393.

CASIO CZ230S, 100 presets, 20

rhythms, pitch portamento, MIDI,

transpose, etc, £105 ono. Tel: (0843)

68522.

CASIO CZ1000, £170 ono; MC202

sequencer, £100 ono; Yamaha CS5

monosynth, £50 ono; HR16 drums.

Craig, Tel: (0742) 750419.

CASIO CZ1000, RAM, SPM8:2,

X15/MN75, QX21, Gajits SEQ1,

offers? Wanted: VZ1, TX81Z, Sansui

MSR6. Tel: (0748) 5481.

CASIO CZ1000, £130; Yamaha RX17,

£130, both good cond. Gareth, Tel:

(0204) 593938.

CASIO CZ3000, DX21 synths, QX21

sequencer, immac, all £750; will

separate. Chris, Tel: (0902) 862739,

eves 9.30pm onwards.

CASIO CZ5000, £300; Yamaha DX11,

£340, both excellent cond,

flightcased, volume pedals, X -stand,

Calls cost 33p per minute cheap rate, and 44p per minute at all other times.

manuals etc. Tel: 081-946 1644,

eves.

CHEETAH Master Series 5V, £200

ono; Jupiter tenor sax, £600 ono.

Chris, Tel: (0536) 744288.

CLASSIC Pro One, analogue synth,

with CV and sequencer, great house

sound, £100. Tel: (0724) 734211.

CLAVINOVA CLP550 (Yamaha),

excellent cond, 7 months old, £1199

ono, can deliver. Karen, Tel: (0491)

33631.

E -MU PROTEUS XR, as new. Tel:

(0272) 421313.

ENSONIQ ESQ1, v3.0, damaged key,

hence price, £400. Tel: (0279)

422564, after 6pm.

ENSONIQ SQ80 crosswave synth, 8 -

track sequencer, disk drive, boxed,

manual, ROM, mint cond, £800. Tel:

031-339 6391.

ENSONIQ SQ80, mint, absolute

bargain, £799 ono. Gary, Tel: 051-

933 4557.

ENSONIQ VFX, mint cond, latest MIDI

update, £1100. Cliff, Tel: 081-951

0413, anytime.

EVOLUTION EVS1 multitimbral synth

module with editor, brand new,

unwanted gift, £280, no offers. Jamie,

Tel: (0494) 816886, anytime.

FENDER RHODES 73, suitcase, good

cond, flightcase, pedal. Roy, Tel: 071-

488 9951, work.

FENDER RHODES Stage 73, good

cond, £95 ono for quick sale. Tel:

(0734) 312298.

HAMMOND 1(146 organ, drawbars,

excellent cond, £2000 ono, no

reasonable offer refused. Tel: (0440)

706582.

KAWAI 1(1, RAM card, £399; Casio

CZ101, £90, boxed, good cond. Tel:

(0323) 422086.

KAWAI 1(1, multitimbral splits, layers,

velocity and aftertouch keyboard, as

new, £365 ono. Tel: (099 289) 2317.

KAWAI 1(1 II, Steinberg Synthworks,

massive sound library, all brand new,

home use only, £600. Tel: (0905)

773509.

KAWAI K5M, 16 voice, £350 ono.

Wanted: Atari SM124 monitor or

similar. Tel: (0672) 870473, after

6pm.

KEYTEK CTS2000 wavetable synth,

multitimbral, great MIDI spec, weird

but wonderful, £375 or swaps. Tel:

051-722 2165.

KORG DELTA, analogue string synth,

£100. Alan, Tel: (0757) 705018.

KORG DW6000, never gigged, £180

ono; Boss microrack graphic, £65.

Mick, Tel: (0788) 570195.

KORG DW8000, superb cond, never

gigged, boxed, manuals, leads, house

forces reluctant sale, £425 ono. Tel:

(0373) 826457.

KORG Ml, ('nuff said), DX7S, great,

Roland D10, all mint. Andy, Tel:

(0582) 607265.

KORG Ml, music workstation with

free Steinberg Twelve sequencing

software, £1050 ono. Tel: 091-253

2460, eves.

KORG Ml, plus PCM and ROM cards,

£1025. Tel: (0204) 21430.

KORG P3 piano software, what a

sound, £200? Offers. Richard, Tel:

(0536) 746113.

KORG P3, sampled grand piano

module, MIDI, ROM slot, boxed, £210

ono. Tel: (0483) 576680.

KORG POLY -61, £199; Realistic Solid

State 100W PA amp plus speaker,

£99. Mark, Tel: (0254) 390836,

days/(0706) 224486, eves.

KORG POLY800, MkII, no manual,

hence only £150. Tel: (0795)

874836.

KORG POLY800, packaging, case,

manual, PSU, patch tape and data

recorder, £180. Tel: 081-907 2541.

KORG 707, still in box, soft case,

stand, strap, ultimate in posing, £355

ono. Tel: (0843) 64640.

KORG T1, with case, £2500; Roland

R8M, 3 ROMs, £500; Atari 1040ST,

£400. Tel: (0274) 596716.

KORG T3, unused, just bought in

Japan, flightcase, extra sounds,

emigrating hence £1850 ono. Gordon,

Tel: 071-249 1130.

MOOG PRODIGY, £85; Yamaha

TX81Z, eight -part multitimbral, £185,

manuals, sounds wicked! Bri, Tel:

(0623) 651565.

NEW: SY77, S1000PB, R8,

1040STFM, monitor, printer, Notator

v2.0, DMP7, Tascam 103, 30W amp,

JBL GS115s, £5950, or split. Tel:

(0482) 796674.

PROPHET V, 3.2, £600; Yamaha

R1000, £100; Garfield Minidoc & Dr

Click, offers; Yamaha QX1, £350. Tel:

071-372 3724.

PROPHET 600, £285. Paul, Tel: 081-

989 2074, anytime.

RHODES MK80, excellent cond, plus

stand, pedals, aluminium case, home

use only, £1450. Phil, Tel: (0253)

827125.

ROLAND A80, £950; Yamaha DX11,

£ 350; Casio CZ1, £500; Midiverb II,

£ 180. Tel: (0237) 421035.

ROLAND Alpha Juno 2, £320 ono. Tel:

071-920 3220, days.

ROLAND D5, £400 ono; Carlsbro

Cobra 90, £175, both excellent cond.

Tel: (0745) 336395.

ROLAND D20 workstation, boxed,

manuals, RAM card, leads, home use

only, £800 ono. Graeme, Tel: (0622)

890601.

ROLAND D20, boxed, manuals, disks,

mint cond, £750 or swap for D50.

Gary, Tel: (0922) 33991.

ROLAND D50, with multitimbral

upgrade and memory expansion (M -

EX). Complete with ROMs and case,

£895 ono. Tel: (08012) 4017.

ROLAND D70, pristine, £1575 ono;

Juno 106, stand, £325 ono. Tel: 081-

398 9901.
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ROLAND D110 synth module, with

Atari editor, 100's of pro voices,

£420. Steve, Tel: 051-526 0235.

ROLAND D110, £315; Hammond

L102, (needs attention), plus Leslie

145 tone cabinet, £215. Tel: (0592)

774966.

ROLAND DUO, £350 ono; Roland

Juno2, £395 ono; Kawai R100, extra

sounds, £210 ono. Andy, Tel: (0954)

7248.

ROLAND DUO, £425; Roland U20,

£850; E -mu Emax, £1150; Yamaha

MT2X, £375; DX7, £475. Tel: 081-

462 6261.

ROLAND D110 and rhythm and bass

sound card, boxed, immac, unopened,

proof of purchase, £425. Tel: (0273)

670805.

ROLAND D550, home use only,

excellent cond, £600 ono. Tel: (0952)

630357.

ROLAND EM101 synth module, poly,

plus 8 solo, as new, £100. Tel: 061-

273 7759.

ROLAND EM101 sound module, MIDI,

stereo, poly and solo voices, as new,

£99. Tel: 061-980 6140.

ROLAND JP4, knobs and sliders!

£200 ono. Phil, Tel: (0707) 323864.

ROLAND JP6, immac, plus aluminium

flightcase, £550 ono; Akai S612

sampler with disk drive and disks,

£275 ono; Yamaha FB01, £120 ono,

offers for the lot. John, Tel: 071-388

6347 (work); 071-497 3300, X2055.

John, I'll give you a shout when the

washing machine wants plumbing in.

ROLAND JUNO 2, touch sensitive,

good smooth sounds, Yamaha TX7

module, both £575 ono. Tel: (03636)

414.

ROLAND JUNO 6, case, manual, lovely

machine, £110 ono, will deliver. Tel:

(0292) 316608, after 6pm.

ROLAND JUNO 60, plus JSQ60

recorder, excellent cond, £275. Dawn,

Tel: 021-784 5620, after 6pm.

ROLAND JUNO 60, JSQ60, £250;

TR606, MC202, SH09, £75 each;

Porta One, £225, offers. Tel: 051-526

9117.

ROLAND JUNO 60, with MIDI, classic

analogue synth, manuals, £285 ono.

Tel: (0909) 486971.

ROLAND JUNO 106, boxed, manual,

average cond, stand, £275. Jonathan,

Tel: (0404) 812264.

ROLAND JX3P, beautiful sounds,

excellent cond, £290 ono. Wanted:

PG800 programmer. Tel: (0344)

886269, anytime.

ROLAND JX3P, £250; Juno 1, £250,

both flightcased, excellent cond, any

offers of swaps welcome. Tel: (0782)

637903.

ROLAND MKB200 master keyboard, 5

octaves, touch and after, 128

memories, £199 ono. Tel: 061-980

6140.

ROLAND MT32, mint, manual, £240

ono. Pete, Tel: (0462) 481874.

ROLAND MT32, voices on Atari,

£220; Yamaha EMT10 module, £160;

Boss BX800 8:2 mixer, £170. Tel:

(0475) 30181, after 6pm.

ROLAND MT32, excellent cond, home

use only, PSU, manuals, leads, £220

ono. Tel: (0273) 584802.

ROLAND SH101, manual, power

supply, mint, £85. Mark, Tel: (0924)

271449.

ROLAND U110, mint cond, boxed,

manuals, £400; Korg GR1 rackmount

reverb, £75. Tel: (0604) 30347.

TECHNICS K350, multi -function

keyboard, £180 ono; Roland Juno

106, with case, £280. Tel: (0705)

690842.

YAMAHA CX5M, software, large

keyboard, FB01, YC45D organ, Leslie,

mics, amp, mixer etc, offers/swaps.

Tel: (0933) 50150.

YAMAHA DSR2000, £430; Yamaha

PSS680, £120; Yamaha SHS10, £40,

all perfect. Tel: (0235) 526302.

YAMAHA DX7, perfect, flightcase,

manuals, ROMs, classic synth, £500.

Graham, Tel: (0234) 45920.

YAMAHA DX7, Mkl, ROMs, hard case,

1000 sound (Atari), £490 ono. Chris,

Tel: (0272) 277359, work/775747,

home.

YAMAHA DX11, manual, RAM

cartridge, flightcase, mint cond, home

use only, £380. Tel: (03543) 5239.

YAMAHA DX27, excellent cond,

manuals, case, £190. Tel: (0524)

53579.

YAMAHA DX100, as new, £150;

Fostex X15, 4 -track, £180, many MIDI

leads. Tel: (0273) 463328.

YAMAHA DX100, excellent cond,

Yamah power pack, hardly used,

£150. Tel: (0772) 614267.

YAMAHA FB01, multitimbral MIDI

expander, £120; Casio HT700, MIDI

keyboard, £100. Mark, Tel: (0744)

21691.

YAMAHA KX76 MIDI controller

keyboard, perfect cond, boxed, £750.

Tel: 081-202 0575.

YAMAHA PF80, excellent, £600;

TX81Z, £275; Korg M3r plus RE1,

£850; MU1602, £700. Paul Bovey,

Tel: Tracey 833337.

YAMAHA PSS680, 100 voices,

rhythms, custom drummer, excellent

cond, £130. Tel: 091-488 3297.

YAMAHA SY22, boxed, manuals,

mint, was £800, sell for £500. Tel:

(0293) 29314.

YAMAHA TX7, plus editor and over a

thousand sounds, £195 or swap for

comp/lim. Tel: (0538) 308680.

YAMAHA TX81Z, boxed, manuals,

excellent cond, home use only,

bargain, £180. Tel: Droitwich 779854.

YAMAHA TX81Z, with Steinberg

editor, £230; Alesis Microverb II, £85.

Norman, Tel: 091-284 8115, after

6pm.

YAMAHA V50, £800; DX100, £160;

PSS680, with stand, £140, all immac,

boxed, manuals. Mark, Tel: (0274)

547146.

YAMAHA WX11, wind synth, plus BT7

compatibility power pack, boxed, mint,

£240. Tel: (0299) 403720, eves.

SAMPLING
AKAI S900 MIDI digital sampler,

v2.1 software, disk library, mint,

£780 ono. John C, Tel: (0203)

691054.
AKAI 5900, mint, sell or swap D50,

delivery possible. Jason, Tel:

(0844) 261663, after 8pm.
AKAI S900, v2 update system disk,

X -fade loop, VCF envelope, pre -

trigger recording. Tom, Tel: (0706)

44410.
CASIO SK100 sampling keyboard,

boxed, instructions, vgc,

programmable rhythms, chords,

£65. Andrew, Tel: (0485) 600513,

after 7pm.

EMAX II, brand new, will pay

shipping, £1950. Write: J Grahame,

6 Culliton, Regina, 545 4J6,

Canada. Tel: (306) 584-2135.

EMULATOR 11+, double disk drive,

17.5 secs, SMPTE, 8 -track

sequencer, cream of Ell+ library,

£2000, (possible p/x). Tony, Tel:

(0706) 78141.
ENSONIQ EPS sampler, home use

only, £850 ono or p/x for 0220,
M3r etc. Write: S Black, 30 Etive

Crescent, Wishaw, Scotland ML2

OPL.

ENSONIQ EPS 4 times memory

expansion board, 5 yrs warranty,

£350. Terry, Tel: 071-703 7133.
ENSONIQ EPS sampling keyboard,

vgc, home use only, large sample

library, £850. Graham, Tel: (0753)

28973.
EPS MEMORY expanders, 2x,

£180 ono; 2x with SCSI option,

£200 ono, boxed, as new. Simon,

Tel: (0489) 878734.
FIFTY original Emulator II disks for

sale, £5 each or the lot for £100!

Dave, Tel: (0274) 616107.

PROPHET 2000 sampler, £475

ono; Casio CZ101, SZ1, £150 pair.

Tel: 061-231 6254.
ROLAND S/0, flightcase, disks, X -

stand, manuals, home use only,

excellent cond, £425. Tel: Droitwich

779854.

ROLAND 610 digital sampling

keyboard, 40 disks, excellent cond,

£400. Jay, Tel: (0235) 812023,
offers.

ROLAND S330 sampler, boxed,

manual, version 1.03 software,

mint cond, library available, Atari

ST patch copy software, Director S

sequencing software or S330, all

for £750. Tel: (03543) 5239.

ROLAND S330 rack sampler,

manuals, vgc, £750 or swap 2Meg

Casio FZ1. Steve, Tel: (0602)

622846.
ROLAND W30 sampler/

workstation, 4 months old, home

use only, disks, boxed, £1350. Tel:

(0793) 876259, after 6pm.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 sequencer, boxed,

mint cond, £140. Tel: 081-748

6266.

ALESIS MMT8, £165; Hammond

DPM48, with pad interface, £125;

Roland SH101, boxed, £95. Tel:

(0822) 612136.
KORG SQD1, 16 -track, MIDI, boxed,

manuals, 25 disks, home use,

£180. Colin, Tel: 061-766 7984,
eves.

KORG SQD8 sequencer, 16 quick

disks, as new, £200. Tel: Hartlepool

263296.

ROLAND MC202, immac, both

manuals and switch matrix, leads,

power supply, £115 ono. Tel: (0909)

486971.

ROLAND MC202, £69; Korg KMS30

MIDI sync to Roland/Korg/Oberheim

etc, £75. Tel: (0628) 473393.

ROLAND MC202, boxed, manuals,

£100; Roland TB303, manuals, £100;

Ladbrookes Midistudio sequencer,

£30. Tel: (0203) 666246, eves.

ROLAND MC300, Super-MRC

software, only 3 months old, perfect

cond, boxed, £575. Tel: (0843)

62230.

ROLAND MC500, Mk2, £850; Roland

D10, £600; U110, £480; Carlsbro PA,

£450 ono, extras included. Tel:

(0952) 582873.

ROLAND MC500II, Super-MRC and

MRC500 software, all manuals, disks

etc, also D50 sounds disk, £575. Tel:

(0564) 775181.

YAMAHA QX5, boxed, manuals, 8

tracks, 20,000 note capacity,

excellent cond, £160. Tel: Droitwich

779854.

DRUMS
AKAI XE8 drum expander, 48 16 -bit

sounds, 8 individual outputs, £180.

James, Tel: 081-954 5275.
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ALESIS HR16, excellent cond, £200.

Tel: 071-735 1418, eves.

ALESIS HR16 digital drum machine,

boxed, mint, plus manual, £190.

Adrian, Tel: (0255) 432247.

ALESIS HR16B, 4 months old, vgc,

47 electronic and processed drum

sounds, £200. Martin, Tel: (0865)

863718.

BOSS DR220A rhythm machine, 12

instrument voices, 64 rhythms, as

new, bargain, £79. Tel: (0602)

253916.

DRUMTRAKS, tunable exchangeable

chips, boxed, £125 for quick sale.

Tel: 081-340 2850.

DRUMULATOR, as new, £150;

Roland SH101, working, £35. Write:

Dilly, 20 Trower Street, Preston,

Lancs.

KAWAI R100 drum machine, £200;

Carlsbro PA, £180; Gibson LGO

acoustic, case, £300. Tony, Tel: 081-

441 1792.

KORG DDD1, dynamic drums,

excellent cond, ROM cards, box,

manual, cassette, £275. Steve, Tel:

(0403) 68292.

KORG DDD1 for sale, £160 ono;

Yamaha QX5, £200 ono. Andy, Tel:

(0425) 272488, days.

KORG DDD5 drum machine, £195;

Korg SQD8 sequencer, £175; boxed

60s synth, £90; Sansui 2x40W amp,

£85. Tel: (0763) 262134.

KORG KPR77, analogue drums, £49;

Korg DDM220 digital latin drums,

£49; KMS30, £75. Tel: (0628)

473393.

PEARL MX chrome 8 -piece, 2002 hi -

hats, 5 Sabian/AA cymbals,

hardware, cases, immac, £1800

ono. Tel: (07844) 50302.

ROLAND OCTAPAD II, (Pad80), £400

ono; Korg SQD8, offers. David, Tel:

(04022) 29961.

ROLAND OCTAPAD II, (Pad80), mint

cond, boxed, plus manuals, clamp,

£390. Adrian, Tel: (0255) 432247.

ROLAND TB303 bassline, the

ultimate acid machine, £200 or

swap/p/x for drum machine. Tel:

(0604) 843536.

ROLAND TR505 drum machine,

boxed, manuals, PSU, excellent

cond, £120 ono. Tel: (0353)

777637.

ROLAND TR606, £50; Roland

TR505, £115, both with manuals.

Tel: (0803) 294807.

ROLAND TR626, boxed, manuals, 6

tracks, 30 voices, mint cond, £150.

Tel: Droitwich 779854.

ROLAND TR707, classic drum

machine, immac cond, manuals,

power supply, (still the easiest to

program), £185 ono. Tel: (0909)

486971.

ROLAND TR909, hip-house/techno

drum machine, full MIDI spec,

original manuals, £325. Tel: (0395)

278830.

SIMMONS SDS7, 7 drums, leads,

stands, £425; Eprom blower and

eraser, £90, both vgc. Tel: (0271)

79176.

SIMMONS SDS9, red, inc ride, crash,

hi -hats, all stands and pedals, 2

EPROMs, stool, home use only,

perfect cond, £600 ono. Tel: (0373)

864029.

YAMAHA DD10 drum machine, foot

switches, 100 rhythms, MIDI etc,

good cond, £55. Tel: (0843) 68522.

YAMAHA RX8, excellent 16 -bit

tunable sounds, individual outputs,

boxed, manual, immac, £240. Tel:

(0293) 28934.

YAMAHA RX11, £130; Roland D110,

£350; Yamaha MT3X, as new, £399.

Tel: 091-284 8686.

YAMAHA RX11, RAM cartridge, 12

outputs, manual, £160 or swap

TR707. Simon, Tel: (0926) 423822.

YAMAHA RX15, Roland SRV2000,

Tascam 244, offers. Darren, Tel:

081-648 8713.

COMPUTING
AMIGA B2000, 3Meg RAM, Music X,

MIDI interface, 0110 editor, £1500

ono. Andy, Tel: 051-336 6657.

ATARI STE, plus monitor, £475;

Steinberg M1 editor plus sounds,

£110, as new, guaranteed. Tel:

(0424) 436674, anytime.

ATARI 520STFM, DS drive, SM124

hi-res monitor, Atari Megafile 30,

(dodgy but very cheap), loads of

software, £375. Tel: (0926) 423940.

ATARI 1040ST, £285; also hi-res

mono monitor available. Tel: (0529)

305611.

ATARI 1040ST, SM124 monitor,

Steinberg Pro24, as new, unmarked,

original packaging, £500. Tel: Belfast

761636.

ATARI 1040STFM, plus Cubase

sequencer and Atari monitor, boxed,

as new, £600. Mat, Tel: (0582)

769724.

ATARI 1040STFM, SM124, C -Lab

Notator, Pro12, home use, as new,

printer available, £695. Tel: (0235)

522859.

BBC UMI 2B, sequencing ROM, plus

interface, manual, £100. Richard,

Tel: 081-506 0533.

C -LAB NOTATOR, latest release:

transfer registration, £275; C -Lab

export, £55; Genpatch, £40. Tel:

(0283) 790842.

C -LAB NOTATOR, v3.00, 22.00, 2.2,

plus all updates, £300 ono; Roland

U110, £400; EPS x2 expander, £200

ono, all as new. Tel: (0909) 566695.

HYBRID ARTS SMPTETrack II, latest

update, plus SMPTE box, as new,

£375 ono. Tel: (0923) 662486.

HYBRID ARTS SMPTETrack II

hardware, reads and writes SMPTE,

latest version, £350. Tel: 081-340

2850.

1MEG Atari external drive, new

D110, Kawai PH50, £800, swap

S50. Mick, Tel: (0302) 864877.

ROLAND MC300/500 performance

software - a must for live work, as

new, £50. Tel: (06333) 65758, eves.

STEINBERG CUBASE, latest version,

key, manual, boxed, £270. Tel:

(07048) 74903.

STEINBERG CUBASE, perfect cond,

never used, £199. Write: John

Manual, 4 Market Parade, Old Hill

Street, London.

STEINBERG PR012, boxed, manual,

£30 ono. Tel: (0625) 611704.

STEINBERG PR024, v3, Dr T's

D10/D110 editor, best offer

secures. Brian, Tel: (0298) 24776.

STEINBERG TWELVE sequencing

software, inc free Korg Ml, £1050.

Tel: 091-253 2460, eves.

VOYETRA Sequencer Plus, Mklll, v3,

software for IBM PC and compatibles,

offers? Tel: 031-667 8613.

XRI-MICON, TX7/CZ editors,

sequencer, Cheetah sampler, (all

Spectrum), offers. Write: J Leese,

244 Furlong Road, Tunstall ST6 5UN.

YAMAHA CX5M with DX editor,

composer, and sequencer programs,

£120. Tel: 081-340 2850.

RECORDING
AKAI EX9OR digital reverb unit, inc

Akai 19" rackmount, £130. Adrian,

Tel: (0255) 432247.

AKAI MG614, just like new, £550;

Roland Octapad, £250. Tel: (0602)

383068.

ALESIS QUADRAVERB, excellent

cond, £325 ono. Tel: 071-735 1418,

eves.

ALLEN & HEATH System 8, flightcase,

vgc, £1500. Tel: (0752) 559082.

BOSS BX16 mixer, £349; DX11 plus

sequencer, as new, boxed, £349; A -

frame stand, £75. Tel: 081-868 0070.

BOSS microrack comp/lim, £45;

enhancer (stereo), £45; TR505 plus

separate outputs. Tel: (0705)

673602.

DRAWMER U(20, £200; DS201,

£225; Scintillator, £100; SPX50D,

£250; Yamaha R1000 digital reverb,

£125; Yamaha GE20, £80, all

excellent cond, guaranteed. Tel:

(0424) 436674.

FOSTEX A4 open -reel 4 -track, little

use since recent overhaul, very good

cond, including service manual, £320.

Good beginners machine! Tel: (03543)

5239.

FOSTEX B16 multitrack reel to reel,

excellent cond, home production use

only, £1795 ono. Tel: (0736) 762826.

FOSTEX E16, half -inch, Tascam 85-16

dbx one -inch, immac, auto locators,

offers around £2400; MT32, mint,

£200. Tel: (03632) 4627.

FOSTEX M80, £900; Dynamix 16:8:2,

flightcased, £850; Yamaha SPX9011,

£250, all as new. Tel: (0737)

553195.

FOSTEX 160, only 4 hrs use,

excellent machine, boxed, manuals,

house forces reluctant sale, £340

ono. Tel: (0373) 826457.

LOOM for Fostex E16/B16, very high

quality, £125 ono; Yamaha SPX90,

perfect, £295 ono; SDE1000, £180.

Tel: 071-485 6441:

STUDIO CLEAROUT: Korg SDD2000,

£160; Simmons SPM8:2 MIDI mixer,

£160; Boss KM600, 6:2 mixer, £65;

Fostex X30, £225. Mark, Tel: (0646)

697163.

STUDIOMASTER 8:4, AKG/Shure

mics, Nomad PZM MIDI trigger,

Ovation semi -acoustic etc, offers. Tel:

(0933) 50150.

STUDIOMASTER Session Mix 16:2,

as new, immac, boxed, £550. Tel:

(0533) 706959, weekday eves.

TAC SCORPION mixer, 24:16:2, 1 yr

old, home studio use only, £4500. Tel:

081-348 0414.

TANNOY Gold, 15" dual concentric

studio monitors, £395 ono; Dolby

A360, two, £195 each; Aphex Type E,

£75; Mirage input filter, £45 ono.

Wanted desperately: Oscar. Tel:

(0442) 862373.

TASCAM 234 portastudio, like MT100

but better, cash or swap; for sale: Ml,

flightcase. Tel: (0256) 50259.

TASCAM 244 portastudio, excellent 4 -

track, owner moving to 8 -track, £400

ono. Tel: (0923) 817691.

TEAC 3440, 4 -track reel to reel, home

use only, maintained, excellent cond,

£495 ono. Tel: (0736) 762826.

XRI MIDI Merger, 2 ins/2 merged

outs/1 Thru, reset switch, £69 ono.

Tel: (0909) 486971.

YAMAHA DMP7, digital 8:2 mixer

processor, £1300. Tel: 071-720 5802.

YAMAHA MEP4 MIDI processor, £160;

Bokse SM9 MIDI/SMPTE sync, £220;

Denon DRM20, 3 -head cassette,

£200, all mint, ono. William, Tel:

(0924) 469439.

AMPS
ALLIGATOR 200W drum combo, 7

inputs, built-in reverb/graphic, soft
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case, immac, £375 ono. Tel: (07844)

50302.

CARLSBRO Cobra 90W keyboard

combo. Good condition, home use

only, £140. Tel: (08012) 4017.

CARLSBRO MARLIN 4 -channel 130W

PA amp, with reverb, also HH Pro

150 150W full -range cabinet. Nice

live keyboard rig. £300. Tel: (0353)

665577, X162 office hours.

CUSTOM SOUND 200W Eminence

speakers, pair, £350; H/H 6 -channel

mixer/amp, £100. Steve, Tel: (0202)

429343.

EMINENCE PA cabs, 1 x 15" speaker

plus horn, immac, home use only,

£150 for pair. Neil, Tel: (0773)

540234, after 5.30pm.

HH K100, pair keyboard combos,

excellent cond, never gigged, house

forces reluctant sale, £275 ono

each. Tel: (0373) 826457.

LANEY session keyboard, 100W, 7

inputs, 3 channels, plus mic channel,

£150. Tel: (0926) 882913.

MARLIN LEAD combo, 2 inputs,

chorus, reverb, overdrive etc, 50W,

as new, £75. Tel: (0484) 518743.

SESSION 75W guitar combo, twin

channel reverb, overdrive, footswitch,

sought after amp, bargain, £130. Tel:

(0273) 670805.

PERSONNEL
COMPUTER engineer/performer,

S900/Pro24 literate, vocals,

personality, image and stage work

essential. Buj, Tel: (0831) 322984.

DESPERATELY seeking energetic,

enthusiastic partner for

songwriter/keyboardist. Write: Geoff

Garland, 5 Croxton Close, Luton,

Beds LU3 2UQ.

DRUMMER NEEDED, experienced,

flair, steady, must play for the songs'

sake. Mid Sussex/Brighton based.

Simon, Tel: (0273) 550716.

GUITARIST/VOCALIST wanted for

semi -pro duo running C -Lab. Norwich

area. John, Tel: (0603) 409632.

NEW dance music group, require

male/female vocalist. Please send

demo tapes and telephone number

that we may contact you on. Write:

Keith Winds, 55 Lime Walk, Acton,

Sudbury, Suffolk C010 OYD.

SALT & LIGHT Productions seeks

musicians, songwriters and

engineers. Live and studio projects,

video work. Dave, Tel: (0865)

722158.

TWENTY YEAR OLD seeks studio

work as tape -op in London,

Birmingham etc. Tel: (0604) 843536.

VOCALIST for electro band wanted.

Influences Front 242, Nitzer EBB,

Depeche etc. Paul, Tel: (06284)

72961.

WANTED: engineer with computer

and synth knowledge, experience

unnecessary, to work with successful

writers/remixers. Tel: (0272)

551574.

WANTED: enthusiastic, determined

keyboard and bass player for "On It"

record deal hunting producer/writers,

interested? Tel: 051-548 5829.

MISC
AKG D190 microphone, retail £90,

swap for Korg M1 PCM card or £40,

(ungigged). Tel: (0242) 510434.

ARIA ADL1 delay pedal with PSU,

£40; Commodore 64, with all

accessories, £60. Tamer, Tel: (0622)

751629.

BOSS HM2, £25; Oberheim

Prommer, £85; Electro-Harmonix

electric mistress, £25, all boxed.

Martin, Tel: (058283) 2828.

CITRONIC DISCO decks, £160 the

pair or swap for good Roland drum

machine. Tel: (0604) 843536.

DL -P3 turntable including Stanton

500AC club cartridge, still

guaranteed, £130 ono. Tel: (0280)

703033.

MIDIVERB 2, £180; MV802 mixer,

£170; EMT10 module, £150; FB01,

£100; MMT8 sequencer, £180, all

vgc. Andy, Tel: (0453) 752759.

150+ Electro Music magazines, £50;

2 -PC trigger pad set, £20, also

various effects. Tel: (0438) 350471.

Q -LOCK 310, £1950; Linndrum Mkll,

£250; Eddy Ryan drums, £500;

Spencer upright piano, £750. Tel:

081-443 1523.

SAXOPHONE, Rosehill alto, vgc,

selling because destitution beckons,

£450 - will haggle! Tel: (08447) 445.

STEINBERG key expander, £75. Tel:

(0424) 436674, before you're

disappointed!!!

SYNCHRONISE your non -MIDI house

gear together - and to tape, Synctrax,

£20; Boss percussion synth, £15.

Tel: (0524) 64116.

WANTED
AKAI S1000, Roland MKS80 and

PG80, Prophet VS plus rack,

Oberheim Matrix 12 and expander,

EMS-AKS, Prophet T8, Mesa Boogie

Mklll. Tel: 081-675 8115.

ALESIS DATADISK, Elka CR99, Korg

DF1, or similar MIDI storage disk

drive. Ian, Tel: (0633) 49623.

ALESIS MIDIVERB II digital reverb

unit wanted. Paul, Tel: (0703)

283090.

ARP ODYSSEY manual, service

info/diagram, (photocopies

acceptable), also spare keys (low C,

top ABC). Steve, Tel: (0983) 298969.

ATARI 520/1040, Korg M3R or p/x

Roland W30. Paul, Tel: (0793)

876259, after 6pm.

CASIO FZ1 memory expansion, cash

waiting, Matrix 1000 voices also

wanted. Steve, Tel: 051-526 0235.

CASIO FZ1 sampler, preferably 2Meg,

must be vgc, ungigged, cash waiting.

Steve, Tel: (0602) 622846.

KAWAI K5, plus RAM/s, £400 and

Goodmans Maxamps, £50, both

immac. Tel: (0455) 611328.

LET ME borrow your PG800 in

exchange 4 studio time in huge MIDI

setup, or cash!! Still want synth player

into Tangerine Dream. Tel: Reading

580764.

PHILIPS MSX2, 8280 computer,

Yamaha CX5M MIDI recorder, music

input pad. Tel: (0292) 79136.

ROLAND D50, offering one mint cond

Akai S900, delivery possible. Jason,

Tel: (0844) 261663.

ROLAND MKS7 (super quartet), also

velocity sensitive synth/keyboard.

Derek, Tel: (0450) 75081, after 6pm.

SWAP my Roland JX3P for TR909,

DDD1, Cheetah MS6, Pro1, Atari,

cash adjustments either way. Colin,

Tel: (0803) 311678.

URGENT: Korg VC10 vocoder, must

be in working order, cash waiting.

Brad, Tel: (0623) 752223.

WANTED: manual for Fostex X15

portastudio. Tel: (0273) 493659.

WANTED: Roland SBX10 or Korg

KMS30. Tel: (0604) 843536.

YAMAHA QX3 or QX5FD, perfect

cond only, can collect London area,

cash ready. Tel: 081-693 2609.
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to advertise in the
Classified Section

phone

Robert Last
on

0353 665577

HURRICANE
S T U D I O S

SOUTH LONDON BASED
2 INCH 24 TRACK

DIGITAL MASTERING,

LIVE ROOM.

FULL MIDI CAPABILITY

EXCELLENT WORKING

ENVIRONMENT

Tel. 081-699 6945

Fax. 081-699 5645

Also available City and Guilds Courses in

Sound Engineering and
Music Technology

Phone for Details

AMADEUS
16 TRACK MIDI STUDIO

£8+VAT
Fostex E16/RSD Mixdown

Tascam 32 mastering
C -LAB NOTATOR/CREATOR

M1/D50/D110/DX7
Quadraverb /Midiverb /Drawmer gate

compressor/AKAI S950 + lots more Exellent
quality recordings at

unbeatable rates
Amadeus Studios Edgbaston Birmingham.

For free brochure telephone:021 429 9628.

MEDIA
Production Services

Bon Marche Buildings,
444 Brixton Road,
London SW9 8EJ

TeI:071 737 7152

See courses and tuition
section for more details.

PLUS ONE
TAPES

For the best in cassette duplication Real
Time or High Speed -Ferric or Chrome.Also

custom wound blanks -any length C5 -C100
Nobody does it better

FOR FURTHER DETAILS:

telephone (0327 843092) or write to

Plus One Tapes,26 High St.Long Buckby

Northants NN6 7RD

PRIVATE SALE
320 Megabyte Hard Disc Drive:
Mint condition SCSI drive compatible with Emulator III or
Macintosh SOUND TOOLS
.***FULL OF GREAT E III SOUNDS*** £1,4004AT

Syquest 45 megabyte Removable Hard
Disc Drive:
compatible with all SCSI computers and samplers
***Ern sounds available"' £650*VAT

AKG 414 EB Studio MICROPHONE
"'top class mic at bargain prices" S325+VAT

call Craig at Livewire Studios

(0695) 31359/50003

- DISKS -Th
3.5"

100 %ERROR FREE DSDD

£18.50 for 25

£35.00 for 55
Cheques /P.O.s to

BIDBROOK SYSTEMS
11 Sutherland Ave,London W9

(0831) 311782

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
TRAINING

Do you want to learn more about
MIDI or recording ?

We are running regular weekend,
one week and part-time courses

in:

MIDI. Synthesis &
Seauencinq

Recording.Techniques
Courses for both beginners and

more experienced users.
We also offer consultation.
For more information call

MICROMAGIC LTD.
(0924) 410880

KINGSWAY
MUSIC AND TECHNOLOGY
A NEW EDUCATION STUDIO IN CENTRAL LONDON
16TR TASCAM1SOUNDCRAFT & STEINBERG MIRO(
SYSTEM/ TANNOY QUADAKAI
1000SS50IM 1 /DX711/D50/ATARI/MADBM/MC500
SEPARATE 8TR TASCAM SUITE PLUS 688/246
PORTASTUDOS SIMMONS/KIT/R5/R8

COURSES STARTING IN SEPTEMBER 1990

STUDIO MUSICIANS

A flexible pan time course aimed at musicianssongwriters,singers

and producers wishing to develop their own material and present it

to record/production companies and publishers.

BTEC PERFORMING ARTS

A full time 2 year course with a bas towards

Musa Technology and Studio work

Interested and want mare information?

Write to Colin McDonald,Kingsway Music &

Technology,Clerkenwell Centre,London EOR

OAS or leave your name and address on the studio answerphone

,0712501759

Midi Courses at Right Track
Studios. Beginners to advanced with
accommodation in lovely Hertfordshire
surroundings.Courses tailored to your
requirements,including Midi arranging
Basic Midi,Drum programming and video
sound track work.Phone David
Etheridge 0432-72442 for details.

MUSICIANS ALLIANCE - THE MEMBERSHIP
SOCIETY FOR ALL MUSICIANS.

INFORMATION,LEADS,CONTACTS,
OPPORTUNITIES,SPECIAL OFFERS -
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET MORE
OUT OF MUSIC .

DETAILS:MUSICIANS ALLIANCE (MT),
FREEPOST,LONDON SE4 28 R.

ADVANCED SOUND RECORDING & PRODUCTION
24 Track studio w. automation & Digital Programming suite

Digital Audio Concepts DASH and PD Formats Analogue / Digital Recording Processing Mixing and Editing.Automation and
synchronisation MIDI and SMPTE Time Code. Computerised Sound Mixing Consoles.Analogue/Digital Sound Synthesis and

Sampling Working with Various Bands and individual Artists. Music writing . Song and orchestral arrangernents,radio jingles and
commercials TV/Film,sounds,local radio operation,introducfion to Pop promo production business practice in music industry.

Three -Month Intensive or Six Month Part -Time CERTIFICATE Courses in ANALOGUE SOUND
RECORDING AND PRODUCTION

Modern 24 track sound recording and production introduction to Digital audio Analogue/Digital Sound Synthesisers and
Sampling Keyboards,studio work with bands and individual artists,music for TV and film, song arrangements for Record release.

DIGITAL SOUND RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
Digital sound recording DASH and PD formats,digital multi -track operation.Mitsubish i X-850 Rotary Heads,Digital

Recording, tapeless recording, Digital Synthesis/Sampling,Dgital audio processing mixing,electronic and manual
editing,computerised sound mixing console automation and assignable consoles MIDI and SMPTE Time Code,their practical

application in creative music production,MIDI controlling networking.
Triggering and sequencing ATRIVTR Synchronisation.

CREATIVE MUSIC RECORDING AND PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
Creative application of multitrack recording & MIDI programming techniques:Working with bands & solo artists:

TV/Film &radio sound production & post-production,SSL & Amak Mozart console automation systems: Music composition &
arrangement in a variety of styles, Recording & Mixing tricks -of -the -trade.

Many Former Students are now employed In TV/Video and Audio Industries

MEDIA PRODUCTION SERVICES
BON MARCHE BUILDING, 444 BRIXTON ROAD LONDON, SW9 8EJ

Tel: 071.737 7152. 071.274 4000,Ext. 328,323

Classical Masterpieces on Disc!
Create your own performance! Rehearse a solo part with full

orchestrial accompaniment

Digital Music Archives have Expanded their Classical
Masterpieces on Disc series to include 5 new works.

Formatted for use with most of the major MIDI -
sequencers for the Alan ST,Mac,IBM and Amiga,each

disc contains the data necessary for reproducing the full
orchestral score of a work from the Clesical repertoire.An
audio cassette and manual are included with each disc.

New and available now!
Mozart:Serenade 'Eine K liens Nachtmusik' K525

Beethoven:Violin Concerto D Major,Opus 61
Bach:Brandenburg Concerto no.5 in

D Major BMV1050
Works for organ by Bach,Handel,Mozart

and Beethoven
Only f19.95 each!

Write or phone for full catalogue
Available from: Digitable Music Archives,

46b Gascony Avenue, London NW6 4NA
Tel: (071) 624-8774

AKAI S900/950 SAMPLE SETS
Vol. 1 25 disks mixed selection A
Vol.2 25 disks mixed selection 8
Vol. 3 25 disks Drums & Cymbals

Vol. 4 25 disks Percussion. FX Stabs. etc
Price per set only £79.95 including VAT. insured

postage and full replacement guarantee.
All samples programs are professionally
produced and are of the highest quality.

Details from/Cheques payable to:VALLEY
STUDIOS,Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay, Dyfed.

SA45 9TU. Tel: (0545) 560164

PATCHBOX MUSIC
ESQ1/S080

ECSTASYWORLD 80 Analog/Dance ravers f15.00

BIGWORLD Our Top 40 killers £10.00

Both Sets (RAM 80.00) £22.00

CZ 101 /1000/3000/5000
NEW WORLD 64 voice 1990 essentials £12.00

SO 1 DREAMWORLD.The newest 80 sounds you'll
hear anywhere- Available mid September £20.00

(your ROM loaded or Data sheets available)
All sounds programmed to meet the professional

demands of our studio clients
Patchbox Music,Patchbox Studios,59 Water Mill

Way,South Darenth,Kent DA49 BC
Tel:(0322) 863617

EPS, S950, FZ1, MIRAGE SAMPLE LIBRARIES
We are Europes largest sample library with over 100,000 sounds ranging from Orchestral to House,with
sounds taken digitally from 'State of the Art systems'.Our EPS library is THE LARGEST in the world, and our
other libraries are catching up fast.ALL DISKS ONLY £8.50 EACH INC P&P.,OR 5 DISKS FOR £40.00 OR 10
DISKS FOR £70.00 DEMO TAPE 90p PHONE NOW FOR A FREE CATALOQUE.(specify which library)

SAMPLE TAPES. Our sample tape collection currently features 11 high quality chrome cassettes .
Each cassette is jam-packed with multi sampled sounds .

VOL 1 "CLASSICS 1", VOL 2 "DRUMS & PERCUSSION", VOL 3 "CLASSICS 2", VOL 4"ORCHESTRA 1",
VOL 5 "CLASSICS", VOL 6 "SOUND FX 1", VOL 7 "HOUSE ATTACK" VOL 8 "CLASSICS 4", VOL 9
"WORLD MUSIC", VOL10 "DRUMS & PERCUSSION 2" features Drum sounds from the latest generation of
Drum machines and Samplers.

NEW VOL II ANALOGUE 1, Which features sounds from Prophet 5, Oberh 001, Matrix 1000, Mini
moog, Wasp, Oscar, SH101, TB303, SH5, Yamaha CS80, and much more.
ALL TAPES £6.50 EACH OR ANY 5 FOR £28.00, OR ANY10 FOR £54.00
WRITE/PHONE NOW FOR FREE TAPE TAPE CATALOGUE.

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
STEINBERG CUBASE £495. AVALON £290. PRO 24 £150. DR T'S TIGER CUB £99. XOR £224. DIGITAL
MODE PRODIGY £99. INTELLIGENT MUSICS REAL TIME £224. INTELLIGENT MUSICS 'M' £135. EZE
EPS EDITOR £140.
FULL LISTINGS WRITE -PHONE

MAKE CHEQUES/PO PAYABLE TO:DESERT ISLAND,20 EDDINGTON ROAD,MILTON OF
CULCABOCK, INVERNESS IV2 3DB. Tel. 0463 221488

ACCESS AND VISA WELCOME

,0) 6A Friars Works,

Abercromby Avenue,

High Wycombe,Bucks HP16 DT

TeI:(0494) 450 868

For custom built flight cases from loud speaker
cabinets to executive briefcases check us out for

the best prices
1©) NO JOB TOO SMALL (
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SUITE DREAMS
TASCAM's goal since its very

inception has been to continually
bridge the gap between art and
technology.

With the development of the
MIDiiZER, the facilities of a
sophisticated video post production
suite are no longer an unaffordable
dream for the musician.

The TASCAM MIDiiZER is an
extremely versatile time -code based
synchroniser/controller designed for
a wide range of music and video
production applications.

In one unit the MIDiiZER offers
both MIDI to timecode and tape
transport synchronisation/control
capability. It is compatible with a

variety of MIDI equipment and the
new generation TASCAM recorders -
from the 644 and 688 MIDISTUDIOS,
through the 238 syncassette and TSR-
8 to the MSR-16 16 channel recorder.

In addition to basic tape transport

TASCAM
the right track

control, the MIDiiZER also features
record function selection, auto punch
in/out and auto -locator functions for
efficient, centralised transport control.

The MIDiiZER's unique com-
bination of MIDI and timecode means
that point location and auto record
control of a tape transport can be
referenced to MIDI bar/beat points,
allowing efficient, intuitive editing
and control.

The MIDiiZER can also be used for
control and synchronisation of most
VTR's and ATR's with the addition of
the optional IF -1000 interface.

Capable of handling ATR-MIDI,
ATR-ATR, ATR-ATR-MIDI or VTR-ATR-
MIDI system configurations, the
TASCAM MIDiiZER is an ideal choice for
control and synchronisation in virtually
any music production application.

See the MIDiiZER at your local
TASCAM dealer and you'll find that
your dreams have become reality.
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